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Foreword

As Noam Chomsky, has said in so many ways over the past decade,
linguistic descriptions that capture our unconscious knowledge of lan-
guage are several steps removed from how we actually make use of that
knowledge in language performance. The potential set of inferences from
linguistics to the applied problem of reading must be explicitly delineated
and argued: they are not necessarily straightforward or immediately ap-.
parent. Performance models of the adult reading process which embed
linguistic knowledge structures within their total functioning are but one
example of the attempt to make use oflinguistic theory. Another is trying
to structure initial reading materialn line with one or another linguistic

'theory or generalization. Dr. Shuy is undoubtedly correct when he warns
of the dangers of facile generalizations from the theoretical descriptive
science of linguistics to the culture-specific task of reading. Fortunately,
this volume gives equal weight to both the level of linguistic description
and the problem of drawing inferences to reading.

This publication also reflects a shift of emphasis in linguistic studies
away froM syntactic issues confined to the sentence and toward an ela-
boration of extrasentential considerations needed for effective interpreta-
tion of language, such a.s di.scourse constraints, context, intentionality,
and referencing. These issues have generally been raised in the context of
senumtic studies and are due, in part, to efforts to construct adequate
performance models for understanding language. Especially hi computer
simulation studies, it has been found that a characterization of semantic
context is needed in addition to sentence parsing routines. Selected as-
pects of our "knowledge of the world- must be formalized and, as theory
in this area has begun to devlop, it was inevitable that inferences to read-
'ing would be forthcoming. A number of the more proMinent cognitive
models of reading (such as the works of Kenneth Goodman and Frank
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Smith) have emphasized the r,?le of semantic expectations in readin,,
;omprehensic:. to such an exte:-A that one can predict a relatively easy ac-
commodation of these models to the new linguistic formulations. From
another point of view, it has long been recognized that cultural dif-
ferences may be responsible for a significant proportion of reading
failures; ac:rain, as lincuistic theory articulates these conte;:tual variations.
we might expect some additional insight into the relative importance of
numerous sociolinguisti:: differences as they affect reading acquisition. As
Dr. Shuy intimates in his introduction, this type of vital interaction of
semantic-contextual theory with problems in reading may be especially
useful in helping us think about teaching strategies for the development of
reading comprehension in the middle grades.

Yet another way of thinking about the conceptual distance that
separ'ates linguistic theory from reading is the problem of linguistic ac-
cessibility. This has been the subject of much psycholinguistic, informa-
tion-processing research of the past few years. In learning to read an
alphabetic language such as English, many developmental theories de-
pend upon the accessibility of rather abstract linguistic units such as
phonological segments, morphological elements of lexical items, and
trace elements in comPlex syntacte surface structures or logical form.
Since these awarenesses are not initially present in children, we can pre-
sume they develop only as their attention is drawn to these distinctions
through a combination of tutelage and maturation. Furthermore, as
these initial awarenesses in reading are subsumed in later stages of read-
ing development and automaticity of functioning ensues, the child's at-
tention is freed to consider larger semantic-contextual issues. But just
what combination of factors is needed to bridge this gap between An-
guistic units and psychological access to these units for children learning
to read remains somewhat of a mystery. This book certainly appears to be
a step in the right direction.
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Introduction

It has always concelned linguists that professionals in the field of
reading would allow the notion to develop that there is such a thing as -a
linguistic approach to reading." One of the more obvious aspects of the

act of reading (in most languages a: least) is that, in some mysterious way,
the knowledge a readei possesses of his language is called upon and made
of use. There can be little question about this activity among most readers

who are speakers of alphabetic languages. This is not to say that such
readers do not also call on other skills. Undoubtedly they make heavy use

of psychology, but we have yet to hear of "the psychology approach to
reading." It seems rather clear that readers call upon their social and

cultural knowledge, but there has been no discernible rush to establish a

"sociological approach to reading." The major principles of information
processing are utilized in the reading process, but no movement seems to

be fomenting for -an information processing approach to reading." Why

linguistics has been singularly blessed with such a burden is not at all

clear, but the phenomenon is certainly apparent.
At first blush it would appear that linguists could be happy to be so

highly valued by reading teachers, but a closer examination of the situa-

tion will reveal that the attention paid by reading specialists to linguistics

usually has been superficial, fragmented, and misguided. Reading

specialists are not entirely at fault for this improper view of the field. lin-
guists also must share the blame, largely beeause they are generally un-

aware of what is going on in this-field under the name of linguistics. But

here, as on every other occasion in which the excuse is utilized, ignorance

is certainly not excusable.
For example, linguists have known for some time that their field in-

volves a great deal more than phonology. Yet all through the fifties and

7
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sixties, for most people. the term linguf-stfcs was synonymous with letter-
sound correspo-ndPnces in reading rearch. materials development. and
teaching. Such awareness was often accompanied by sighs of relief that.
however esoteric this new linguistics mig-ht be, it at least bore some
similarity to more-comfortable phonics, giving birth to the enduring con-
fusion between phonetics and phonicsa distinction made by Charles
Fries but missed completely by those who chose not to see it:

Another trivialization of the presumed-linguistic approach to reading
came about as a result of efforts to apply the orthodoxy of language teach-
ing to the reading process. Repetition drills were very popular at that
time and it was naturally assumed that sentences like -Nan can fan Dan-
would bring systematic, predictable, regularity to the otherwise chaotic
chore of learning tr.-. read. Now linguistics came to mean two things:
noisemaldng and repeated noisemaking.

Largely through the efforts of Kenneth Goodman, Frank Smith, and
their colleagues and students, a countermovement developed toward the
obviously overdrawn focus on language units smaller than a word. The
new evidence, impressively researched and eloquently presented, argued
against overusing decoding and for moving immediately to syntax proces-
sing.- Thus, the influence of linguistics was again redefined to include
sentence and discourse level processing. The major objection to this
healthy infusion of new blood into the analysis of the reading process was
that it tended to reject categorically other iegitimate language processing
units. To be sure. letter-sound correspondences were grossly overempha-
sized in most reading programs and it may well be that, by paying
continuous attention to only the phonological language access in reading,
more students were lost from boredom than from ignorance r willful
slothfulness. In any case, borrowing their premises from classical genera-
tive grammar, Goodman and Smith saw reading as syntax or discourse
processing of meaning units, not the one-to-one decoding of sound units.
This healthy advance in understanding how language processing takes
place in reading was generally referred to as psycholinguistics and read-
ing.

Not to disagree with the excellent notions of Goodman and Smith
but to supplement this concept of linguistics, this collection of viewpoints
on linguistics and reading was assembled. It is our contention that many
aspects of linguistics, besides those of phonology and grammar, can be
brought to bear on the act of reading. Sociolinguistics, for example, is one
such area. Another is a rapidly developing field of study shared by
anthropologists and linguists, generally referred to as the ethnography of
communication. In addition, we need to know a great deal more about
the interrelationship of children's language acquisition to the ways they
acquire reading skills and processing. Recently, the term pragmatics has
come to be used by lirwilists to refer to the task of recording and explain-
ing a portion of linguistic reality. Pragmatics is generally concerned with
the broader role of context as it is related to the benefits and attitudes of

8
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the ;Participants in a cc-mrnunicatin event. It deals with ctatt:s relation-
ships and the puro.ose or int,n; of this c-c---,-,unication.

In one sense of the term. learning to read involves the learning of
certain skills which, once le,:rned. must be almost immediately shelved
for more coglitive stratees. What happens in the learning-to-read
L;rc-Ce-Cs is that, at the onset of reading, the more behavioral proc:esses tend
to dor^inate; but, as the reader learns more and more about reading, he
calls more and more on co7mitive strategies. especially those which
involve processing larger and larger language accesses. More precisely, at
the onset of 1-.-ading, the reader processes letter-sound correspondences, a
skill which one learns primarily in order to be,rin to deny it in favor of
othcr more cognitive strategies later on.

A schematic illustration of this view of the l,nT,age accesses in-
volved in the reading pror'ess is the following:

Letter-Sound
Correspondences

Syllables

Morphemes

Words

Sentences

Linguistic Context

Pragmatic Context Oc:
Onset of
Reading

Well Developed
Reading

It should be clear, however, that this schematic illustration is not a
description based on research but, rather, it is a reasonable estimate of
what is likely to be the case once the necessary research has been done. Of
particular importance is that it displays letter-sound correspondence as
crucial at the onset of learning to read, then decreasingly important as the
learning to read process develops. Similar progression can be noted for
each of the other language accesses, with particular focus, in the case of
pragmatics, on the increasing significance of context and discourse. Note
especially that both accesses are available and important at the onset of
learning to read but of relatively low cruciality at that time. As the
learner continues to progress, however, he calls less and less on the word
to subword level accesses and more and more on the language accesses
that are larger than word level.

9



At this ncint, it should be noted that mst ianzoa:.: learning activity
parallet th2 learniry, to read pro7ression. ins(Jfar as the early stages of
1-=arning are relatively clear cut and show obvious 7ains, whereas ti-.P
middle level and advanced stacre of langua7e learning are less well known
and obvious. That is. in almost ever: case. the sta;es in the beginning
courses in lan-ruage learning are relatively well known and measurable
but, as the learner proigresses, the exact stages in his program become less
clear.. From a commercial viewpoint. we know considerably more about
how to construct in;roducton courses than we do about how to constrJet
advanced ones.

The parallels to reading instruction should be clear. Historically, we
have developed reasonably good onset reading progrims but increasingly
ineffective advanced ones. Most children who are learninc, to read show
predictable gains during the first year or so and then demonstrate, ac-
cording to our admittedly weak measurement system, progressive fall off
the next few years. One contention of this volume is that a reason for this
fail off is that the teaching program continues to focus on onset skill de-
velopment at stages in which more appropriate strategies would in olve
larger and larger chunking of the language accesses. A second contention
is that a teaching program in reading should be constructed to develop
middle-level reading skills, a program which will call on a child's
knowledge not only of syntax (as Goodman and others are doing) but also
one which will make use of the child's pragmatic knowledgehis knowl-
edge about how lanpage is used.

Among the things that have plagued the relationship of reading to
linguistics, the following might be noted:

1. The indepdndent development of the two fields. In one sense, at
least, it is necessary for fields to develop independently.
It has been difficult for reading specialists to catch up with fast
moving deVelopments in linguistics.

3. Linguistics has been viewed myopically as phonology, phonics.
or at other low level decoding levels.

4. Linguists have not provided adequate attention to reading as a
legitimate field of study.

5. Far too often:linguistics has been viewed as a set of methods or
techniques rather than as a content area of reading. This results,
at least partially, from the tendency of the field of reading to
view itself as a set of methods or techniques.

This volume intends to dispel some false assumptions. It is hoped
that linguists will be encouraged by this volume to enter into the arena of
reading research and development. For far too long, reading has been
ignored by most linguists, permitting many false assumptions about their
field to develop. Five areas of linguistics have been singled out for pre-
sentation here. Several are somewhat familiar to the reading specialist
(phonology, grammatical analysis); others may he new (sociolinguistics.

Introduction ix
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pragmatics) .Ali inae Ipres.,'.nt what is theu;ht to be old ter-Titory in new
The authors are ail lin,ruist..s ana . however much tHey rni,rht kriuvs-

about their field. they cannot be exr.,ected to know hat is needed in daily
classroom Practice. The intention of this book is- to su2,:-,t5t areas in whicl-,
linguistic theory miaht lead to the development of such practice. Thaz
such a procedure renuires a next step is not unusual. Ten lin,-uists have
reached out to the field of readimr with v. hat the,: kr-.(iw about ianuare
and, in some ways. :hi:, -)laces them itt Dc.ns of ulnerability. These
writers offer no final rds but they do attem-npt to help us understand
their field.
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word, avoiding the nonplural use of theti'-----sverc regulative rules of this
sorVh.en we use sentences like

The'grarnmatical wuy of saving that would be .

Thar,s noi very good grammar.
Could yon fix this up-- elieck the spelling and gramma!

using the word grammar in this regulative sense.
A linguist's gra untar. however, contains rules of a different sort.

TIwy're more like the role.s to a giani than.the rules regni:ii,,: nth.
of social behr,ivior. The rules of chess. contract bridg,
serve to define those games. There is no such thing as basch,.
ample, without the rules of basebal;l. The rules cr,?ate the g,
than simply reptlate it.' Although I might write a thank y011 a. .

regarding 6.ery rule of etiquette. I can hardly hit a home run or strike out
without following the riul e. of baseball. since there is no such thing as a
strike out or a home run except as deilined by the rules.

Similarly, the rules of grammar 'define (in part.) what a language k.
They're rules which state how a lang lage is constructed, how.it works. A.
grammar describes what, people has.: learned.,. -when, they can be said to
have learned a language. It does ra t deserilw exactly what people say,
blit it doesdefine the principles tind.11ying their ability to say whatever
they do---just as the official baseball Ira ndhook does not describe how :my
particular strike out was aecoinplish .d;.though it does define the princi-
ples behind all events that can he described as strike outs.
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The rules of English will, in many ways, be similar to thc rules of
Portuguese, Korn, Malaya lain, Korean, and other languages. These
similarities will (in part) define what natural language is, what is com-
mon to all human languages. The grammars of these languages will also
differ;. and.thece differences will (in part) define what English is as op-
posed to Korean, what Malayalam is c opposed to Kom, etc. More than
this, a grammar should describe the various varieties of the same lan-
guage. The sort of English, Malayalam, or Portuguese used by different
groups of speakers, by different individuarspeakers; or even by the same
speaker on different occasions will vary greatly. 'Since the grammatical
rules of a lthiguage attemPt to deserihi: tht internal organization of that
larrguage, these rules will also need t :re the variation in sorne way.
Thus an English grammar wouLl 'he various styles, dialects,
and medes of speaking that n, .town as the English lan-
guage. So, unlike the rules of .mmar, the grammar of a
linguistic description would not a,. ..., up a single -standard- for
the language.

From this conception of a grammar as a body of nonregulative, con-
stitutive rules (term from Searle, 1965)rule.s which describe how a larf-
guage is organizedit is possible to draw some conclusions abont how
grammatical studies might be important to an understanding of the read-
ing process.

First', grammatical rules are unlike the rules Of games (such as base-
ball) in that we can't simply hold a conference and decide on what the
grammar of,English is or what it should be. ,The rules of ,English gram-.
mar must be. discovered. Unlike games, languages are 'not subject to ex-
plicit legislative control. Most everyone (above a certain age) krws a
language, anchTthereforejnows what the rules of that language are. The
rules:are, simply,-a statement of what someone knows when:they ktiow a
language. Unfortunately, we can't simply ask ourselves what the gram-
matical rules of English are; we must deduce them from our verbal be-
havior. Whenever pcople use English they are behaving according to the .
rules of English grammar. They are using their own internalized gram-
mars in order to construct and understand meaningful sentences of

It is, therefore, by observing what people say (or by guessing what
they couldpossibly say), that linguists attempt to construct theories about
the structure and nature, of language.. There is, consequently, a lot of
room for dispute. Each grammatical theory or version of a grammatical
rule must always be open to-question, improvement, or outright attack. .

And there are a lot of disputes, arguments, and counter-argumentS
carried on by'people Working in linguistics. It is largely by means of such'

'In their grammatical studies, linguists have concentrated on the struchlre of sentenem
and this paper will reflect this concentration. This is not meant to imply any claim that the
rules pertaining to structural units larger and smaller than the sentence are of lesser
portance.

4 GRAMMAR
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argumentation that a field moves forward. And we have been able to
move and make progressin the study'of grammatical structure. But the
nature of our activities (and the almost unlimited'complexity of our sub-
ject matter) means that linguists will never be able to provide reading
teachers with a definitive grammar of English as a whole (if any such
thing could exist) or even of one specific style and variety of English.

What we cun talk about, however, is a view of language that grows
out of linguistic studies. It is such a view of the grammatical organization
of English,. rather than any specifics of English grammar, that I'd like to
outline here, while relating,it in a general way to the reading process.

2. GRAMMATICAL RULES

I will be concerned here v. Int-_,,uistic theory has to say 01'
two aspects of w they know a language. Ki 10\
a language invol

1) Knowing nu \\ utterances in the language are constructed,
and.

2) Knowing how the various possible grammatical construe-
tions,in a language are related to the meanings they express.

The issnes for grammatical theory that are raised by these aspects 'of
knowing a languag c.! can be-put in the form of questions: What syntactic
rules are needed +.0 describe the utterances that speakers of English can
make? What is the relationship of the meaning of a sentence to. its gram-
malicaritructure? Grammatically speaking, what is it that Speakers and
readers do when they communicate successfully in English? Let us take a
look at the way that current grammatical theory attempts to answer these
questions.°

First, it is easy to show that the actual struciure of English sentence,
does not accurately rt.; ,resent their logical content, Consider ,entenee (1' :

.1) Severa t: ins were said to le . e bcc71 delayed by the storm.

Here; any des( ciri of what is ny this sentence wou1:
include a statemew t( the effect that sc. t .18 is, in fact, the object oi
delayed. The ans, '7 he question, "Wha : was delayed?" would .be.
"Several trains we But the sentence as it :,t ands, as it apoears,1n 'the
text, represent:, .\, -../ traim only a:s the subject of the whOle sentence,
and not as khe obj uf delayed. Five words separate these two terms in
(1), and we would )e hard pressed to show how this sentence captures the
semantic relations:4 between them if we had to rely only on the struc-
ture of the sentence as it appears here. A more -semantic" representation
of what this sen'...!tice means might be paraphrased by something like (2)
or (3):

/
"The theoreti.-al out' ik k that of gene tive .gr °mar, generally, And generative

semantics, specifically.

Larkin
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2) [Some unspecified person(s)] said that the storm delayed
several train's.

4
3) There are several trains about which [some mispecified per-

sons(s)],said that the storm delayed them.
These paraphrases aie rather cumbersome, of course, but using the

st7ucture of either of them, it would be fairly sirnple to show how delayed
and several trains form a meaningful unit. This unity is not directly,repre-
sented in the structure of (1).

So, in this case, we would want to associate the structure of (1) with
the Meaning represented by the structure of (2) or (3). As we shall see,
that is precisely what grammatical rules, or transformations, attempt to
do.

But first, leCs define a couple of terms. The actual structure that
sentences have as they appear in texts is kn ii as surface structure.' The
grammatioal structure of (1) is a stv structure. The structure which
captures more accurately what a .itence means is known by several
names, deep structure, semantic representation, base structure, or logical
structure, etc., depending upon what school of thought a particular lin-
guist belongs to. For our -purposes, let's just use the more common term
deep structure and treat-it LI.; a neutral:term. The grammatical structure
corresponding to (2) or (3, be something-like the deep structure for
(1). So in example (.1) sc ral trains is a surface structure subject, but a
deep structure object.'

Grammatical rules
structures. These rules.
Einzlish know about th,
how a particular sentenc-

ns) relate structures to surface
1.. .-)ture what :.--.-)eakers and readers of
.Aau, 1 structure sentences, and about
,ciat.:1 with a particular meaning.

When we talk abot_
it is customary to talk
succcssivey applying tra::..
But in reality this is just
taneously has .a phonol* ti

. 'This is a slight oversinip !
tures; structures are assigned
inure accurate to say that th,
diagrammed, is a surface st ru.

"Although examples (2) An.
assume that one xentence is the ,
structure of one sentence is the
spects, thc deep strature of (I
the sentences given in (2) and
trains is concerned, But it also
untransfoinwd) correspondent,
of sucksentchces, however. sif
structure representation. Raft
of closely related deep structtn

.rface structures with deep structures,
t with a deep structure and then. Hy

to it, we derive a surface structL .e.
,m,- of speaking. Each sentence simul-

A surface grammatical structure,

!clic:es as they appear in texts don't have struc-
analysts using particular theories. It might be
A entence appearing in a text, as it might be

tjvcri a, surface sentences, it would be incorrect to
run. ,)r another sentence or even that the surface

:1 another. It so happens that. in certain re-
, .,11(ls infffe or lUis directly to the surface strt: -tu of

Ast as far aS the point about delayed anc '711:

deep structures haVe no.direct (r(
sentence, This paper will avoid using cxtu..
old involve presenting a whole theory..of 1-)

qrfacc sentences to inv,Ate thc relevant p -s

7
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and a deep grammatical structure. , The function of grammatical rules is
tnrelate surface to deep structures and to define what is and what is not a
possible structure: But it's easier to talk as if we went through a derivation
from deep to surface, so I'll continue to talk that way here too.

One .way to demonstrate grammatical rules of this sort is to pair
sentences that are (dmost) ider.tical, except for the fact that a particular
rule or set of rules hes applied to one member of the pair, but not to the
other member. The two sentences will, therefore, be very similar in terms
of deep stiacture, but will show a particular difference in their surface
structures. The difference between active and passive sentences, to take a
familiar example, is that the rules which form passives have applied to
one member of the active/passive pair, but not to the other.

That is, the deep structure of both (4a) and (4b)
4a) Jerry carried the equipment bag.
4b) The equipment bag was carried by Jerry,

would specify Jernj as the agent (the subject) oicarry, and the eqUipment
bag as the object of earn.] (what was carried). But in (4a) the equipment
bag has been transforMationalky moved to subject position w,hile fern] has
been made the object of a preposition.

(In addition to the deep similarities between actives and passives,
there are of course Certain meaningful differences. Active clauses would
sound awkward at best in a sentence like (4c):

4c) .With all the speeches that have been given,- all the resolu-
tions that have been passed, and all the editorials that have
been written,.nothing at all has been changed.

I'll limit myself to those aspectS. of meaning that Can most clearly be
captured in deep structure representations.).

In the ex::,.mples below, the firstmeMber of each pair has had a rule
of Raising applied to.it. This rule takes a noun phrase, which in deep
structure is the subject of a sz2bordinate eluase, and raises it up to become
a member of the main clause (as either subject or object).

5a) I belieVe'Kim to be a genius.
b) I believe that Kim is a genius.

6a) -Kim appears to have been delayed.
b) It appears that Kim has beendelayed:

7a) We appreciate Kim coming in to help out.
by We appreciate Kim's coming in to help out. -

In the (b) sentences of these examples, Raising has not applied and
the noun phrase Kim, remains in the subordinate clause. In the (a)
sentences, hoivever, Kini,isflot a part of the subordinate clause in surface
.structure at all.

In (5b) and (6b) Kim, retains its base Structure position as a subject of
the subordinate clause in surface struCture. In (7b), however, it has been

18 s
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transformed .into a pOssessive noun phrase, though here too it retains its
status-as-a constituent of the embedded claw-. It has not been raiSed into
the main clause, as it has ii, (7a).
, Skeptics might questVm whether Kim i clly has been raised to the
position of object in the.main clauses of (5a) (7a). These doubts have
traditionally been countered by a couple ot observations. First, when a
nominal occupies thcposition that Kim doe:: iv (5a), it can be passivized,

5c) Kim is believed to be a genius.
and,the Passive rule cannot move anything to subject position but an ob-
ject. Second, if we substitute pronominal formsfor the raised noun phrase
of (7a), we find that they must be in the objective ease:

'7c) We appreciate him/her coming in every day.
7d) We appreciate h /her coming in every day.

Siic ex'ample (7c) parallels (7a), and (7d) parallels (7b), we reason
that KiM must be a surface object of appreciate in (7a) too.

Rules have- applied in the derivation oi the (a) sentences of (9),:
and (10) which reduce relative clauses, stripping away the teltword ,and
deleting a form cf the v.:16. be . The (b) sentences have not had these rules
apply to them, and their relative clatiys remain intact,

8a). The car n the garage is :

b) The car which is in the g.-rage is a Vol a.
9a) Sam was a happy man.
b) Sam wa :. a man who was (characteristi.cally) happy.

1.0a) I had au argument with tLe wonfpn :::anding by the Coke--

machine. ,

by' I had an argument with the woman who is standing by 61e
Coke machine. .;

In sentence (9a)an additioni_ ruk has repositioned happy to the
left of man. And klOa , demonstrate:, the operation of gramMatical
rules can introduce an element of arn,7 iguity into sentence stfuctures.
Since the tense-carrying verb be has bee leleted froni :he (reduced) rela-
tive clause in (10a'y, this sentence doe: explicitly commit itself as to
whether the woman is now standing by Coke machine, as in (lob), or
whether she ',vas standing there at sonic -,tNious point :n time, as in (IOC)

below:
. .

10c) I had an argument with :fie woman who was standing by
the Coke machine.

Thus, we-see that cirammatiFal rules can account for the ambiguity
of surface structures, and relate surface forrn'to underlying meaning,..

1 9
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3. THEDIVERSITY
OF DEEP STRUCTURE

So far, we have looked at pairs of sentences
that have similar (though

not exactly identical) deep structures
butahave very different surface

structures'due to the fact that certain rules have
applied to one men_ber of

the pair but not to the other. 'It would be wrong to conclude from this,

however, that grammatical
ruks serve to associate a limited number of

deep structure patterns with a greater
number of surface structure pat-

terns. In general, the opposite seems to be aue: The variety of deep struc-

tums in English (or in any language) is far greater than the variety of

surface structures.
The things We can say and do and mean in language

are greater than the grammatical patterns that we have
available to ex-

prefs the ti things. Tr de-nonstrate this, let's look at some more examples.

One wa te e ti,: .
.e structure pa t tern

modifier plus u,

reducing a :(4ative claus we have seen by example (9) above. This re-

duction is relatively straigbtforward.
However, smile surface adjectives

are deep structure verk and .adverbs. Consider the examples
below. (I

use an asterisk to in Weete an
ungeammatieal or

absurd sentence.)

11a) The former Secretary of State iA.as
vacationing in Sumatra.

b)' The Secretary of State who former was vacationing in

Smeatra.
c) Th ..±. person who was former:

-)ecretarv of State was vacd-

tio7)ing in Sumatra.

12a' Th. ca?taiWs areal hore.

b MIa captain is a bore who is

c: The captain is a person whe . -!.adly boring.

13a) joint venture will be i'irst of its kMd in :he Western

hemisphere.
)4This venture

which is join a;

-estern hemisphere.
Tais thing which is jointly

some unspecified persons

Wetern hemisphere..

14a) George was an occasional vis- r.

brge was a visitor who w;: Jecasional.

c) (eorge was someone who vi ted occasionally.

Whereas the b) setitenms of (9). and (10) seem to preserve the

sense and the grammatical integrity of the (a) 'sentences, the parallel (b)

sentences of (11). 12), (13) and (14) dearly have very little to do-with the

(a) sentences
at all. Rather, the (c) sente:aces of these last four examples

show that in ; eir 'deep structure representation,
the adjectives in clues-,

tion Lae not adjectives at all. The...transformation
creating the modi-

fier p..us noun surface pattetns exemplified
.by joint venture, real bore,

and _former
Serretar,,,, of State here must also create adjectives

frorri 'deep

verbs and ad':erbs. .a...though lexically
jointly appears to be derived from

ill be the first of ita kind in tie

;tired (i.e., 'undertaken)
[by

be the first of its-kind in the

9



joint plus the adverbial suffix -ly,
grammatically or semantically the re-

verse seems to be the case.
Still other adjectives that participate in surface modifier plus. noun

constructions axe derived from nouns that have becn preposed and adjec
tivalized.

15a) Sam has a nervous eat.b) Sam has a eat which is16a) Sam has a nervous disorder.b)*Sam has a disorder which is nervous.c) Sam has a disorder of the nerves.17a) Bettcr urban planning is eSser if we a:tti to avo: t, such
crises in the future.b)Better planning whichis urban -,scitial if we are 1 avoid
such crises in the future.c) Better planning of cities is essentii if we are to avoic.': such

. crises in the future.In (15a) nerec :is appears to be derived te happy is in (9a), by a
simple reduction of the relative clause. But in (Ha) nervous must have a
different analysis, a the

ridiculousness of (16b) shows. Here, nervous ap-
pears to be a simple

.idjectivalization of the noun nerve(s),. SimilarlY the
adjective urban in (1) seeins not to be- a deep lexical item at all . -Rather 'it
appears to be

transfcrmationally derived from a deep nominal
meaning

something :Ike city. We can also note here the parallels between adjective

plus noun constructions of this sort and noun plus noun constructions
where a deep noun has not been adjectivalized on the surface:electric stove (*electricity stove)gas stove'financial.statement

(*finances'statement)bank statemerft
mechanical engineer (*machines

enginer)7traffic engineer
wooden table (wood table)wood pile (*wooden pile)5

Tks, of course, does not exhaust the various sorts of modifier plus
noun pa:terns in English. It would be possible to extend our list of deep
sources for this

construction by considering examples like main route,
costume jewelr.j,

reverse discrimination,
agricultural expel.: . or racial dis-

turbance. In all, these cases; an identical (and relatively simpk.) surface
structure pattern masks a wide yariety of (often complex) deep structure
natterns. But to see setne of these

complexities, let's look for jtist a
-noment at the simple adjective short. When it is preposed, elk adjective

can uSually be related to a full
relative clause:18a) Bring me three short sticks.b) Being me three sticks which are short.But look at a sentence like (19a):

'See Levi 1976 for a fuller
discussion of

constructions of this type.

1'3
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19a) In a short thre cailft Tanagers.
b)In -a three ho Hort Nk e saw five

Tanagers.
e) In three hours y..e say. .nagers, and tii ui a

short time to see that many Tan, ..2;ers.
in this sentence, the adjective shurt participates in a more conwlex

sepia utic. construction illustrated in (19c)-----than it does in (18a). But
now consider the difference between the following two sentences.

20a) N.Ve were able to meet with Mao for a short three hours.
b) N.Ve were able to meet with Nlao for three short hours.

Sentence (20a) seems like (19a) in that the speaker seems to be saying
_that three hours was a short time to be allowed to meet with Mao, that
the speah.-:_T would have liked to have spent more time with him. Sertence
(20b) seems to say that the meeting was engrossing, that the time \vent
quickly. But in neither sentence does short derive conceptually from a
simple relative clause as in (18).

Similarly, relative clause reduction is not the only way to derive a
noun phrase consisting of a head noufl plus a gerund (as in sentence ( Wa)
above). Consider the examples below.

21a) The rule causing all this discussion is silly.
22a) The rule forbidding partie< after 11:00 is silly.
21b) The rule which is causing all this discussion is silly.
22b)*The rule which is forbidding parties after 1.1:00

Sentence (21a) can be derived by simple relative clause reduction-, as
the poSsibility of an unreduced (21b) shows. But (22a) has a different sort
of meaning. Thete is no fun relative clause for the gerund in this sentence,
as the impossibility of unreduced (22b) shows.

The point here is simply this: It is not possible to just Tear] the mean-
ing of a sentence off of its surface structure. There seems to he a con-

. spiracy of sorts within the English language (and within other languages)
to use a limited number of- surface structures to. overtly express an
,amazing array of underlying concepitial structures. It is a conspiracy to
package a wide variety'of very different meanings in very similar surface
containers. What we have said here about modifier plus noun construc-
tions and nominal plus gerund constructions would apply to every other
surface construction in English. We, as users .of English, must do a lot of
unpacking twunderstand what we read. Sometimes the unpacking will be
relatively simple. But at other times, the grammar of the.sentence will be-
sufficiently complex or sufficiently unfamiliar so as to cause us .prtiblqms.

4. UNPACKING SURFACE STRUCTURES
The question now arises as to what tools --ye tiSe to understand ;hat

we read. What,information. do we have to us that indicates now
a surface structure should b e unpacked?

LarA:in 11



Knowing the meanings of the words that are, on the page before us
and having some knowledge about the real.world and the subject matter
being discussed helps, of course. We wouldn't expect a disorder to be
nervous in the same way a cat is, for example. Btit this in itself is clearly
not enough. Although we bring knowledge of the world to our reading,
we aLo learn about the world from it. It would be strange (not to say
nonsetlsically circular) to say that we must know what something means
befor we can understand it.

oreover the unpacking of surface structures into deep structures is
not random; it is not constrained just by what something could possibly
mean or what we might imagine the author to mean. The unpacking of
surLce containers proceeds according to grammatical rule. So, knowing
how the sentence we are confronted with is put together on the surface,
e.g.. knowing that clean is a verb in (23a), but an adjective in (236),-

23a) Kitty likes to clean dishes.
b) Kitty likes clean dishes.

oug'..:,t to bean essential ingredient of our ability to understand what we
read,'"

But knowing the surface grammatical structure of a sentence and
knowing the meanings of the words in it (and something about what the
real world is like) are not in thems'elves sufficient to tell us what the
sentence means. There is some other knowledge involved, the knowledge
that is captured in the grammatical rules which connect deep and surface
structires.

l-torderlo demonstrate that knowing4he meaning of the words in a
sentence and some surface grammatical facts about the sentence (like.
what parts of speech are involved) is not all a reader needs to know in
order to unpack a surface structure, let's consider some more examples of
sentences with parallel surface structures which don't have parallel
understandings.

Consider first the case of two transitive verbs, resent and doubt:
24a) He resented the report that the police were corrupt..
25a) He doubted the report that the police were corrupt.
246) He resented it that [some unspecified person(s)] reported

that th&police were corrupt.
251)) doubted.that [some unspecified person(s)] reported that

the police were corrupt.
25c) He doubted that the police were corrupt, which [some un-

specified.person(s)] had reported.
Sentence (24a) means:something like (241)); but (25a) doesn't mean

anyfoin:,, like (256). Rather, it lias a. deep structure more'along the lines of

'm not suggesting that a successful reader needs to know the names we give to these
word classes, just that the grammarian's distinctions capture.some knowledge that'a reader
must have.

2 3
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(25c). The parallelism between (24a) and (25a) is, therefore, limited to
their surface structures. It is not as if (25b) is an-absurd or unreasonable
thing for (25a) to mean; (25b) expresses aperfectly understandable idea
unlike the "disorder which is characteristically nervous" of (I4b). It is just
that (25a) doesn't happen to mean what (25b) does. This fact cannot be
read off from the surface granmiatical structure of (25a) directly. Nor can
it be read directly from the meaning of doubt (at least not insofar as we
usually conceive of the meanings of words)." It is rather a fact about the
grammatical organization of English. In order to understand sentenees
like (24a) and (25a) we need to have internalized a knowledge about
what sorts of rules may apply to sentences that contain words like resent

. and doubt and what sorts of deep structures these words figure in. It is
not enough to know just the surface syntax and the meanings of the words
in these sentences. A reader must figure out the deep as well as the surface
grammar of a sentence.

Let's now consider the case of an adjective and it's lexical negation,
possible and impossible. In some constructions, as in example (26) below,
impossible seems to be the opposite of possible.

26a) Under present conditions, an election is possible.
b) Under present conditions, an election is impossible.

But it is not always.so.. Look at example (27).
27a) She's a possible candidate.

b) She's an impossible candidate.
28a) That she will be a candidate is possible.

b) That she will be a candidate is impossible.
Sentence (27a) means something like (28a). But the meaning of (2713)

is not parallel at all. From (27b) We know that she is already a candidate,
not that she might or might not be one. Moreover, we kow that she's
hard (or impossible) to deal with in her role as a candidate. Here again
similar lexical items are pai ticipating in very different deep syntactic con-
structions with very different grammatical rules. And here again (28b)
makes -perfectly good sense; but not the sense that (27b) makes, because
the grammar of English ,does not permit a derivation connecting struc-

qpres like (28b)to (2713),
' Sometimes the surface structureof a sentence and the words in it give

us very little indication of how it should be unpacked, or how it might be
.. used. Consider the two sentences in (29) and (30), Which differ only in
that one of them has the indefinite article a whereas the other has the
definite article the.

"It may we'l be that'll is some/fact about the meaning of doaht that makes the deriva-
tion linking the structures of (25b) and (25a) impossible. In this ease, the relevant gram-
matical information Would not be framed in terms of the particular lexical items but in
terms of some element of meaning, which might be shared by a number of different lexical
items.

2 4
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29) There's always a quarterback.
30) There's always the quarterback.

The real difference between these sentences is more than just that.
Sentence (29) is a relatively straightforward existential sentence. It might
be used to answer someone's question about the composition of a football
team. Sentence (30) would be used in a quite diff,u-ent situation. It might
be used where the coach and his assistants are run:ling cut of uninjured
players to carry the ball and, as a hist resort, someone says, "Well, there's
always the quarterback." In this case, we take it for granted that every-
one already knows the composition of a football team. Clearly, reader
who mistakes one of these meanings for the other might have done more
than just mistake one article for the other.

Similarly, the difference between the conjunctions and and or seems
clear enough. But how does that difference account for the fact diat the
author of (31), below, 'wants the joke to be told; but the author of (32)
doesn't? The first sentence has an imperative as the first clause but,
despite appearances, the second sentence doesn't.

31) Tell that joke again or I'm leaving.
32) Tell that joke again and I'm leaving.

In these pairs of examples two very different deep structures show up
with yery similar surface structures. It can also happen that two different
deep structures are merged into the same surface structure:

33a) Mary asked what I did.
b) Mary asked a question which I also asked.
c) Mary asked: What did I do?

34a). Mohan and Megan are married.
b) Both Mohan and Megan are married.
c) Mohan and Megan are married to each .other.

35a) The story that John wrote in England is ridiculous.
b) John wrote a story in England and that story is ridiculous.
c) The story is that John wrote in England and that's ridicu-

lous. (He wrote in France.)
Sentence (33a) may, either have a meaning like that given in (33b) or

like that given in (33c). That is, the wh-clause in (a) may either be a
headless relative clause (b) or a subordinate question (c); sentences (34a)
and (35a) similarly have multiple "readings." The deep structures cor-
responding to the meanings given in (b) and (c) sentences have been
transformed inio the same surface structure, this time without leaving an
obvious trace.

We use many different kinds of clues to unpack such sentences: The
context, an understanding of the mood and opinions of the speaker, the
meaning of adjacent sentences in the text, intonation, knowledge of what
is possible or likely in the real world and what isn't, the type of discourse
the sentences appear in, etc. A major problem for the area of linguistics

14 GRAMMAR
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that goes by the nanie pragmatics is to discover how the sort of gram-
matieal knowledge being discussed here manage.s to link op with these
o',:her factors to yield a model .of linguistic understanding. We need to
know how linguistic forms dePend on or invoke other sorts of knowledge
and how that knowledge is applied to the task of understanding what is
said or written."

But no mattrr Nvhat sorts of clues we use to unpack surface struc-
tures, the unpacking itself is not random or capricious. It must proco,:d
according to grammatical rule. When we rea(l we do more than recognize
letters, words, and grammatical tructures. We also understand; that is,
we unpack the words and surface grammatical structures we are pre-
sented with into something meaningful, into a deeper structure. A gram-
mar which specifies the relationship between deep and surface structures
will specify how surface structures can be unpacked. Such a grammar is
something akin to a map; it specifies the routes which connect the forms a
reader is presented with to the meaning encoded in those forms. just
learning a bit about what such a map is like, or even realizing that there is
such 'a map, is an advance for linguistics.

5. DEEP GRAMMAR AND READING

Now, let's turn to three areas in which the view of grammar that I've
just outlined could affect our understanding of certain reading errors or
miscues (Goodman 1967).

First, it is at least possible that some errors could be best understoGd
in terms of the grammatical ruks that relate deep to surface structures.
That is; some reading errors, might really be unpacking errors, where a
reader understands the surfaCe Structure of what he reads but fails to con-
nect itwith the correct deep structure.

We might imagine several sources for such unpacking difficulties.
butit would be reasonable to expect them to occur most typically in two
sorts of situations: 1) where_the derivation of a particular sentence is

especially complex or 2) where it is somewhat unfamiliar. A derivation
could be complex either in the sense of having a large number of rules
connecting deepwith surface structure or in the sense of there being a
great divergence between deep and surface structurethat is, what rules
there are are complex ones, eausing draStic differences in the two stnie-
tures, Either sort of complexity might corrribute to a reader's difficulty.
Similarly, if a reader is unfamiliar with a rule that connects the surface
with the deep structure of a sentence he is attempting to readif he, has

-not yet internalized that rule in his own grammar, for exampleor if he
encounters a familiar rule.in unfamiliar surroundings, then too we might
expect some reading miscues to occur.

..So a reader who is thrown off by three short hours or a short three
hours might not be eikriencing the same sort of grammatical difficulty

I`See Peg Griffin's chapter in this volume for a discussion of some of these pragmatic:;
problems.

Larkin
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impl±es thal r.. :idinz is natural language 'rocess requiring the use of the
same human :ogniv abilibes that are ir ilved in speaking and under-
standing. In :. rder .Enake :earning to re:. easier for more children, we
need to understan.z' t.:te kinds of things that can disrupt this natural
process. In the follo-ying section we will look at 1) some potential linguistic
problem areas for developing readers, _2 the kin lis of kno-.vledge they
have tj enable them to overc-ime these prcblerns, and 3) why and how we
should aim avoid linguistically overburdening children in the early
stages of learning b; read. Then, in following sections, we will discuss a
specific proh 1ni.v nich occurs frequently, explain why it occurs, and
suggest some irrate.....ries for dealing with it.

LEAR:' :ING TO RED CAN BE DIFFICULT BUT OFTEN ISN'T
Militatin.g against children as they are learning 'to read is the fact

that the variety oi" spoken language they have learned (whether a stan-
dard ,Dr nonstandard dialect) is going to be different from the written
language. Adult written language tends to be syntactically more complex
and compaer. than children's spoken language. Formal-style linguistic
patterns which occur frequently in written language are learned late in
the acquisition process. The following are- some examples of the dif-
ferences between typical oral and written styles:

3a) Oral: He walked like he was drunk.
3b) Written: He walked as though he were drunk.
4a) Oral: He is allowed to pay his book fine so he can register for

classes:
4b) Written: He is permitted to pay his book fine, thus making it

.possible for him to register for classes
The following are differences a nonstandard speaker mi experience:

5a) Oral: I asked her did she want to help me.
5b) Written: I asked her if she wanted to help me.
6a) Oral: She's the one what gave me a penny.

.fib ) -Written: She's.the one that gave me a penny.
In addition to these' kinds of differences between oral and written

language, there are often differencesin order. For example, prepositional
phrases, which are usually Token in final position, are often written
initially, sometimes with an additional reversal of subject and verb, as in
(7a) and (7b).

7a) Oral: Luis ran down the street and around the corner.
7b) Written: Down the street and around the corner ran Luis.
In addition, there is the fact that specific literary genres, as well as

individual authors. haYe their oWn idiosyncratic styles. And when we
ta e into accoant the fa that child and aciult language are different any-
\ 1 (and most publish , :1 children's stories seem to be written by adults),

3 2
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some expectation ft.at could be assurried to fril.-.;w riaturali first
cIause..For example . the den ied exp :_!tation in (1S)

13) Wilfred is wealthy, hut he is unhappy.
is that being wealthy makes one happy. An interesuing ilact a1 asym-
metrical conjunction with kut is that althhinr. The cf :louse.;
makes a difference sernantica:ly, reorderir_g them does not t . rerulL
in an anomalous sentence, as can be seen in

19) Wilfred is unhappy. but he is wealtny.
where the expectaticn is that an c nhappy per:on is not wealthy

Now let us turn our attention to the dii-ircnces bet-o-een o.ocrdinat-.2
conjunction with and and but, and subordinate conjunction with th-
though and even though. NVe wiE see that c':1:-.,rdinate con:unctior is struc -
turally mere flexible, semanticall::: less diansn.-ained, than saiborii:: :e con -
junction, which suggests vs-by cnildren have more difficulty :oming
proficient users of the latter.. Compare 7.7.te.-i (20) and (21):

20i It rained and we Lad a
21 We had a picnic ahd it rained.

Both are acceptable Englis:h ..-Amtences, ases if simple sylm7n;Ar. !ill con.-
junction, but something moire complex s,-cms tv be going on serna-7:cally.
in that rain can be understood as a :.-,,asor for not ha-ving a picnic.
Actually the sentences are r..:)t semantically deni-:;(2,L; (20) is: a 1}-_,as,-. abc jt
having a picnic in spite of rain, whereas 21) 'is a complaint i.'-out the
weather, but what is important tc) note is th.at both ordering _re good
and that and is a very versatile comjunction, capable of perfor:nang a lot
of semantic functions. Parallel kimds of thi-- ,7s are gioing on in (2_72 and
(23):

22) It rained, but we ha,.:1 a t-iicnic.
23) We had a picnic, b:: it rained..

Both of these are the denia: of expectation ,

something like "People c1on i !have picnics wh, it rains" ::: CL2.1 a. .d
doesn't rain when people hav:e picnics" :or (2.. . Fu.rther. !IL i ilL (20.;

in that it is a boas:, and (23 ) is like (21 M that is a com7-- , and
and but can be seer_ to be siruilar in tne and nun -. sc: antic
functions they can perform. iw iook at (24

24) Although it rained, h ad a picnic
25) ? Although we nad ,!picnic, it rain

The use of although changes 1'a:sentences in v--o iniportan:. ws ys. First. a
subordinate, rather than a coordinate eoniune:..on has be:r used. Tv .tkirig
one clause dependent upon th:' othet. S. -miI.1 . the conjr
tional, in fact negatively coo, :no '.enise that t.... cLit. : intro-
duced by although gives a
semantics of although :ire
and but. What (24)
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ha-;e
sentenct,.. :nit,' ir. ._

ca: 'ontrol
pe,'ted
ra'.ned

are aeft113
(25), in tlaat (22 can
t imp4 (2.5).
quick l:Dol; at cc:en
ye-ry ne.urv idcr tic:,

and we had one anyway. (25) is a possible
-:.?cific, rather odd context, where people feel that
-,-..-eather (as children might well); it says that it is ex-

picnic makes it not rain, but we had a picnic and it

similarities between (22) an.d. (24), and (23) and
nut need not) be understood to imply (24), and (23)

--ver, although .is far more complex and precise. A
ugh in (26) and (27) will show that its meaning is
although, only somehow a little stronger:

26' :t rained, we had a picnic.
27.) Eve:, 'ihe h we had a picnic, it rained.

thL.s ca be seen in the fact that, without the right context,
(27) is evem mc: ort . than (25).

i;nuw 'nildren acquire proficient use of and and but before
beccane prc,fic .-.Jnt with although or even though. Our purpose here

ha :)een1;t.- sugg,iist -thy this might be true. Welilave focused mainly on
th conjoLning two clauses (It rained. Wes_bad a picnic.) in order
to -_monstrate .rsatility of and and but as opposed to the specificity

.itho;,;:'; anC. c' .-n though. Examining the use of the former in a
_ter n-:.--ober ,ritexts would reveal an even greater range of mean-

und and are usable in so many ways and can at least imply
:near....ngs of 0117 :pore precise conjunctions, children can get by for a
time without ti-le latter.

:i7RATEGIES FOR OVERCOMING SYNTACTIC DIFFICULTIES

Wh implications does this discussion about syntax have for class-

rc-arn in truction? Proficient readers have learned to integrate their
' of syntax with the other language systems and do this without
"1:71e beny:t of instructionmany in spite of instructional practices. The
::otivatLi to read is overwhelming in a print oriented society and most
7-,.aders ..:1 ways to use what they know about language to develop read-

Flow6ver, some readers develop overuse of the
zraphop. nic system as their main focus in reading. They focus on skills

such as ..iunding out, finding big words in little words, structural
analysis, iyilabication, etc. Often they are using rules which teachers or
thuse who write basal readers believe are true of American English but
may not cperate in written English even 50 percent of the time. This
focus on '.114ficient rules and on a single cueing system produces readers
whose rt-_ding is inefficient and laborious. They do not rely on their intui-
tb e k-no, ledge of syntax when they read.

o ¶p students become !nfortable in using their own Ian-
i'ead, we must hdp Cera focus on the only significant,go
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aspect of readingcomprehension. Students must learn that reading is
their act of communication with an author. They must focus on under-
standing what the author is presenting to them in the same way that they
focus on trying tounderstand a speaker.

We will propose some strategy lessons which will help readers focus
on comprehension. Whenever we plan reading instruction for students
and select or write materials for them to read, we must keep two concerns
in mind.

1. Concept load. If the content of the material is beyond the under-
standing of the readers, they will have difficulty using the grammatical
structures to gain the maximum use of the content.

2. Complex syntactic load. If the grammatical structures are un-
familiar to the readers, they have difficulty unpacking the structure or
translating the structures into language with which they are more
familiar.

Reading instruction can be geared to avoid overburdening children
in either of these ways. If the instruction is focusing on introducing new
concepts and ideas to the reader, then the syntactic structures should be
familiar ones to the reader so he does not have the burden of unpredic-
table syntactic structures at the same time that he is concerned with new
ideas. If, on the other hand, the teacher wishes to introduce unfamiliar or
unpredictable grammatical structures, the content of the material should
be very familiar to the students.

Our strategy lessons are written for students who have provided evi-
dence that they have difficulty with words or phrases such as as though,
even though, although, etc.; therefore, the written material used in the
lessons will provide students with context which is familiar to them.

Strategy Lesson 1
The following paragraph should be read aloud to the students since

it is assumed that they do not often use as though in their oral language.
Leonard plays hockey very well. He always acts as though he

is the only good hockey player on the team. He acts as though he
is the best hockey player in the world.

Follow the oral reading with open-ended questions which focus on
Leonard and his relationship to the other team members. Don't zero in on
the target words as though initially since the students should focus on
understanding the paragraph as a whole first: The open-ended discussion
will also provide the teacher with information about which students are
comprehending. Through the discussion the students may begin to realize
that the word like is an appropriate synonym for as though. Examples of
questions which would elicit concentration on the meaning of the para-
graph include: What do you think about Leonard? Do you like him?
Why? Why not? Would you like him on your team? Do you know any

Goodman and Greene 27
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kids like Leonard? 'What do you think ahot;t theril? is Lecnard a good
hockey player? Is he the only good player on tnc tearri?

After you focus on the meaning of the p.c,tragaph, then you can help
the students understand that authors have options iv writing. They may
elect to use certain words or phrases instead of others- lieaders also have
similar options, as they interpret the author's message. This kind of dis-
cussion gives the teacher the opportunity to eNplore differences between
written and oral language which might be similar to the ideas presented
earlier in this paper. This discussion can be facilitated by asking the stu-
dents to explore the different ways the above ParagrPh could have been
written retaining its basic meaning and comparing tfas to different ways
the same message might be spoken.

Strategy Lesson 2
Have the students explore rewriting of sentences so they can continue

to see the various options authors have in writing and realize that readers
have similar options.

The following is a sample paragraph for rewriting purposes. To ex-
tend this lesson, write additional paragraphs which are related to the lives
and experiences of the students.

Example
The boys and girls in our class do not like to go on trips to-

gether most of the time. The day they vvent to the zoo they really
enjoyed the trip.

Explore with the students how they might rewrite the events of the
first pair of sentences into one single sentence ..,,,qthout changing the
meaning. They might dictate the various alternatives so you or' an able
student can write it on the board. After a few. exanwles, suggest that they
again try to produce a single sentence but this time Place the ideas in the
second sentence, The day they went to the zoo they really enjoyed the
trip, prior to the ideas in the first sentence. ff none of the sentences
include although or even though add some sarriples of your own to the
list. This should be considered another alternative and not the correct
sentence.

Example
The day they went to the zoo the class really. enjoyed the trip

even though they do not like to go ori trips together most of the
time.

Through the discussion, encourage the students to discuss which of
the alternative sentences they prefer and Why. They could also explore
the way different wordings change the meaning of the sentences and
which wordings do not seem to make any diiference to the mean.ng.

3 9
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Generative Phonology:
A Basic Model for Reading

Walt Wolfram
Federal City College

INTRODUCTION
There are inherent dangers in attempting to present introductory

notions of a dtcriptive model in a discipline that has undergone as much
change as linguistics has over the pa.,- couple of decades, Two decades
ago, there was a fairly unified versio. f "structural grammar" tht was,
with minor variations, the security .,:anket for linguistic descriptions.
This, of course, was uprooted with the advent of transformatio.ia1-
generative grammar, which challenged many of the tenets held dear by
structuralists in the late 1950s and early 1960s. A fairly unitary version of
transformational-generative grammar evolved for a few 'years during the
early and middle 1960s. But this has all changed as more specific detaiLs
arid underlying assumptions of the reigning model have come under ques-
tion. Although this is truer of grammar than it is of phonology, there is
little doubt that many qualifications of the earlier interpretation of gener-
ative phonology are also in order.

Now this situation presents a dilemma. On the one hand, an honest
admission of qualifications that must be made to many of the aspects I
would have set forth a couple of years ago might lead to a somewhat
frustrating ekperience for an audience attempting to grab hold of basic
principles characterizing generative phonology. I have seen audiences
come away from such honest presentations With a deep sense of.despair
and an inability to grasp even the most rudimentary principles. On the

_other hand, a clear-cut presentation of unqualified dictums might lead an
audience to a false sense'of assurance concerning the field. I can still recall
my own disillusionment when my second course in linguistics shattered so
many of the cherished dictums I had been quoting from my first course.
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It would be I reach a middle road between the extremes, but
realistically one must ciloose the side on which lie wishes to err. I have, I
think, chosen to err on tile side of limited qualifications and 'perhaps can
cover myself through occasional footnotes and a general introductory re-
mark that many stateinents that I make should probably' be qualified in
some way. I hope that the broad qualifying statement as an introduction
does not detract from the observation that there are essential underlying
principles to be found in looking at phonological systems for a generative
perspective.

In a very real sense, the development of generative phonology must
be linked with the development of generative grammar. Although it has
probably not received s much acclaim as generative types of syntactical
analysis, I think it is/A:: to say that it has changed the way linguists look
at sound systems fus as significantly as generative viewpoints have
affecied the way/We lc : at syntax.

WHAT IS GrIVERATiVE PHONOLOGY?

The initial question asked when confronted with the label "genera-
tive phonolbgy" is how one defines Such a theory and the way in which it
is differeniiated from the types of phonological descriptions which were
in vogue during the post-Bloomfieldian era of structural linguistics
popular during the 19 .-! s and 1950s. In a sense, the remainder of this
paper will deal, in det , with different aspects of this quesOon. But we
can preface our discus jr by giving a brief introduction to the notion of
generative phonology. _sing the term generative phonology, we are re-
ferring formally to sty ,nts, rules, or axioms which can produce all but
only those well-foi me :tterances of a language. The goal of such a
theory of the sound str :tire of language is to make precise and expliCit
the ability of native si- ikers to produce utterances of 'a particular lan-
guage. As mentioned treviously, the N'iewpoint on phonology must be
seen as an applicatic- of broader claims that have been laid forth with
respect to an overall Poodel of language. As such, it extended the units of
analysis beyond the limitations set for a phonology during the era of
American structural linguistics. The American structural school as
practiced by the followers of the Bloomfieldi6 tradition was largely con-
cerned with achieying what Chomsky (1964:63) classified as the observa-
tional level of adequacy. Observational adequacy is concerned with
giving an account of the primary data, that is, segmenting and classifying
the units (the "phonemes" as units in the phonology) of a language
Gerierative phonology aimed to do more than this by accounting formally
for the competence of the native speaker in his language. A description
with the goal of 'accounting for native speaker intuitions attempts to
achieve a level of what Chomsky (196464) referred to as descriptive
adequacy. And ultimately, a generative phonology must aim at a
principled basis, independent of any particular language, for the selec-
tion of a descriptively adequate account of any particular language. The
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ultimate level of adequacy,
viewpoint in which linguistk
psychology in which every ca.
tutes a claim that the same c:.
aspects of the human mind am.

The phonological compor .

plex system of rules that appl:
semantics to convert it ultimat

tory adequy, is c.tnsonant w: IA a
.;s viewed as a special kind of stu. : in

built into a Linguistic theory cc,
ty is built into the language Con .1'01

.h mechanism.
a language model is basically a coin-

,: string of elements from syntax and
its phonetic form. However one con-

ceives.of the organization of (. 'ne: aspects of, .an overall language model,
at least two (and possibly thrt-:.) bits of information seem essential before
the phonological rules can operate. First, there must be lexical represen-
tation in which the basic units of the vocabulary (the morphemes) are
represented in some form; then, there must be some type of syntactic in-
formation which is necessary as the input for the phonological rules. In
most cases, it appears that the surface output of the syntax is the input for
the phonological rules and, in some.models, it appears that there is also
some necessary semantic information. The phonological component itself
contains rules that can operate on basic lexical representations while
taking into:account syntactic La_c: semantic information) in or,. -r 'to
arrive ultimately at the phonet . . :rm. Diagrammatically, we rn . iew
this as follows: '

Informa::.m
(Semartr:c .riformatk--

Surfa( it of Sy:

I Phoi

Surfact

omponent

F(tr our dACussion here.
deal ith the naure of the :
ponerlt and the 'phtlogical
take. These aspeets, s a part
in rricre detail below. --
LEXICAL REPRESENTATIC

The lexical units of a
ofa language. One aspe(
its semantic descriptior,
obviously an essential

Informatl:m

al aspect, the above diagram
make tri" phonological corn-
the units of the language

.:tive phendogy, will be discussed

tr,ral )art of any description
(Aithigc. 1exi,2_..1 unit (morpheme) is

. A R.' r:icular semantic reading is
deal Trris :ound in a language.

'I have purposely tried (wit-out cc Aplete success) to avoid committing myself here to
a model that ;bows the relationship between syntax and semantics. This is a crucial issue in
current linguistic theory that is discussed in other articles.
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Another aspect of representing the lexical units involves the formulation
of syntactic privileges. In other words, a grammar of a language must be
able to speCify what sorts of units can function as verbs, nouns, etc., in
the realization of a grammatical sentence. Still another aspect of the lexi-
con is the representation of some type of 'phonological shape for lexical
itemg; that is, each lexical item must have some type of phonetic form.

-The phonological shape of thase units is crucial in understanding how
phonological rules operate since it is input for the phonological com-
ponent. With respect to the phonological aspects of lexical units, the pri-
mary question is, What type of phonological information must go into
these lexical representations; that is, what should the representations or
lexical spellings look like?-This becomes an issue of _some importanc
When we observe that.some items which we intuitively feel to be relate:,
take more than one form.. For example, if we look at an item like electric.
we notice the variation betWeen final k and s when a suffix such as -ity is
added, giving us electricity. One choice is simply to enter such alternz:-
tions as a primitive part of the basic lexical item. But if we entered it fc
an individual item such as electric,, then we wotild be confronted wk..;
other items such as elastic, which shim the same alternation when -ity
added (elasticity). It dOes not take astute powers of observation t

recognize that we'seem to have a. regular pattern here, in which certai::
forms ending in change a final k to s when the suffix -ity is added.
What is more impressive is the productivity of this type of pattern by na
tive speakers of English when confronted with items not usually ending ir..1
ity. Thus, a native speaker who may never have been exposed to a fort
like stoicity from stoic c.r. rubricity from rubric will automatically alter-
nate the final consona:nt to follOw the patterning of electricity and
elasticity. .As we rnentmed previously, a generative phonology must
account for the c:rtipenence of a native speaker of a language in the
.;ounds of his languat,y, a precise and explicit way. In attempting to
apply this principle to how we represent lexical items, it seems that the
most efficient system xould be one which places only unique informaiol
into the lexical item and allows general principles of sound orga,- izatior
to account for all predictable variations. In this way, we can account fel
the underlying sameness of certain 'units, and the generality with which
processes affecting change are observed to operate. The lexical spelling or
representation for each 'form should, of course, 'allow us to most ef-
ficiently account for all the necessary changes that will take place. Al-
th6ugh some .orthese units may be one of the alternate forms, this is not a
necessary requisite; in some cases, a nonrealithble form may serve most
efficiently as the unit from which all the variant forms can be predicted.
The basic form of the lexical entry is sometimes referred to aS the under-
lying representation, since it is the elemental unit in the structure from
which other forms can be derived. Although there are,rather detailed
types of motivations for choosing the actual form that the underlying
representation should take,, the determination of efficient lexical repre-
sentations is a cornerstone of generative phonology. In one sense, the
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notion of underlying representation as distinguished from siirfact
phonetic forms is analogous to the distinction in Syntax between deep anti
surface structure. In this conception, the underlying representation is an
abstraction from which the various phonetic forms of an item are
eventually derived through the process of applying the various phono-
logical rules.

In structural phonology as practiced in the previous several decadeS,
it was the phoneme which was considered to be the basic unit in .pho-
nology. Phonology was seen to be clearly separated from grammar and
the phonemes of a language were determined apart from any considera-
tions of grammar. This is not to say that linguists during this period did
not recognize that certain alternating forms of morphemes were defined
on the basis of phonological conditioning, but these alternations were
considered to be a special part of the grammar (morphophonemics).
When a phoneme was defined, it was not considered with reference to
morphological considerations. And although the phoneme was con-
sidered to be an abstraction ou one level, phonemes were considered to be
uniquely realized in terms of one set phonetic 'forms. In generative
phonology. :-Le level of the phcrieme redefined so that it could .match
the deeper Level of abstraction aimed in the most efficient conception
of phcnolcgical processesone whit:IT could account for all differint
types Cif phonological conditioning foL in a This redefined
notion ar the basic unit in phonel. ..,; sometime: referred tc as
the syste.7icti:7 phoneme in order -iguish it classical
of the r.:16:1:17-r!,

T rtant notion to remem . here i ystemat:L! jho-
neme til basic units in the lexf -eprese:.- :1 that they are
repre,.. ir such a way to effit .ent. all t. )redictable pho-
nokw.ical :nformation t.0 be accounte r. for by t_le ph, .iological rules. If
phor.Aogical information is unique to lexical izem, is distinguished
from zhe other lexical items of a langui4, then i is to I represented; but
if it i.; predictable, then it should not 1- repre;,:Ited 1- the basic entry.
Thus_ the difference between s.and k b, :.:prented in items like
sill and kill since there is not a predictah_L! procL ; for arriving at the s and
the k . It is unique information which iL; crucial distinguishing different
lexical items. But in forrris like electric and cctricity and elastic and
elasticity the s is.predictably derived from k .when the suffix is added to
the related forms. Hence;--the predictable change should not be a part of
the lexical spelling of an, item. As we shall see in -the presentation of
Vaughn-Cooke, the notion of lexical representation as presented here has
important implications for the most efficient spelling system of English,

PHONOLOGICAL RULES
If the task of the lexical spelling in a language is to give only the un-

predictable phonological aspects Of each item (morpheme) in.such-a way
as to most reasonably and naturally account for predictable inforMation,
we still need to account for the regular patterning that can predict the
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needed information in order ) arrive at actual pronunciations. This is he
job of the pIL-uologieal rules to account for the predictable aspect,. of
pronunciatior . whether they relate to. alternate p:-.':umciatiorts of the
same basic mu pliernc cr difL,rent phonetic forms tLt a given sound can
take. To begin with, there are :.iroperties of particMar sounds v:hich are
iinplied by others. We know, t'or example, that En lish has sounds pro-
duced with the tongue in a more backed position s !...' as u and U, and
ones in which is produced with the tongue f:-1 a 1, frontcd position
such as i and ./. As a concomitant of the back sou ,s'e also ,:now that
the lips may rounded durinty, the product Gk. se..ind, hut in the
prod,. .ction lie front vowe. of English. roury.iing typically takes
p!aoe, ThL t true of all ..Engua...;es, : a language like

o7 Cer27' an can proC...:e 1.7 t soth--E, . rounding of the lips
one :tt-cilet... ,nlaut sounds). H-. ..! the :::-,iott-roat::-.11 about rounding is

.- English is y the 7:.:sk-ion of the tongue, such in-
ormati: in -ttt,. 7:7..:resentat1on for English and

therefore:: ::, fo-,- E.gmc aspet- of phohologicatrules. Rules
t.nich -)r tl-u,; sort ..L infornia-ui referred to as redundancy

.se, -the redit_ndancy Aict some attributes of a
sound s. h attribu:, uher property. The signifi-
cance 0" .'t t a y:lonologic. ,..::ption will make more sense
w:nen v tb: notion of dis. !e features later in the paper. At
th:s poi: to note tha tii aspects of an at.equate pho-
notogica _.. are needed to 2: for predictab...,. attributes or

oert: aL _ '.nd unit. In addit: u he prediction certain proper-
a un.,.1 h are implied by oti -.properties, some aspect of pho-

noloqy muid r ate to predictable rmation -about the permissible
sound s- luences .hat r:-.1ay occur in a I. 1,uage. For example, if a three

ing a morpheme in English,
ace :Host be s. the second a stop
'his r,12:ular pattern that any
le t, recognize. Given certain
uagu .. this principle accounts .for
ept an item like splov or scrat

while :- ctintms like fplot Or snra. as legitimate sounding words in
the Entitish la: -;;-uage. Rules which account for the placement of re-
dundant inforn--.ation in terms of the sequences of units are sometimes
referred to as ,.quen..c redundancy rules (as opposed to segment re-
dundancy rulc, ment.oned above) or morpheme strtxture rules. It is
essential to acc!..int for this type of information explicitly in a generative
phonology since we must account for the native speakez's intuitions about
the types of permis'n'te sequences of sounds in his language as distin-
guished from impern-t.i.sible sequences.

Altl--ough the above types of informatior are ultimately an essential
part of genera..--ye phonology, we primarily will-be concerned here with
anOther type of :tile which accounts for all the predictable changes that
take place in pht,nological units when certain morphemes are combined

-consons t segue Ice occurs at the he&
we kr-1: that th first s-.und in the seqt
like p k, a: the thIrd sound I or r,
nativt_ .eaker En_Hsh would be
potent i,. net ords i:. the English la
the fa: :hat t: native speaker wiji
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nto words or ccrtain sound cquenk ..'s jux -aposed. There is a gerleral
principle which is univen.al all :. :mud systcms: sounds tend to be, in-`
fluenced by,their environi By we are refi:Tring specif.-
'ally to the inflne»ce of souncls-- I he pos'Pon in which a

sound occurs in larger units uch a syllable, rnorphen:c, word, phrase,
or sentence, and the occurren,,, certain sup7asegrner tal units such as
stress or intonation.. Ultimatel t. modification of sounds seems to fol-
low natural principles relate:l. te Dhysiological or psychological strate-
gies.' For example, some of elle e::-nlanations ri-..Pv be cit., to -.he coordi-
nation of different muscles w::hin tne vocal 7!1'.' zhanism Othcrs may be
due to perceptual strategies th:a-t tiac nlace to .imize differentiat'on he
tween units for the speaker and L:arer to rm-,: efficiently mak, use ii
language in communication. Therc are a nu: aer of main types f pro-
cesses which can be delimited i.n c racterizir . the types of phorl :logical
changes that are found in languag: Since thi :. the essential aspe...-t of thc
phonological rules, it is there-lore instructiv( a dehmitate sonic of thu
main processes with illustratic:ns 'Horn. Simlaar types of illustra-
tions could have been taken fr mo any mini1 if languages. As we shall
see in the interpretation of this pa; 1- for the a of spelling in English by
Vaughn-Cooke, am.understandil 4 of, th.- predictable phonological
processes must serve as a basis for -The nature of regular spel-
ling patterns observed in Englis h.

Assimilation
In assimilation, a sound takes on the cliaacteristics of a ::eighboring

sound. A sound may assimilate in several wa. . For one, souncis may take
on the position point of articulation of a pi-T.-ceding or follov ng sound.
Consider the forms of the negative prefix -in the following E,Ins:

indeterminate )naterial

indignity
impotent titudc

T:n the examples, v.' note that the nasal segn.. pt of he prefix ta to
change to the point of articulation of the follow:ng sound. In the Of a

labial sound such as m or p, the pronunciation becomc: m as repre.i.ented
in the spelling .-.f m.before these items. In the case of i.: and g, the sound
Typically beeon-..es an [1,)),'the segment usually represe:ited by the rig spel-
Eng of sing. It Lnould be noted here that the speaker c English will auto-
matically pronounce it this way regardless of the fact that it is spelled
with an n before a sound.prOduced at the back of the mouth such as k or

g.
A sound may also take on a particular manner of articulation from

an adjacent sound rather than the point of articulation. For example; if

'The delimitations of these natural principles is one of the areas linguists are most
actively, pursaing at this point in the study of phonology.
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we look at how certain pl Irak are fcrm( .1, ).' can notio:
of the voicing specification in tl-.e plural s tix to the
Consider the following wor

{ka.:ts}' cats
[taps] tops
[p ks] packs
[kw bz] cabs
[lidz] lids

The above examples illustrate differrit plura: sufitxes ti. are de-
pendent on the voicing of the preceding sgment. This aspect -!f plural
formation is but one part of a more general ule for suffix fon_ ition in
English in which suffixes beginning in a côtsonnnt must n: .1teh the
voicing specification of the preceding consonant. This is true for oe addi-
tion of regular -ed forms as well as the different types of suffixe: -volving
sor....a form of -es suffixation (i.e., plurak, possessives. and thirc pern
singular present tense forms). Note how :he rule parrls for t f.:rms
in the following examples:

\
[pikt] picked [br gd] bra 4ged
[r pt] rapped [riezd])-

U

razzed
[pwst] passed [ript] reaped

The same general assimilation pattern we observed to operate fcq-
plural -forms is found to operate for -ed forms as well. Regular assimila-
tion processes such as these are quite productive in English. allowing us to
predibt how a native speaker of English would form sufT:xial fcrms for
new items in English. Thus, given some norlf:ense verb fc:ms
blag, fup, or feb, or some nouns like wuc;c, wug, stop, or weeb wc?uld
expect the past tense and plural formations rcspectively to be as -:.llows:

[blikt] bli cked

[bl zegd] bh. gged wug
[Eipt] flipped star.
[f rbd] fobbed weelt

The formation of these forms simply f(i.lows the operating r%les of
a.ssimilation already learned as a part of the Englishsound syster And
note here that these forms predictably would be pronounced with ap-
plication of the assimilation process regardless of the fact that the actual

.spelling of the forMs is consistently -s or -ed.
There are, of course, many differer of assimilation

so that consonants assimilating to the point ,r manner of articula:... or
an kliacent consonant is simply ilustrative a number of different -:,-pes

.'All the transcriptions throughout this paper represent broad phonetic transcr: :on
and are not intended to include phonetic details irrelevant to our discussion.
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of assimilation. Vowels may assimilate attributes of other vowels, or con-
sonants may assimilate certain properties from adjacent vowels. Thus, the
chngc if a final k consonant in items like electric and elastic as described
prcviously involves a process in which k becomes s before a high front
vowel tli. iffix ity.'llefore a nonhigh front vowel such as that occur-
ring in The :n.jix -al (electrical), such a change does not take place. The
change :0 then, may be viewed s a consonant in the back of the month
changin, 70 one produced closer to the production of the following
vowel. Su, h types of processes arc not at all uncommon in English, as in
other la ngl. ages.

Neutralization
In neutralization, phonological distinctions operating in a language

are reduced in certain types of environments. Like other types of pho-
nological processes, the conditioning environment may be related to its
position hi higher level units (syllable), contiguous segments, or supra-
segmenn'A units such as stress. Basic consonant and vowel contrasts may
both be affected. For example, in same dialects of English, the contrast
betwet-1 t and d may be neutralized when occurring between vowels
wlu n t -ne foil, -ving syllable is unstressed. In such cases, a flapped sound
may t,e utilize r both t and d. All of the following items may be pro-
nounced with this flap regardless of whether the underlying form is t or d.

ha, fel batter
[b badder
[he fe] latter
[Lel. ej ladder

a the case of items like batter and badder, it is quite reasonable to
that an underlying d exists in badder because of its derivatkin

:7-01-1) bad and an underlying t in batter because of its derivation from /.,at;
the actual pronunciation of these two items in casual style may be

. The, particular neutralization is affected by the surrounding
.nvironi:ent as it intersects with particular types of stress patterns.

In English, zigreat deal of neutralization can be observed with refer
ence to v:)wels. Some of these are peculiar to different regional and social
varieties of English while others are found generally in all dialects of
American English: In many Southern yarieties of English, the voweLs /
and U are neutralized before nasals like ra and n. A Southerner will there-.
fore pronounce pin and pen, tin and ten, and tinder and tender identical-
ly. In other types of environments (as in bit and bet), the contrast between
these vowels will still be,retained since neutralizations such as these are
typically restricted to certain phonological contexts.

`There are other dialects of English IA hich distinguish these words by the length of the
preceding vowel to sonle of these cases, the contrast between t and 41 may be nelitralized:
but the vowel lengt keeps the words from being homophohous.
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One very widespread neutralization of English vowels concerns the
reduction of many different vowels to a schwa-like vowel when OCCU r ring
in unstressed syllables. If we thus take an item like telegraph or photo-
graph, we note that the first syllable receives primary stress, the second
syllable is unstressed, and the third syllable secondary stress. These items
are usually pronounced something like Klagr t..1.] arid [fOw t,)gr:cf], so
that the schwa-like vowel occurs in the unstressed syllable. But if we add
a -y suffix to these items so that the second syllable is now stressed, we get
something like [tgrafi] and [fatAgrafi]. Note that the first and third
syllables are not unstressed; consequently, they are reduced to schwa. Al-
though there are elaborate rules for assigning stress to effect such vowel
neutralizations that have been worked out by Chornsky and Halle (1968)
and further refined by Halle (1973), the important point to note here is
the systematic process of neutralization in whell unstressed vowels be-
come a schwa-like vowel. Apiin we should note here that these vowels
will automatically be neutralized according to the stress patterns and re-
gardless of the underlying lexical spelling of the vowel.

Deletion
In the process of &Aetion, elements which are posited to exist in the

lexical representatioic of units are lost in particular types.of environments,
In Many cases, deletion processes result in a change Of the syllable struc-
ture in such.ii way soas to arrive at more "basic" syllable.structures. For
example, son.- processes may delete segments in order to arrive at a
simple CV sequence since there is a tendency for languages to prefer such
sequences. Deletidn processes, then, may break up clusters .of consonants
and vowels in the direction of these more basic patterns. For example, if
we look at the alternation of the indefinite article in standard English, we
note that the article a occurs before items beginning with a consonant and
an before items beginning with a. vowel. By distributing the different
forms of the article in this way, we can see how the preferred CV
sequence is retained in English, since the distribution prevents the occur-
rence of CC and VV sequences. If we posit the an as the underlying
lexical form, the n can be seen as a deletion process which arrives at the
more basic CV pattern.

In English, sonic of the deletion processes like the above are quite
Commonly recognized. Thus, the different. types of contraction processes
which account for items like He's made it, He'd fallen, Hell come, and
He'd come seem to bc derived through general deletion processes. Under

'certain relatively unstressed conditions, morpheme-initial segments like h
(have, had) and to (will, would) may be deleted. In a different deletion
process, the vowel nucleus of these items (which is changed to a schwa-
like vowel when unstressed) is also deleted, along with the vowels of other
types df auxiliaries such asis and are. This process, then, accounts for
forms like He's ugly and YoU're ugly occurring as contractions along with
the previously mentioned items whose underlying forms began with the
segments h and to. Although there are a number of details which would

Wolfram
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have to be consiikred in a full account of these processes, the well
recognized contractions of this type represent important deletion pro-
cesses taking place in the phonology of English.'

While deletion processes of the above types are often recognized on a
conscious level by speakers of English, there are other tApes of deletion
processes which take place in casual speech that are sometimes not
pointed out. For example, consider the following forms as they may be
pronounced in casual conversation by speakers of standard English.

[w r s sayd] west side
[w c st end] west end
[blayn in am] blind man
[blaynd ay] blind eye
[wayl gus] - wild goose
[wayld cnd] wild end

In the above examples, we first note thM all the deleted segments
consist of the final member of a consonant eluster and the end of a
syllable. We further note that the final metnhet of the cluster is only
deleted when the follOwing word begins with a consonant. If the fol-
lowing word begins with a vowel, the rule cannot app/Y. The effect of the
rule reduces the number of consecutive consonants so that three successive
consonants are reduced to two. Deletion ProcesseS of this type are
relatively common in a casual-style of Standard English, even if they are
not always recognized overtly.

There are other types of deletion proceSses that are sometimes not
recognized because of a failure to recognize the relationship between
derivative forms in the lexicon .of a language. In sane cases, the alter-
nations between these forms suggest how partkalar units in the lexicon
should be most efficiently represented to allow for the general
phonological processes to operate. For example, look at the relationship
between the forms given below:

[sayn] sign
[signaCtIr] signature
[riaiyn]
[r.zigneysen] rreessiigngnat

dign[dizajm] es

zignèygan] designation
If we recognize that forms like sign and siRnature, resign and resig-

nation, and design and designation are related in'the lexicon of English,
we will note that only.when a suffix like -attire or ation is added is the g
actually pronounced. If we posist: an underlyinR g in an item like sign, a

'For more complete details concerning the actual deltion processes that account for
contraction in English. the interested reader should corittlt Zwicky (1970) and relevant
sections of Laboy (1969).
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reasonable postulation because it is needed in derivative forms ,)1. the
item, then it must be deleted when these types of suffixes ale not idded.
When looked at in closer detail, tiiC, certain spelhnas with aalied
-silent- letters of one type or another seem to relate to 1,:alerls:11:7, form, t,
which various deletion processs have applied.

Coalescence
Coalescence seems to be a specialized type of proeess which involves

both assimilation and reduction. In this process, two or more segments
are replaced by one segment that shares characteristics of the original
units. A typical case of coalescence :11 English can be observed in the at-
tachment of the Lion suffix to different forms. Consider the .following
examples:

kohl"- lyan]

[d;:rnanstr6yS.mJ
[aro"wia-m]

[ezinfyti.2.m]

rebellion
dominion
demonstration
erosion
confusion

In the first three examples, involving lexical items that end in / or n,
we note that the suffix contains the palatal y; but in the items ending in t,
d, s and z, the final segment coalem with the y to form a corresponding
palatal fricative, either [E] or [2], depending on whether the final segment
is voiced or voiceless. In the latter case, the segment combirms features of
both of the original segments while resulting in a segment different from
both (ty--->g,

A different sort of coalescence involves the double consonants. In this
instance, double consonants are coalesced into one segment. In casual
speech style, double consonants involved in words like illegal and ir-
responsible are realized as a unitary segment. In some cases, the coales-
cence can only operate after operation of other rules which effect assimi-
lation. Thus, when we look at a form like 'us/a, we- see first that the
original [zd] pronunciadon of used assimilates to the voicelessness of the
following t in to (i.e., ust ta). This results in double t's. Once this has
taken place, the t wo t's are coalced into one segment.

Epen thesis
In epenthcsis or addijon, a sound segment not posited in the lexical,

representation of items is inserted through a regular phonological process.
Epenthesis seems to occur less frequently than a process like deletion,
but it is by no means uncommon. Both vowels and' consonants may be in-
serted in an epenthetical process. One procts which a number of linguists
consider to be . epenthetical involves the formation of plurals in English.
In our previous discussion of assimilation, we noted that two different
rea.'..tations of plural, namely [s] and [71, were dependent on the voicing
spe-..fication of the previous sound segment. But the observations made
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More important than the formai convention for spec:ifving such rules are
the particular generalizations in processes that can be captured through
the convention. Such rules are written in the form of process statements.
That is, we start with a basic unit found in the various le:Acal representa-
tions and process it in various ways in order to eventually end up with the
acutal pronunciations of the items.

-It should be pointed out here that process statements as a descriptive
device were not unique to generative grammar. Before the developnient
of generative phonology, there was already an existing tradition in lin-
guistics for describing various forms of a morpheme through what was
known as -item and process- descriptions." But there are important ways
in which the types of process statements formulated in generative pho-
nology were different from the types of process statements done during
the structural period in linguistics. In the first place, there was commit-
ment to this type of description inherent within the theoretical view on
which the. transformational-generative model of language description
was based. Previous types of descriptions often appealed to process state-
ments only for the sake of methodological convenience. Thereforea justi-
fication of the sort, -There seems to be no reason why the linguist should
not use whatever metood best suits the situation- (Elson and Pickett,
1962:46) Nys considered sufficient. The emphasis on a convenient meth-
odology for segmenting and classifying units was primary in the struc-
tural period, whereas an explicit theoretical model was given primacy in
the developments that took place in generative phonology.

Second, the level of abstraction in terms of the basic units of the
sound was different in the two conceptions of process descriptions. One of
the realized forms was considered to be the base in earlier process formu-
lations. As Gleason (1961:82) put it, -Select one allomorph of each
morpheme as a base form.- Generative phonology was allowed to be
more abstract so that no such restriction was placed on the base forms.
And in the older framework, the distribution of different forms of a
morpheme (allomorphs) th,at were sensitive to phonological environment
was viewed to be an intermediate level which was actually part of the
grammatical component of a language at the same time it has obvious re-
lationships to the phonological changes occurring in a language (hence,
the term morphophonemics was given to explain this level). In the struc-
tural conception of language model, the phonology was to be clearly
seParated from the grammar of a language, and justifications of various
units was to be made without reference to other levels of_languag i.! such as

'Compare liockett's classic_article (1953) on different types of processes utilized in
grammatical description. As !locket t points out in his article, item and process types of de-
scriptions were actually older than distributional statements following the tradition of

hat had heen labeled -item and arrangem.2nt- (the simple description of elements in
terms of their distributional occurrence with other elements). And while item and proem
statement, were utilized to describe the occurrence or some phonologically conditioned
variants of a morpheme. the description of the phonemes of a language during the struc-
tural period were typically confined to item and arrangtment types of statements.
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grammar. In terms of the phonology itself, the phoneme was the primary
unit and changes in phonemes that interacted with the different forms of
a morpheme were somewhat out of place in the phonological level of a
language description. In generative plionegy. the hasic unit in the
nology was more abstraet, regare less
their Eet..Ativity to morplt ologica. :ere corhicered to be an ap-
propria t. aspect of the ph anologi langua;.e.

The third important differe:- e P ..e% .!ri earlier hrocess types of de-
scription.: and those found in ni: nology relates to the notion oi
rule ora':. ring. As various phoeelogical )rocesses were koked at in
relation to one another, it becaree apparer_t that a perfectly concise and
explicit model of phonology would have to arder at least some of the rules
with reference to each other in order- to arrive at the actual phonetic
forms. By ordering here, we are referring to the placement of rules in a
particular sequence so that one rule ol.erates'after another one. A number
of the processes we described earlier have to be ordered with -respect to
otner rules in order to arrive at the actual phonetic forms-. For example,
in order to allow certain non-schwa vowels to reduce to schwa, we first
have to have a block of rules which move the stress from a vowel in c:der
for it to reduce to schwa. In items like telegraph and photograph, the
stress placement that moves the primary stress to the second syllable with
the addition of the -y suffix (telegraphy and photography) must take
place before the vowel in the first syllable can be reduced to a schwa-like
vowel. And we have already alluded to the fact that the rule reducing
consonant doubling in an item like usta from used to must first have a rule
which.changes the original d in used to t. If we arrange the rules in this
way. we can have a quite general rule which affects a great many double
consonants.

To illustrate further, consider the pronunciations of plural forms of
desk and test as desses and tesses, well-known forms found among
speakers of Vernacular Black English and some White Appalachian
varieties of English. The derivation of plural forms such as these can best
be understood by looking at the order sequence between various rules
operating on these forms. If we asarme that we start out with lexical
representations or underlying forms such as d k-sk and t cst, we first note
that there is a rule that df.%letes the fin'al member of the cluster, resulting
in des and I:- respectively.' Then the reglilar plural rules'that appear to
operate on ali variedcs of English take place. This r-eeans that any noun
ending in a sibilant-tvpe souKcl ([s], [z], [q. and [2]) will appropriately
have a vowel inserted between the final s-like- consonant and the -plural
form [z]. The third rule changes the voiced segment s to z if it follows a
voiceless segment. The rule sequence is set up as follows:

"For a justification of dusk and tust as the underlying fornis in these varieties. see
asold (196)) or Wolf ra II)
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;:c1crlying For::

1. Clm:_,narat -i-z
Reductio::

Rule :1. Epenthetie Vowel sH-lz

Rule 5. Assimilation ,51 z (t Not
Plural to Preceding; Applic.able Applicable
Voiel,:ss Segment

By setting up the rules.in this sequence. the regular rule for plural
formation can be seen to operate in Vernacular Black English in much the
same manner as it operates for other varieties of English. The particular
plural form is different because the consonant cluster reduction rule has
operated prior to the plural rules, thus leaving a final s-likc sound for the
epent1;etic vowel to be inserted between the final s and the z form of the
plural. But consider, what would hapPen if the plural rules and the con-
sonant cluster reduCtion rules were reversed in their application.

Underlying Form tust±z dcsk-l-z
Rule 1. Epenthetie Vowei Not Not

Applicahly
Buie 1. Assimilation of z trst d/sk+,

Plural to Preceding
Voiceless Segnient

Rule 3. Consonant Cluster di s± s
Reduction

In the above order (which appears to be how many speakers of
standard varieties of English actually pronounce desks and tests in rapid
speech style), we could not account for the phonetic forms of the Ver-
nacular Black English speaker in a natural way. Note that the epenthetic
vowel rule cannot operate before the consonant cluster reduction rule be-
cause it does not meet the environmental conditions for the rule to
operate (it does not end in an s-like. sound). The only way in which we
could account for the form if we ordered the rules as stated above would
be to have another rule similar to the original enenthetie vowel rule. To
have two rules that are identical does not appear to be economical,
especially since the same generalizations can be captured by ordering the
rules in the way that we pieviously specified. Concise and explicit rules
that are at least sometimes ordered 'with,respect to one another, then, are
essential aspects of accounting for the phonetic forms in a process formu-
lation." Formal rules in generative phonology, then, take the form of a

"The discussion of rule ordering here should not be interpreted to mean there is no
controversy about the role of rule ordering in generative phonology. As it turns out. there is
presently a considerable amtnint of controversy over the extent of ordering (i.e., are the
rules completely or partially ordered) and the principles that govern the ordering of rules.
Currently, there is one group of linguists that feels all ordering can be predicted on the
basis of universal principlec, while others maintain that some orderings are (pike language
or (hialect-specific. For the tormer position. see Koutsoudas (1972); for a response to this
claim in terms of the rules of Pnglislt dialects, see Bailey (1973).
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series of explicit process statements in which the input of anv rule in the
series operates on the output of previously applied rules. if they have met
the conditions for operation (I. A B. 2. B C. 3. CoD.etc.Ifa
given unit does :Lot meet the conditions for operation (the relevant
environment or te input), the the rulos are bypassed until the conditions
for operation are met.

DISTINCTIVE FEATLTRES
In the preceding sections, -.Ye have only considered the contrastive

units in a language in terms of the various sound segments of the pho-
nologic. al system. In some approaches to phonology. units such as pho-
nemes are considered to be the smallest contrastive unit in the phonology.
This means that if we wanted to specify a rule that changed t to C before
nasal sounds m. n, and u, we would have to specify- the rule something
like the following:

'e
I m 1
-t n

J

.
While this certainly accounts for the data accurately, there seems to

be an important generalization that is not formally handled in this
process: namely, that all but only nasal segments can effect the change.
While this generalization is certainly implir1t in the series of sounds that
are included as the relevant linguistic context for the operation of the
rule, there is no explicit way in which this generalization is captured.
Now a preferred model of language description is one in which tt.i.ch

generalizations can be havflled in a concise and explicit manner. In &der
to do this, we must admit that significant units of a phonological descrip-
tion are further divisible into certair properties of sounds. If we, there-
fore, look at the series listed above in terms of the properties or features of
the class of sounds, we observe that a single property unifies this set while
excluding all other sound segments from the class; namely, the ieature of
nasality. If the sounds are then divided into various properties, all we
really have to do is capture the general nature of the following environ-
ment by specifying the presence of a nasal feature. If we do this by simply
specifying the property something like [ nasal], we have explicitly
captured the significance of the class of sounds that effect this particular
rule. Three different segments can be represented, then, by the formal re-
ference to one property that uniquely characterizes the set. One can see
how the breakdown of units on such a basis can lead to more parsimoni-
ous, explicit statements in phonology. Similarly, we can take the various
attributes of the process of a rule arm capture the generalizations in terms
of the segmental units affected by the rule. Thus, the consonant cluster
reduction rule we specified earlier (where the final member of word-final
consonant cluster may be deleted) can be observed to operate on final
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censonants such as t. d. k, g. p. anci b, but not cluszers ir.volviry7 s. z.
etc. The process aspect of the rule zakin, the contrastive sement_,1 units
of the language as bask: would have to look something like:

t
d I

0

P
b

Now it is quite clear that the.e sounds are unified by the fact that they are
all stop or non-continuant sounds (there is a complete obstruction o'f the
oral wechanism in the production of the sound). This might be captured
generally by referring to this property of the sounds, which we might
characterize as [-f-stop] or [-continuant]. The generalization, then, can
be stated simply by a rule that utilizes this common property, such as:

[ + stop] -4 d
The justification for appealing to a level of phonology in which the

ultimate unit of the phonological system is the phonological feature is
based on several important observations, z,4: of which are interrelated. As
we have observed above, it allows for more economical descriptions of
phonological processes and environments in formalizing the rules. In
place of a simple listing of the sound segments, we can often state the
same observation through the use of a more restricted number of features.
The reason we can do this is based on a more essential principlethat the
appeal to phonetic features captures important generalities that are ob-
served in phonological processes. Phonological processes ao not ramlomly
select from the inventory of sound segments of a language, nor do they
operate in linguistic environments where the relevant sounds for the oper-
ation of a process are random. Rather, there is a systematic articulatory
or acoustic basis for particular processes taking place as they do. The
appeal to phonetic components or features of sounds allows us to ex-
plicitly and concisely state the regular generalizations that are observed to
take place. It stands to reason that a theory that can account for unifying
generalities in a natural way should be considered superior to one that
cannot. Classes of sounds that are uniquely unified on the basis of their
shared features are referred to as natvra/ classes. We have slready alluded
to the fact that a division of sounds on the basis of their features allows us
to specify sets that have an internal relationship to each other. In a
natural class of sounds, fewer features can be used to specify the class of

"There are actually more details to this rule than t fume specified here hut we have
eliminated them for the sake of demonstrating the principle at hand. For more complete
information on how this rule operates in diakcts such as standard English and Vernacular
.Black English. see Wolfram (1969) and Fasold (1972).
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sounds that can 1:e used to spc:fy any individual inember of the set. Fea-
tures, then, provide a principled basis for defining what constitutes a
natural class of sounds in a langua<,e. And we observed above that
natural classes of sounds are Cssential in understanding how phonological
systems are organized.

Because the goals of a generative model of language involve a concise
and explicit formulation of phonological processes. on.e can see how the
notion of phonological features as the primitive units of phonology would
naturally fit into the theory. This, of course, is not to suggest that pho-
nological features of this type were not utilized to some extent in tradi-
tional phonological descriptions. Earlier work on distinctive features by
jakobson and others (1952) had been incorporated to s'Jme extent into
phonological descriptions a couple of decades before the advent of gen-
erative phonology. But while they were incorporated iTiO phonological
analyses in many traditional studies, the traditional phoneme offer was
still often considered to be the central unit of phonology, not the distinc-
tive feature. In generative phonology, features were formally admitted as
the central distinctiv-2 unit of the system.

Ultimately, the theory of distinctive features is established on a re-
stricted universal set of phonetic features that is aclequate for describing
the phonological contrasts and processes of any spoken language, al-
though not all features might be relevant as contrastive a
particular language.. While ,w!i' is ge:.L.:.ally agreed on by genera-
tive phonologists, determining the most efficient set of universal features
for doing this task- is still not_settled. Some earlier formulations following
Jakobson's work appealed to the acoustic parameters of speech as the
basis for a universal system, whereas more recent formulations have re-
lied more heavily on the articulatoryaspects of sound.

Features may refer to major sound classes (consonant, sonOrant),
manner of articalation- (continuant, nasal), .place of articulation (anteri-
or), or even suprasegmental aspects (streS's, tone). In some cases, features
refer to the-simple presence or absence of a particular characteristic, such
as nasality, voicing, or the involvement/noninvolvement of the tip or
blade of tile tongue (corona). In other instances, + or - values reflect the
extreme points of a feature thatactually range over a continuum, such as
the various points of articulation that may be utilized in the mouth. The
use of features must effectively and naturally distinguish the significant
segmental sound units (which may' be individual in terms of actual pro-
duction) as they contrast with each other...Hence the term distinctive fea-
ture. The + or - values are referred to rather than degrees of individual
features in explicitly showing the contrastive phonological units of a lan-
guage and the processes that change these units in different ways."

"Although mOst def,eriptions in generative phonology still utilize only binary features;
there is eonsrderable debate about the empirical and thtoretical validity of binary features.
at le.iist on some levels of the phonological sy,,tetn.
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Following ,,re definition< of ft-,;t17re, that aar to 12e rel,--;i:nt for
the description of the Eri,lish sound system. and a matriN
cant sound segments in terms of thete feature Chomsky
and Halle, 196S).

Con.sonant al Consonantal Sounds are t):roduced ith constriction
along :he center lint- of the i-:)ral cas itY. The only 80)inds ncnccnsonantal
in English are the Yew els and alides . h. and ix.

liabic refers to the role of a sound in the syllable. Segments
t'-tat constitute a syllabic peak are comidered to be synabic while those
not constituting a peak are rIns.11abie. Typically, the sowels are s
labic.

For the most part. the following set only applies to consonants:
AntcriorAnterior sounds are produced with obstruction lo(s
front of or at the alveolar ridge of the mouth. Thl' Hal, de-
alveolar sounds are anterior z-c-fi H H minds
anteri07.
:on, , tin1 sx,. re i..:oduced the front (tip or blade) of

the t,:.gu,-. Sounds produced with another part of the tongue (back) oi
not involving the tongue ilabials such as p and in ) are noncoronal.
ContinuantContinuants are characterized 1?y continued air move-
ment through the oral cavity during the production (If the sound. Non-
continuants are produced with complete obstruction in the oral cavity.
The qualification of oral cavity is important in order to consider nasals
such as ni and ii as noncontinuants, since the oral cavity in nasals is
completely obstructed while the nasal cavity is open for the duration of
the sound.
Strident Strident sounds are produced with an obstruction in the oral
cavity that allows air 'to come through a relatively long, narrow con-
i.truction. As the air escapes. the turbulence produces the primary noise
source over the rough surface. Most, but not all, of the sounds tradition-
ally classified as fricatives (0 and d being the exceptions) are considered
to be strident and other sounds are nonstrident.
So norant Sonorant solinds are typically produced with a kisser degree
of cavity constriction. Vowels, nasals, and liquids are typically con-
sidered sonotants while sounds with more radical cavity constrictiin
such as stops (p. t, k) and fricatives (S, f. ti) are tm ill -7.';idered non-
sonorants.
VoiceVoiced SA, : a vibra ,. socal bands
in the Ian\ , produced such van-
Sounds like t, p, 8 and are voiceless while hi 1. b, z.
voiced.
Nasul Nasal sounds are characterized by the loxvering or opening of
the velum SO that air can escape through the nasal passage. Nonnasal
sounds are produced witi: the velum closed so that air can only escape
thmugh the oral cavity.
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classiiicatIon ar.:3

\ e rai_sin,.: J- the
pos.ition. invi2lvinz rciati\ el; harre-A- ::-.-;nstracth:;2:-. in the .Jrai .LaYity.
Vowels 1k e. z. j. a. and U aro b2zh

a low er toococ pusition :are all c(;:-.sicic-red
are yronceQ with a I th.e

neutral posit:or_ Th c. el in tI.n r,

typically considered the n...otral p don. Va\\ els such as a-, and a are
ccrt:=iderk.-d to be liaw Now-els. Note th J.: in this stern hhicly,w-e:
e dist:'nzuL,,hed by he ,t2; h a'nc.-1 tic :-IbOw.

Lr. . .inz the
. ci the neutral positi,. .'i u it n producied at or in front et, the
iosition. it is considert-d to be 2-2c.ni-.-22c;.-. Thuc.

C nonback eowek A-hile ;e1-

-,,roducv.1 with a roundintz of the lips are csjnsidcred to
t)i ..ded. Vowels like u. a. and a in Erul.lis: are r(iuni_1(-Li zhe
oth, els of F aclish ire typicAly unrounded.
TO/I souhels are produced with a deliberate, not :n:di dis-
tinct c:estnre that ;r:v01% L.:, considerable muscular acti;:ty. Nc.ntense

in. .1.; are prodlicc.d cs.iih a lesser deuce otusete aetil ity so that they
are : lore like i and u are eor.sidered to be ter-le Itt
cont:aq to their e.nuilterpart:. / and U. v, hich are considered to be ac-n-

True Vowels°

sy 1 1 + ,
+

high

low

back

tense +

round -

+

4- + 4_ 4

'Fir thy true vnicrk, ohnlinatod ti:c foiiturt, 11,t .!;,pcdr (,) tie dictinszu22,}2.

able ritaani. tor corv.,/iiult,.
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vaIfc-__Lc
in En-Jlish, ic,r 7:articular ,ou.nds,

some of the feature are preictab:e on the basis of c,ther features. Thus.
for example, a whole set of features needed for consonants are compltely
nredictable for the vowels. In the most economical statement, the=t--: im-
Plied features are redundant. For example. in En,7lish. if we know that a
sound is characterized by being [-back], such as i or i. it is Predictable
that it must be [-round] as well. since only back YoweLs are rounded.
Similarly, if we know that a consonant cound is +nasal] in EnOish, we
also know that it must be [-strident], [+continuant]. and { ± nasal].
When the values cf features are completely predictable on the basis of the
Yalue,-s of cfner features for a particular so17nd. we refer to them as re-
dundant features. The significance of redundant features in a generative
phonology is that the model is committed to a principle of economy in
which only nonpredictable information is to be included in representing
the basic units and procses in phonologyl-All predictable information is
derived through the various types of rules we discussed earlie: in this
paper. Some redundancies may be specific to a particular language (such
as the prediction of rounding on the basi_s of backness in Enc=lish but not in
all lancruarzes) while others appear to b,.- universal (such as the pfediction
of [-low] for all [ high] vowels).

To summarize the importanci- oi ditinctive features, we first of all
that they sPrve as a universal basis for describing the phonetic corn-

7.7ronents of thi- sound systems of language. On a more abstract level, they
operate to differentiate the various lexical items of a language. since they
are the smallest contrastive units in the phonological system. And finally,
their incorporation into a generative phonology allows us to state ex-
plicitly important generalizations about the phonological processes of a
language, as defined on the basis of natural classes of sounds.

I have attempted io discuss some of the preliminary notions con-
cerning a generative phonology. As we havc seen, such an approach at-
tempts to account for what a speaker/hea.er knows about the structure of
his sound system. This includes inforrmAion starting with the abstract
units in the lexical representation and going through to the actual pro-
nunciation of items. Generative phonology , attempts to capture the
generalizations on the various levels in an explicit and concise way. While
sonie of the details of formulation will certainly be revised or abandoned
as we increase our knowledge of sound systems, it seems obvious that the
optimal approach to the !:ymbols on a printed page is one that will take
greatest advantwTe of the aweswne knowled?.e that a speaker/hearer has
of his (?wn sound system.

6 7
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extcnial in()rphopltolicmic rule.s account for infle.2-
tional alternations hi,11 ;ire word external and oi_cur in items
like krzit: and books. When (..omparing internal and-external morpho-

fietitie rule,., it is gem:rail awimed that the former are more complex
and a:, leariwci later by children (:;ehane, 1071: Darden, 1074).

To ,,,Ififinarice, the pilwifd(i}j(*;:l component of a ;node! of language
includes at letist three hasic kinds of rules: segment redundancy, sequence
redundancs . and morphophonemic . he latter rules can he divided iutu
two stibtypesinternal and external.

This paper will focus on One of the subtypes of the rules of time
phonolo,,r,fc;t1 component, the type we have called internal morpho-
phonemic rult.s I here:110:r m mI es): and We NV il; try to show. that a,

speaker's knowledge of suet rules has implications for the teaching of
reading, Nrticularly the_ level of reading at which word pairs involvnmg
consonant and vow el alternations appear.

e will examine the historical changs in English which re-
sulted in consonant .and vowel alternations and the suhsyquent develop-
ment of IM Mlles; second we will examine the formal re -4e.sentation of if+A
nules; third, we will examine some experimental evidei ce which supports
the ndtion that 1N1 uules are psychologically real for si me speakers; and,
finally, we will try to show how knowledge of im ',can be utilized
during the reading process.

2. HISTORICAL CHANGES THAI' LED TO THE DEyELOPMENT
OF 1M RULES

2.1. The great vowel shift
During the Middle English period, around 15tKi, the qualities of

king.. tense vo.,vels in English changed. Jesperson referred to this
pheivnnenon as t,he (1;r,'.;.:t Vowel Shift and described it as follows 0907:
231, quoted in Wang

the coat oss el-shift consists in a general raising of all long vowels with
ffi, -mST,on of the tss, high /V, and which could not be

further ithout becoming consonants and which were
liongized into [ei. ,01j, later ai, au]. in most cases the spelling has

1,econa. fixed before the shift, which accordingly is one of the chief
reasons of the divergence between spelling'and sound in English: while
the %alma. of the short vowels remained on the whole intact, the value
of fla: long vowels was changed.

Figure I depicts the particular changes al; outlined by Jesperson.
According to Wang, not all ,itithoriti agree with Jesperson regard-

ing the historical details of time shift, lie noted the following disagreement
l 068:698

Some scholars believe that the shift was initiated by the diphthongiza-
non of the high vowels, ss hile others contend it was set in motion by the
raising of inal vowels. Opinions differ further on ss hether the dipthongi-
zation involves an intermediate state when the nuclear vowels are
centralized.
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Figure 1. Vowel changes outlined by Jesperson.

Our concern lies not so much with the historical &Jails of the Great
Vowel Shift (cvs) but more with the mark it left on English in the form of
vowel alternations which occur in words like divine and divinity men-
tioned in section 1.3 and those alternations occurring in the pairs ex-
emplifiedin Tables la and lb below.

A secend but major mark the evs left on English was the non-
phonetic spelling of voweL This mark will be discussed in section 5.0. At
this point, it will be instroc:tive to examine in some detail the patterns of
vowel alternation resulting from the evs.

2.2 Vowel alternations resulting from the GVS
The primary pattern of vowel alternations res-ulting-from the evs is

_

exemplified by the words in Table la.

Table Ia. Derived morphemes with front vowel alternations (Moskowitz, 1973:
227).

T - ly - 6

divine-divinity profane-profanity
explain -explana tory

derive-derivative grateful-gratitude
collide-collision . opaque-opacity

,crene-serenit.:
obseene-obscenity
meter-metrie
receive-reception

An examination of the word, pairs in Table la reveals that they ex-
hibit a regular alternation which occurs in parnllel fashion for the three
pairs of front voWels Jay/ - /17 (as in divine'and divinity); /Ey/ - /V (as
in profane and profanity); and /Ty/ - /6/ (as in serene and serenity). In
all of these examples, -a stressed tense diphthongized vowel occurs in the
isolated morpheme (divine) and a stressed lax vowel occurs in the derived
word (divinity).

Further examination of %,1)rds exhibiting front vowel alternations re-
veals that there are a number of items, unlike those of Table la, which
do not involve the alternation of full vowels. The words instead exhibit a
lax vowel in the stressed position of most of the underived morThemes.
Consider, for example:the vowels in the stressed position of mental and

Vaughn-Cooke 7 2 61



Ample. Tbe r I of mental and the [1] of simple are both lax vowels. A few
words in this group (wen r with tense Vowds ip both members, See for in-
stance base :,!Id basic oid other examples noted in Table lb.

Table lb. Derived tnorphymy., ith,ot alternation\ of full yo (Mos)owit-a,
1973:227).

stupid-stupidity
rustic-rusticity

total-totality
mental-nientality

1 ax it y

base-basic
scene-scenic
obese-obesity
phoneme-phonemic

T-he secondary alternating pattern invAves a group of word pairs in
which a nonlow vowel occurring in one member alternates with a
reduced vowel in another member. Word pairs exemphfying this pattern
are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 (Moskowitz, 1973227).

- Ty- ,)

funereal-funeral Canadian-Canada
managerial-manager marginalia-marginal

algebraic-algebra

The words containing the noniow vowels are listed on the left while
those containing the reduced vowel are listed on the right.

A third, but minor, alternating pattern produced by the GVS involves
three sets of bacl; vowel alternations occurring in a limited number of
word pairs. The alternating vowel's of these pail's are /a/ and /6w/ (as in
custody and cuStodian); /a/ and /Ow/ (asin verbosity and verbose); and
/A / and hrew/ (as in abundant and abound)

Since The forms c.f. Tables la and lb are the most numerous, thcir
pattern has served as the basis for constructing the itst Rules we will be
concerned with in thiL: paper.

2.3 Other consequences of the GYS
The effects of the cvs are generally discussed only in connection with

vowel alternations. However, there are a number word pairs in.

English-exhibiting consonant alternations which were ._,termined in part.
by their vocalic contexts. The effects of the cvs on the consonant system of
English have resulted in forms exhibiting the following alternations:

7 3
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Table 3. Word pairs exhibiting consonant alternations.

s k g

medicine-tnedical-medicate
allege-allegation
rigid-rigor
regal- regicide
analogous-analougize

In the words involving the s - k alternation, the underlying /k / of
criticism aryl medicine is pronounced as /s/ before the non-low, non-
back vowel [1] in each of these words. Chomskv and Halle (1968) have re-'
ferred to this process as velar softening. Velar softening can also be trig-
gered by the non-low,,non-back vowel [e] as evidenced by the example in
Table 3 involving the /j/ and /g/ alternation in allege and allegation. In
this case,, /g/ undergoes velar softening and is pronounced as /j/ in
allege. To represent the predictable nature of the consonant alternations
exemplified in Table 3, Chomsky and Halle formulated the following
phonological rule.'

g
k s L -back

The rule states that the segmentS /g/ and /k/ are pronounced as
and /s/ respectively .when they follow a vowel that is non-low and non-
back, e.g. [i] or fei. More will be said about the formal representation of
phonological rules when we discuss the form of the im Rules in section 3.

In suminary, we have seen that the historical changes which
occurred in English several centuries ago resulted in three recognizable
patterns of vowel alternations. The patterns include a primary one in-
volving alternatiOn of front vowels; a. secondary one involving the alter-
nation of non-low vowels with reduced vowels; and a third, but minor,
pattein involving the alternation of back vowels. We have also seen that
the primary pattern has been the basis for constructing the mt Flutes also
known as vowel shift rules, in English. Anotiw, result of the GVS is the al-
ternation of consonants in some English words.

The consequenCes of the cvs made it necessary for speakers of Eng-
lish to construct, mt Rules which would generate the correct pronuncia-
tions for the word pairs intheir language. At this point we will examine
the formal representation of these rules.

3. THE FORM OF INTERNAL MORPHOPHONEMIC RULES
When we examine the form of the mt Rules which account for the

vowel alternations in word pairs like divine and divinity, it becomes ap-
parent that such rules are more complex: that 'is, they involve more oper-

aSchane (197.1) has proposed an alternative formulation for lie rule of velar and velar
softening. See page 310 for a discussion of the formulation.
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ations than segment and sequence redundancy rules discussed in 1.1 and
1.2 above. Consider, for example, that in order to account for a speaker's
knowledge of the alternate forms of the word pair above, Chorusky and
Halle posit four major rules. The rules are 'oWel shift, tensing, lazing,
and diphthongization.4 Before thmonstrating how these rules would
change the underlying vowels of divine and divinity to their surface
representations, it will be helpful to summarize Wolfram's discussion of
'the operation of phonological rules.

'In WolfranYs discussion of the form of phonological rules, he pointed
out that "there are several essential aspects which must be -captured in
any phonological First, these aspects include the input to the
rule, which in the case of a lexical item is one of its units. Second,the unit
must undergo certain specific changes in order to emerge in an alternate
form. The alternate form is called the output of the phonological rule.
Finally, there must be a specified environment within which the change
can take place. Wolfram presented the following simple convention to
capture the relevant aspects of phonological rules.

Y / A
The following interpretation of the above convention was also presented:

...X is the input for the rule and the arrow indicates that it is changed
tG or "becomes" Y, the output Gf the. rule. The slant line / indicates that
anything beyond that point is relevant environment for the rule to oper-
ate. If the relevant environment precedes the sound, then it is plaeed
before the "environmental bar- (i.e. the line ) and if the fol-
lowing environment is relevant, then it is placed following thc bar, In
other words, the convention captures a change of AXB AYB.

In regard to our example of the change from the underlying tense /I/
in divine and divinity to their specific surface forms, we stated earlier that
Chemsky and Halle proposed four major rules. Recall that the rUles were
tensing, lazing, diphthongization, and vowel shift. Consider the lexical
item divine first. In order for a speaker to arrive at its correct pronunci-
-ation, he will need first to apply therule of diphthongization. The input'
to the rule in this case would be the tense vowel of the underlying form
/divin/.- (Note, in this caSe, the rule of tensing does not- apply since the
input vowel is already tense.) The output of the rule is the diphthongized
vowel fiy./.

Below is a highly siMplified Version of the diphthongization rule
which is needed ,to accomplish the change.

1. 0 y. /

The rule states that 0 (zero) becomes /y/ in the environment following a
tense vowel that is non-back.

'For simplicity purposs the rules which account for backing adjustment and-rounding
adjustment have been omitted froorthe discussion.

PHONOLOGY
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The second rule the speaker needs to arrive at the correct pronunCi-
ation of divine is the vowt: shift rule. Since the input to this rule, in the
case of divine i,s the diphthong fiy/, its input is the output of the
diphthongization rule..The vowel shift rule changes [ + high] /1 / to
[-high] /51 I. The rule can be simply represented as follows:5

2. /17 --> h:72 /

The rule states that /i/ is lowered to / / in the environment preceding
/y/.

8o far we have seen that two rules are needed in order to derive
divine, the surface form, from its underlying form /divin/. In oraer to
derive divinity, the other momber of the pair, from the underlying form,
/divin/ , a speaker will need to apply the lazing rule which will change
the tense /i/ of the underlying form to the lax 'hi/ of the surface form. The
tense /i/, of course, is the input to the lazing rule .and the lax /i/ is the
output.

The preceding discussion of the forrn of phonological rules was pre-
sented for two reasons. First, we wanted to show that the notion of a rule
as discussed and formulated by linguists is an atteMpt to represent
formally the speaker's knowledge of the sound system of his language.. In
this framework the job of the rule, as we stated in the introduction, is to
account for die predictable aspects of a speaker's pronunciations, whether
they relate to alternate pronunciat:ons of the same basic. morpheme (as in
divine and divinity) or the different phonetic forms the phoneme /p/
takes in the lexical items pit and spit.

The second reason for discussing the form oi phonological rules was
to emphalize the relative Complexity of the rule schema utilized by speak-
ers for the purpose of arriving at the correct pronunciations of word pairs
in their language, specifically those involving alternating morphemes.
We pointed out that for such items, the speaker must first hypothesize an
abstract underlying form and then apply the appropriate rules of the
phonological .component to derive the alternate sui.face representations.°
The important question regarding the subset of rules (tNi Rules) under dis-
cussion is, Do the rules reflect psychologically real constructs; that is, do
speakers really have knowledge of such rules as we .have proposed or are
the rules merely artifacts of the grammars Constructed by linguists?

According to Ohala (1974:225) one way to determine whether IM
Rules are psychologically real for speakers is to devise eZperiments 'which
will provide the necmary psytholinguistic evidence. Ohala states (225):

'The vowel shift rule as formulated by Chomsky and Italie is much more complicated
. than the one presented here. However, for our purposes, this simplified version is sufficient.

°When wit co 111 pare morphemes Which participate in alternations with those that do
not (e.g. pit) we find that for the latter we donot need tu posit abstract underlYing forms
and the associated morphophonemic rules. Morphemes which do not participate in
alternations mply have phonemic representations and ar c. exempt from the morpho-
phonemic rules.

7
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If the [rules) which lingui.sts write are to reflect psychologically real
constrilcts, then purely structural evidence is not sufficient proof of
them: some form of psychological evidence is required.

The question regarding the psychological reality of the rules accounting
for consonant and vowel alternations is of particular importance here
since we proposed in section 6 that knowledge of such rules can be ex-
ploited during the reading process. In the next section we will examine
some experimental studies, the results of which suggest that 1N4 Rules are
indeed psychologically real for some speakers.

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We will fir3t examine Moskowitz' study since it not only provides evi-

dence which supports the claim that speakers have knowledge of 1+.1
but it also provides information regarding the age of acquisition and the
source from which such rules are acquired.

4.1 The Moskowitz study
For her experiment, Moskowitz first developed two sets of nonsense

word pairs that contained vowel alternations like those in- a number of
morphophologically related real words in. English. The underived mem-
ber (the member without a suffix) of a nonsense pair was presented to the
subjects who were instructed to add the -ity suffix. The instructions, how-
ever, included no mention of the vocalic difference between the under-
lined member which exhibited a tense vowel and the derived member
which exhibited a lax vowel. The stimuli included, for instance, pairs like
/kliy1/* -/klcjity/* and /prtyp/* - /pipity/ . An example of the instruc-
tions presented to the subjects was as follows: "My.word will be shorter
than yours. I want you to say a word that is almost the same as mine but
has the suffix -ity at the end. So if I say /kliyj/ you say /klujity/. If I say
/prtyp/ you say ipipityr (1973:234).

The experiment included a total of 39 subjects: 9. seven-year-olds, 4
five-year-olds, and 25 subjects between the ages of nine and twelve. All
subjects were fmni middle-class homes in the San .Francisco Bay area and
all were native speakers of Standard English.

One goal of the experiment was to determine the number of trials it
would take a child to notice and correctly produce the vowel alternations.
For example, Part A (Condition I) included 72 nonsense word pairs ex-
hibiting front vowel alternations like those on Table la in section 2.1. The
subjects were required.to produce ten coriect responses in a row as an in-
dication that they had learned to criterion the internal morphophonemic
rules which generated the vowel alternations.'

'For convenience. only Condition 1, Part A will be discussed and related to the central
issue of *this paper. Altogether, however, the experiment included three conditions which
employed .different types of stimuli. The stimuli were presented in three parts: A, B, and C
(A and 3 included pairs exhibiting front vowel alternations while C included pairs
exhibiting back vowel alternations). Condition [stimuli differed from that of Conditions 11
and III in that the farmer employed a larger subset of the rult. s of the phonological corn-
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Moskowitz hypothesized that the natural acquisition of the rules
controlling the vowel alternations could be aceounted for by One of (he
following proposals.

(i) The vowel alternations are phonetically :red as alternate surlaee
pronunciations, e.g. lay] and illternatc under specified
surface conditions, as do riy] and
.(ii) There is a single underlying representation for a given morpheme,
and a particular subset of the rules of the phonological component are
utilized in arriving at appropriate surface forms. In other words, the
child must hypothesize an underlying vowel, such as 7, and employ the
1-21-2 of laxing, diphthongization and vowel sliift to derive from I the

face forms iiv and i under specific conditions stated in the rule (1973:
235).

The results of thf: experiment revealed that children who knew the
INI Rules accounting for vowel alternations adopted strategy (ii) of the
second proposal. We propose that if children, when confronted with
word pairs in their reading texts involving alternations, also adopt
strategy (ii) they will be able to arrive at the correct pronunciations of
such pairs.

At this point we will turn our attention to the more detailed results of
the experiment. On Part A,.Which involved the ability to correctly shift
front vowel pairs, the nin to twelve-year-olds did not exhibit any dif-
ficulty in applying the appropriate RI Rules. All subjects learned the task
to criterion (that is, they were able to produce ten correct responses in a
row), and three subjects made no errors at all. Four of the seven-year-
olds learned the rules to criterion wE. ile the other three did not The five-
year-olds were only able to add the appropriate ,uffix. It app,:ared that
the control of vowel alternatiOns was beyond their knowledge. Based on
the performance of the subjects, Nloskowitz was to draw several con-
clusions.

First, the exprimenter concluded that children do have knowledge
of vowel shift rules as evidenced by the ability of.the nine- to twelve-year-
olds and four of the seven-year-jds to correctly apply is,. Rules; second,
the experimenu:r concluded that knowledge of these rid s seems to be
acquired by some children as early as age seven and by others' at age nine;
and-third. she concluded that the sourc,,, of the knowledge of nq Rules is
the spelling system of English.

ponent. Correct eesponses to Condition I stimuli required knowledge of three rules (diph-
thoilgization, taxing. and vowel shift), while correct responses to Condition II stimuli re-
quired knowledge of only two rules (laxing and diphthongization). In addition to requiring
knowledge of the rules for Condition II stimu1:. Condition III ako required the postulation
of a new -incorrect- vowel shift rule for English: iiy; would shill to /(7y/ and /ay/ woul.:
shift to ay/. It was hypothesized that Condition 11 would be snnpler than 1 since it it.-
volved fewer rulets. The data did not support this hypothesis. It was further hypothesized
that of the three conditions. III svaild be the most difficult to learn. This was not sup-
ported-by the data either. See Moskowitz (236-247) for further details of the experiment.

7 8
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The second and third conclusions warrant further discuss:.:::. Con-
clusion two is a step toward answering the (luestion raised by Carol
Chomsky (197O:327) regarding die age of acquisition of Isl miles. She
stated..

Ail interesting :ind important questimi . is ... the age at %%hich the
child achieves a mature commaml of the phonological structure of his
language. It is quite possihk perhaps most likely, dwt full knowledge
of the sound system that corresponds to the orthography not yet pos-
sessed hy the child of six or seven. and may indeed be acquired fairly
late.

The age of acquisition of 1N1 oules as indicated by the findings of
Nloskowitz' experiment, can be used as a guideline for teachers who are in
a position to determine when a child is ready to be exposed to vocabulary
items that exhibit vowel and consonant alternations. Without access to the
crucial information concerning the age at which children acquire these
particular phonological rules, textbook writefs and reading teachers
might be fore:A to decide arbitrarily when a (hild is ready to be exposed
to vocabulary items like electric and electricity. Moskowitz findings
imply that the age of seven is not too early to begin exposing children to
the more familiar vocabulary items that require the application of im
Rules. More will be said aboTit this point in Section.7.

. Moskowitz' third cone .osion (that the source of the subjects' knowl-
edge of IM Rules is the spe. .og system of English) warrants examination
since it was not ,;rawn d:rectlY from the results of the experiment but
rather from a comparison of the educational exposures of the five- and
seven-Year-olds.

In reference to the performance of the seven-year-okls, the experi-
menter pointed out that at first it seemed mysterious for a seven-year-old,
relatively unfamiliar with much of the relevant vocabulary of his lan-
guage, to be able to manipulate the necessary, vowel shift patterns needed
to produce the correct alternations exhibited 'in his responses to the non-
sense stimuli. However, MoskoWitz uoted that the facts appeared less
mysterious after considering that a substantial amount of time is spent on
spelling during the early years of education. Unlike the five-year-olds, the
seven-year-olds had been exposed to at least one year of reading and spel-
ling instruction. As a result, they had acqnired enough information about
the standard spelling Nystcm to begin construction of the iNt Rules whie;i
account for the word pair; i.;1 the language involving alternating vowels
and consonants. Moskowitz claims that the source of this knowledge of
undP:iying phonology is ayailabk only to the:;e speakers who are exposed
to the spelling system of English. The fa:-. that the five-year-olds had no
knowledge of the appropriate im Rules seems to support the experi-
menter's claim.

Read's examination (1971) of the invented spellings of preschoolers
provides further evidence that children who have not been exposed to the
standard spellings have no knowledge of the underlying relatiunship be-
tween the alternating surface vowels of word pairs and the appropriate
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IN1 nules which generate such vowels. This lack of knowledge is exempli-
fied by the phonetic spelling for the vowels of the word pairs in Table .1,

"Fable 4.

!It

Phonetic Pair Exami ,-s Spe Hint;

I. kiy-il divine-divinity I 1)ifferent: I- V,

2. [iy-e) serciie-serenit i 1>ifferent: F.- A

3. [ey-iel liatm.tmtioual A I-Iiime: A

4. [Oxv-a I toni-tonie I ) 1)iffcrenr 0 ( \V)-1
5. [asv-x] ahound-abundant it ), I 1)iflerent: 0 (11.1-I.

0-U later
6. [nw.-.) reducereduction I. Dilicrent 01V.1

0-1.; later

'Comparison of adurt and child spellins it word pairs 5055c1 alter-
nations (Bead, 1970:112).

In general, the children do not use abstract spellings (one letter to
.represent two differc:..t hut related somids, e.g., the underlined voweLs of
divine and divinity) to represent the pairs in Table 45 The preschoolers'
spellings strongly imply that they have not posited abstract vowels in their
sound system for the pairs in the table above. Read pointed out that
above type spellings persisted well into the first grade, but they gradually
gave way to standard Spellings as instruction in readiug and writing be-
came more rigorous and influential.

We have seen thatbod Read's and Moskowitz' findings imply that
the source from which im utiles are acquired is the spelling system of
English. To ultimately deternnne the real source of im Rules, one might
consider conducting a Moskowitz-type experiment with illiterate speakers
of English. The source i their knowledge or lack of knowledge of im miles
could then be more clearly determined.

\Ve wil.1 examine twn s provide some
evidence for the psveholog i-. al reality of nule.s. The followin
however, do not propose auy anSw't'rti to the (110-s:ions regnrdiii:L. :Ino age
or source of acquisition of such rules,

4.2 The Sherzer study
Sherzer (1970) examined a word game played H the Cuna Indians

of Panama. The results of his investigation showed that some speakers do

'Note tli.it hrst vos el, nahou ;Ind tidtion.il ih, !eto-: This
would be the correct representation fOr these heAd ;
did not provide an explanation for this correct reprem:ntat ion. lie sul4gestr.:1 the empirical
hypothesis -that children find it easier to learn the relationship and the first vosvel tflg
of nation/natiorw1 and similar forms than that of the derived forms in r and 2.- At this
Roint wc can only ask the queqion: Why?
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posit abstract fOrrilS for l'!rtaill the :raniework of
phonology we have been disellsing, th, speakers rute,t then apply the
appropriate 151 1111It'S to order to arris, ;it the correct pronunciation of
such items, At thiN point, it %%Ill be helpiol ,,,s,amine 501,1 klf II kictAls
(11. '7.111(.1-7.er'5 study.

IlLs al'';;Ivis of Sor,ik Iti1kt, t.ftii backs% ards) revealed the
rule for playing the game. It comkted simply of moyihg the firt syllable
of r %Yord to the end of die word, for example, the input jobsa) (bathed)

ives the output [saobI.
Ho lexical items to winch Culla speakers applied the syllable move-

ment rule provided a S iew of Ow underlr ing fort Is the speakeis had
posited for that item. Consider the folios', Uig lexical items front thg Gioia
language .vIlich served :is inputs to the tsorsik -ourniikke syllable move.-
intuit rule.

gltiuIn;ti (born Habunall! sf.ecpliw,
B. [baysa] (from [le,:.-sa]) bought

lit Cona pili.Ce. the surface forms [giumnaij and [baysaj are de-
ived hom their underlying forms ([galt.maiLand I, respectively)

by consonantal assimilation rides like the follywing

3. [b] [ni)
4. [g] > [Y1

Rule 3 states that /It I, prononticed like :in: wh(n it is followed by
Hole 4 states that r IS pronounced when it is toll 'wed by a

eousonant other than
Referring back to the ssliahle movement role, Shcr7.er found that for

se speakers the surface forms served its the input while fur other speak-
ers. the under!ving forms served as the input to the rule, The different in-
nuts yielded the (aitpifis evemplified in the table below.

.Lthh ,biy c,tztplit:N ni%(.went

input

,Th.t1;

Itsassa',

Output c in 'Fable 7) provides e%, idenec that t'or a speakers the input to
the syllable rule was [gab-r.:.aij, undcTlvire4 forin, Whih2 for b speakers
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the input was [gammail, the surface form:" It would he intere!.ting to

know if there were anv significant differences between a and b speakers,
that is, if the a speakers W,T-e tatt and the speakers dlitera ie. The

important point here is a speaker; choice of tIn underlyne2. toi

strongly indicates that INt litticS are psychololfically real uu-111;.,o1.

4.3. The Ohala study
The final study which supports the notion that INS nult's are psy-

chologically real was conducted by Obala (1974). The purpme of her ex-
periment was to determine if [ght5:sia:] type words in Ilindi (words pro-
nounced with clusters at the phonetic level) have an underlying form
with an abstract F./ i.e., [glia:s.)1a:] . According to the experimenter,
there are few forms in 1 findi which arc pronounced with clusters at the
phonetic level but have no alternating forms with (:)].

The following are son.r.. examples of these forms.

[g!iö:sla:] nest

:pri:] hut

[Caitkid snap of a finger

[st"-:krad 100

In addition to the forms above, Hindi also has a large number of related
forms like the following:

jp,:k.)r} catch [p.d(rad caught

[phis.: I] slip Iphisla:J slipped

ts.u...,k) road (s,-)rki2: I roads

[hie:)k] hesitate hiccough

tsis.)kl, sob (verb) [siski:Isob.(noon)
Ohala points out that alternations of the above type are fully pro-

ductive in Hindi; example, [pakJr] - Ipkral and [phis.d j (phk1,-;1

are part.of a common -verbal inflection. For the [pAra!] type words die
posit.:d an underlying fOrm with the vowel [.)]. e.g. pokar The sorl;Ice
forms are then derived by an .)-deletion rule. To determine
experimentally whether / should be posited in the underlying forms of
the [gh6:slad type words. 27 native speakers of I lindi were asked to :add
the -iya suffix (which blockn.....tlic application of the ,)-deletion rule) tu

ocmmon Hindi words." An an dvsis of the results revealed the following:

"Shurici 1o1;)r0rd the titftcrcut outputs of sp.,,kfr, :Ind it to thtfrt,.10
11106,-IN (4 IIII0,11j0;(.. ,ktrlicturt t-ri hymo, the c.u,i-0,,..incht (d. (fit.

Fc'rcmt inudvis. "nt (.(tild ask, \t,` ssrt,- cmPl,(10 Po") tic, lit"."-\
NI.)tu's the speilket:,, etmid ,i0.ston, 1);.t,.n.riiiiin,..

tcrthogrAitItic n.pre.m.ntatiun of d (tom ctsrttclilv., sltont Its loldurl\ frm
fornc ,olut.111..;ht on po-stlon

:AlIttrr adtlit "1 thc -01" f is 5"m1' cIf the [. ; ice ,1it, Ii
dr:vs:et, 0,,,:..11),intle:tily Nut,. ,,f ..the \surds ck (SIC ,1

t.:4,eritncutcr hut .0, ers, put In s that th,.. sk (Whi ii ut ato.\,..; oct
to 3 c.-ettaitt.';..Itttn-11 :o1 ic -mpit-tt.11,t of tto

.tra5;11;2 -Cookt.
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T. e;t:p lofting ow:c.dg

17i.rt,-t. of all, it w Cha: the L.e of -_:. r:ot car ostart
pre.se:-.ing some s.f the relevant vocabulary the child will need to know in
order to begin coristructn the .f 1011aS like those accounting for vowel
zind consonant alternations in so nnL1r y words of Romance origin in the
Eng.li,h language. For exornple..rell that the word electricity appears in
the te.,:t of the very first reader of the Banl: Street Series now being used in
srime vashington, D. C. sc'nocA2. Even thoucrh electricitu is a derived
word, it is quite common in the ,.)ken language; therefore. somf.' children
will know how to pronounce this word before they learn to read. When

corn:: across .c!(.7-:trit7,, in the textb()ok. th,.' teacher could m.ntion
stber rt,-.t.:mbers t..;f ar). f.)ut why the family exhibits
predictable consonant alternations. For example. the teacher could poin't
out that electricity Ls related ,;ernanticallv to electric. electrical, and elec-
trician. At the same time, the teacher could explain that when the suffix
-itry is added to electric the [k] is pronounced like [s]. In her discussion of
the pronunciation of electrician and electrical she could point out that
whvn the suffi:: -ia7: is added to electric the [k] is pronounced like [ s ]; but
when the -al suffix is added to electrir the underlying final consonant,
k.", is still pronounced [k]. Other lex,cal word fa nilies that exhibit the

;)at tern found in the clectric family could be mentioned in order to sho,v
that the pattern is a general rather than a specific one. For example. the
teacher cld dim:.us, the magic frtmilv, which includes magic. magical,
and magician. The underking the production of the members
of the magic family it, the same as the one underlying the production of
the electric family. We hypothesize that the child's exposure to word
families such as these under disu,-ssion will enable him to construct the IM
miles which can account for the predictable phonetic realizations.of the
members of ouch lexical family. On&e the child has constructed the
relevant L:iles, he will be in a position to exploit his knowledge of such
rules when he comes across new words that operate like the members of,
the eleetrif and the magic families, for example, he should be able to use
hi. knowledge of the rules to arrive at the correct production of optic,
optical, and optician. This ability to exploit his kn ledge of DA aules will
enaLle the reader to attack lexically spelled word, independently. As a
itcult he will be in a position to move on to .rnore advanced levels of
riNiding without the constant guidance of the teacher.

We are not recommending that the teacher should encourage the
child to incorporate all of the members of the lexical families into his
speaking vocabulary. but rather we are recommending that the reader
should be encouraged to note: first, that members of the lexical families
are semantically related; and second, that he can use his knowledge of IM
miles to pronounce the rnembeni of such families. We are not implying in
our recommendation that the child should he told that he has in his brain
a thing called an nst mile. All he needs to know is that the last Sound of'
optic, electric, and magic is pronounced like ] when the suffix -ian is
added. The point we are trying to make is that it will be necessary for the
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reading teacher to first expose the child to the relevant vocabulary in a
systematic way so that he can construct the tm Rules needed to arrive at
the correat pronunciation of lexically spelled words like electric and
electricity.

When introdUcing lexical families it is important for the rt..,ding
teacher to start with families containing members that are relatively
familiar to the child. For example, the two members of the sizn family,
sign and signature, occur frequently in, the spoken language. and as a
result, s'Orne children will have no difficulty with the semantic content
heing expressed by these items: The same can be said for pairs like resign
and resignation and design and designation. The first Member of these
pairs is likely to ba the more common one, and if it occurs in the text ai3O
the second member does not, the rerding teacher could me.ntion the les,
common members for the purpose of pointing out the pattern underlying
the phonological relationship between the two words. In some instances,
the derived members of a word pair might occur without the underived
member first occurring. For example, the word implicit occurs in Book
Two of the Bank Street Series but imply does not. When discussing the
nicaning of a new word like implicit, the teacher could men':an its root
woid and discuss how ihe two words pre related phonologically and
semantically

Many lexically spelled items, howe-- .1, are not frequently used in the
spoken language 1;ut are often Joun n 000ks for mature readers. Un-
familiar words that pattern phonologically like ones already known
should not pose a problem for the reader if he has been shown how to ex-
ploit his knowledge of IN.1 Rules. .

In deciding wher to discuss the phonological patterns .of lexical
families, the teacher should keep in mind that age is not the most crucial
factor but, rather, the reading level of the child, adOlescent. or adult. If
the reader doesn't know the members of phonetically spelled families like
the -at family which is composed of words like cat, rat, ba(sat, etc., and
the -it family, cornposed of sit, bit, hit, fit, etc., then one would assume
that he is not ready to be exposed to lexically spelled items like sign and
signature. We are-following Carol Chomsky and propdsing here that it's
probably best for the reader to start with phonetically spelled words first,
and later progress to the lexically spelled items. HoweVer, when it is time
to make the transition from phoneticall'7 spelled words to lexically spelled
words, the reader will need to ado t a new strategV for arriving at the
pronunciation_ and the semantic e ntent being expressed by the lexically
spelled items. We have suggestd here that the reader can begin learning
the new stratep,' by first'learrling and later exploiting his knowledge of
the relevant im EI 'es.

A strategy for pronouncing lexically spelled words, which involves
knowledge and application of IM pules, immediately raises a question with
regard to speakers of lects other than Standard English. How will speak-
ers of other lects use Est Pules that are not part of .the.phonological com-
ponent of their lect? Obviously they will not be able to exploit rules which
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are not part of their phonological .s..,sten-.. This do, nz,t pr-c.2;t:nt a problem
fr the strategy \cc have sini,ested hecanse. as %Ye have alread:. :uteri
out. once tHe speaker is exp(r,ed to the relevant ::!,anlplcs he will he to
construct the necessary

7.2 The necessity of a strategy involving im tulles
In this pay,r we have proposed a strategy for arriving at the correct

pronunciation of lexically spelled words. The strategy involves exploita- .

tion of the speriker's kn'owlede of im miles. One could question the neces-
sity of our proposed strate,:v on four conditions. First. one could ask why
a reader would need to adopt the strategy we are propo,im if. he can
learn the 5-etr antic c,:mtent and the pri?nunciation of 1. Hed

:t \V±.c.n:alizt., that the. usands
of mature readers who have developed strategies for the
semantic content and the correct pronunciation of the words under i-
c...ussion without ever hearing of the strategy c. e have proposed. Howcver.
110 are not concerned with the readers whi ;iccesfullv develop their own
strategies: we are concerned with the 1..any readers who never .do.
Headers who never develon a method independently might profit from
one in v. Inch they can draw u.on their knowledge o.

It w-ould he flliwh illOre economical for a reader to learn the 1.".1 Rules
that ill generate the correet output f)ronunciation ) for a whole class of
words than for him to approach each word in the class as if it were un-
relatc t phonologically to the other w ot-ds. Ffl- example, electric ity. elasti-
city, and s.toicity are all related by a got,..tai rule w hleh changes the final
consonar, k . to s whi:; the -ity suffix is addtd. If a reader is made
.tware oi 'his pattern he should he able to independently arrive at the
correct pr. ,.h,etion of rubricity by applying the appropriate Is nide.

-ncond. the necessity of our strategy can he qut2stiond on the
szTow-As that few words requiring knowledge of INI nules ill texts
other an highly advanced ones. One could ask wliv a reader would
need a special strategy for (lealing with such a small number of words.
We are not stir(' what percentage of the words in reading texts are repre--%
sented by lexical spellings but even if they represent a small percHtage. a
reader wilt need to know how to approach siteh ss ords if Ile is io leconre a
successful reader.

Third, the necessity of such a strategy can be questioned regarding
its usefulness for beginning readers. Wardhaugh (1970) has stated that a
beginning reader neithcr knows nor needs to know vocabulary of
Romance origin. However. we have observed that the item electricity
occurs in the first reader of the_ Bank Street -Sries-.- A child confronted
with words 11,,e electric and clectricity !Mist use Sonic kind of strategy for
arriving at the correet frorlun. ultions of these words. If he adopts a -
strategy which can be tixcd le: other words exhibiting a pattern like
electriC and electriciti" (elastic and elacticity), he sl t1a .idopted a
method that will allow Hill to proceed independently to .er lexicallv
spelled word!: eslihinilcorna pattern. IA is likely that a beginning
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reader would have fewer occasions on which to employ the strater-Y we
are proposirr- than a Tri,Jre advanced reader, but as- soon as lexically
spelled wor(' .i)pear in the reading text the reader he equipped
with a rat( for approaching them.

Fourth the necessity of the srategy being proposed can be
questioned regarding the implied importance of the ability to correctly
pronounce words during the process of reading. While a reader may very
well reac.:: a level on which it is not necessary to pronounce the words he
is reading, one must bear in mind that such a level is an advanced one,
arid that it is probably attained only after the reader passes the stage
during which it is necessary for him t pronounce words. For example.
some kind of strategy will be most definitely necessary for the level one
reader using the Bank Street reader.

Also part of the strategy we are proposing is a method by which a
speaker can sharpen his comprehension skills. By recognizing that
members of a family of lexically spelled words are semantically related,
one can add an entire family of words to his reading vocabulary. If a
reader knows the meaning of the root word optic, for example, then he
should be able to arrive at the general semantic content of opticiarz and
optical. Once noting that most lexically spelled words aie semantically re-
lated, a reader exposed to an individual member of a particular lexical
family will only need to isolate the underlying root word in order to
arrive at the general semantic content of the new family member.

To summarize, the model constructed by 'theoretical phonologists
which represents a speaker's knowledge of the sound system of his lan-
guage credits speakers with a complex set of rules that make up their
prionological component. We have proposed that the speaker's knowl-
edge of certain phonological rules (TM nule) can be exploiftd for the
purpose of improving reading skills. A method by which such knowledge
can be exploited has been suggested.
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Altholl,-h any effort to define d ne? cicld

s,;:ioli:wnisties is siihject ,.riticism by sonic of its
practitioners, it will he useful to attem:,t at leas: hroad definition of the
term here. Three major characteristics tend to characterize the field:

A concern for vi(,,.ying, language uariati,;..1 rather than the
sort of universals upon which grammars are usually based.

concern for seeing langlIat'e ill real ConteAts rather
than as abstract representations.
A high potential for relationship and application to (Hier
fields such as education, sociology, anthropology, and :,s%
chology.

In a xun t6,thin1 characteristic is really an outgrowth of the first two,
but, for ot.r purposes, these three aspects will be treated equally.

At the present time, a sociolinguist mav be defined as a person who
studies sal,;:tion witnin a language or across languages with a view
toward describing variation or toward writing rules Ns hich

corPorate it (rather than, as in the past, ignoring it): relating such varia-
tion to some aspects of the cultures which use it; doing large scale lan-
guage surveys (macroanalysis): doing intensive studies of discourse
(microanalysis): studying language function ;as opposed to language
forms); discovering the comparative values cif different varieties of lan-
guage or of different Languages for the benefit of political. or educational
planning and decision.making: studying language attitudes, values, and
beliefs: and relating all the above to other fields (including educatio-1).

St)
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ir.;e:.'":t. real
vonie h.e

It is --..;ulte likely. in that n.a.71 ir.7.ere:,..:ca t'ne
:Lion 1:-.,-oule set :eh othc:- since the

ver. boginnii.r:s of sm-±ch. Haman, vith the culti:ril
and lingui,ttic paradox needing o: .-;ther t

same time, needing to c.,_-tablish indi needs. coupled wit,i
the multitude of c.orn.-31exities involved in cHtural and ling,,istic chan.ge,
motivations. attitudes. vacs. and F. sic cai and psycn(ilogical

7:,resent a va.4 laboratory 1-s,r sociolinguistic investition.

WHERE DID SOCIOLT..:11:,TICS- COME FROM:

many ways, sociolingliistics involves a Putting hack tGi:ether.
e field of linguistics, a number of separations !'.tat have taken

plact the Years. For one thing. the separation of lar7tiage from the
realistic context in which it is us,..d has proved very tr,-,,tiblc:so:ne in rceri':
years. The more traditional view of linguistics f.conin ,1 in the sixiies),
which exclude: the variational and functional a.Tects of :1:,-;;LuaLT.e from
formal linguistic analvsi- and describes such characteristics as mere tri\ ial
performance, is finding disfavor at a rapid pace. The term :tcntie mav
used to refer to the frameworks of both structural and transf(-nati.)nal
linguistics. A static gramma: is one which excludes variation 0: any sort,
including tim-z, function. socioeconomic status. sex, and ethnicity, from
the purview of formal linguistic analysis. Thus, when Noam Chomsky
(1965:4) states. -Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal
speaker/listener, in a compieteh. homogenerns speech-e- ri,inunity. who
knows its language perfectly and is unaffe-,,ted by periormance varia-
tions,- he is illustrating the static view of language quite succinctly. Thus
linguists r .e or less abdi:ated any responsibility for studying many of
the interest g. dvnannc aspects of language in a vain effort to be -porel
linguistic.- whatever that might mean.

Another clear separatio-ri. which has been vigorously maintained in
linguistics over the Years. is the separation betwet n synchronic and dia-
chronic studies. That is. the separation of the study (if language change
from the analysis of a language at a given point in time. Such a notion
dates back many years in the field but is perhaps most notably stated by
Bernard Bloch (194S:7) when he attempted to define the go.al of pho-
nological analysis as the study of -... 'he totalitv of the possible utter=
ances of one spzaker at one time in usi...,; a lan:iitigu to interact with one
other speaker . Such a theory would seem to imply that a speaker's
phonological system is somehow cut off from the developments which
gave it life. If..on the other hand, one were to view life as constant move-
ment, one might also hypothesize tht).i langus:'.te is in equally constant
movement in its futile effort to catch up witl, life. That is, life keeps
moving away front the attempts of language at crtezMg it long t ll)11g1,1 to

interact with it.
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Blac.;7 English. e% en tlpugh n is quite cledr hat man\ whites also us:: tile
form rezularlv. What. tlit.o. can it roean to it Vt.J.,:iacular ii;ack Eng-
lish? 'Simply that it is 'co:asistently found to o....elir :n
natural speech oi blacks dt d miich :ban it o...,:lirs ill the
speech of whites from die same ;:ommunities and of tile sa:nu socio-
economic 5tatus sns 'Strangely cnou'gh . this s:.-,rt of still rather
fleW in linilfaistics and. riwie

An example of a display of uch ddtd on the frequenc; of ctrrencc
.4 a nnguiAic feature v. ieh hared or: ans a1 uf them
cre shar.t.d) is sho%; a in Fire

I'.iutIrt' I frtCit:t'ilL'y t C4:::Urrt.ner ri I)t'troit. It sis i4roup.

Note that the frequency of occurrence. of the use of multiple negation
acroSs four ss groups in Detroit is maintained regardless of the race of the
speakers. hut that blacks use multiple netation at a higher frequency than
do whites. Further information reveals that men use them :Ira rate higher
than women. Such data cannot tell us that blacks use multiple negatives
and that whites do not. Nar could it 'say that ,men use them and women
do not:But it does offer richer information about the tendencie:., toward
higher or kwt:f ariabilitv usage than we rould ever obtain from a meth-.
odology which offered only a single instance of such usage as evidence of

; its use or nonuse. The figures represent a number of informants in each of

Shut/
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the four Sas : Toups and a large quantity of occurrences of the feature for
each infer:. J.nt represented in the group. In the case of multiple nega-
tion, in acldition to tabulating the occurrences, it ex as necessary to see
them in relationshir, to a meaningful touchstone. Thus every sirmIc nega-
tive and every multiple negative in each speaker's et-A sample were
added together to form a universe of potential multip;e negatie es. The
tabulated figures display the relationship of the occurrence o; multiple
negatives in relationship to all potential multiple negatives..

1i is reasonably safe to assume that the exi_-ent of lari,:-eage vari:ttion
much broader than previous research methodologies ever revealed. if an
informant is asked, for example. what he calls the stuff in dm London air.
he may respond only once fag:. If he should happen to use the :a
vowel before a voiced velar stop only 50 pere,..nt of the time dui-nig all the
occasions in winch he refers fo this concept during a ten-Year period, this
variability will be totally lost in this single representation in the inter-
view. If be talks continuously for thirty minutes Or so, he might use this
pronunciation a dozen or more times. ising an increasingly more
probable representation of his actual usage. Of course, such data
gathering techniques work better for pronunciations in which tiii inven-
tory of possible occurrences is very high than they do for lexicon. On the
other band, research in socioliimuistics indicates that pronunciation and
grarmnar are more crucial indicators than vocabulary. a factor which
certainly justifies highlighting them for research.

Selectirmal options
Once we clispos,e of the notion of the right-wrong polarity evaluation

and conceive of language as a continuum which operates in realistic con-
texts. the possibility of selectional options becomes meaningful. It' is

conceivable, for example. that a speaker out of a numbet; of possible
motivations. mav select forms which, in some other context, would be
considered stigmatized. Detailed studies of languiure variation hax onlv
begun to scratch the surface of such continua ,but several examples are
suggestive of fruitful avenues of future research.'

For example. I can clearly remember that as a child iii a blue-
collar industrial community. certain language restrictions were Opera-
tional among preadolescent boys, To be an acceptable member of the
peer group, it was necessary to learn and to execute appropriate roles for
marking mascininity. If a boy happened to be the toughest box. in the
class, he had few worries fin- whatever else he did would be offset_by this
fact. Those of us Whn were not the toughest could establish our
masculinity in a number of ,wax s, manv of are well recognized.
Tough language (especially swearing) and adult vices (such as smoking)
were sometimes effective means of obtaining such status, Likewise, if a
boy were a good athlete, he could easily establish himself as masculine (in
our society this was true only for football, basketball, and baseball and
not 'for swimming. soccer, or tennis). On the other hand, a boy could

9 9
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clearly obtain negative poi:its by lw..ing a nonsex-object relatienship with
. a girl, by likin.z his sister, by playing certain musical instrteneat,

(especially piano and violin. and by outwardly appearing to be intelli-
gent in the classroom. It is the latter avenue .vhich is of interest lieu
since the major instrument for adjusting one's outward appearance of in-
telligence was his use of oral languat.,e. Interes!ingly enough what ope
did with written lanuage seemed less crucial, as long as i remained a
private communication between teacher and student. That is, a bov
could be as smart as he wanted to on a test or an essay as long as the writ-
ten document did not become public ((Replayed on the bulletin board

Thus two strateries for reasnably intelligent males in this society
were as follws:

a. Keep your mouth shut in clas. If trie male is white, this might he
interpreted as shyness. If he is black, it usually is read as nonverbality.
The stra;:egy of keeping one's mouth shut in school is employed for dif-
ferent reasons at different times. In early elementary school, the child
soon learns that the name of the game is to be right as often as possible
and wrong as seldom as possible. One way to prevent being criticized by
the teacher is to keep on'e's mouth shut. By preadolescence, the Male's
strategy for keeping his mouth shut grows etr. of a complex set of pres-
sures stemming irom stereotyped expectations of masculine behavior
(boys are less articulate than girls and less interested in school) and the in-
herent dangers of appearing unmasculine to one's peers.

b. If ryou give the right anmer, counteTact the 'fink effect- by
sprinkling your response with stigmatized language. It is this strategy
which boys must certainly master if they are to survive the education
process in certain speech communities. Those who only keep their mouths
shut tend to drop out ultimately for whatever reasons. But males who
learn to adjust to the conflicting pressures of school and peer pressure are
those who have learned to handle effectively the sociolinguistic continu-
um. In the proper context, and with the proper timing, an intelligent
male can learn how to give the answer that the teacher wants in such a
way that his peers will not think him a sissy. In English class he will learn
how to produce the accepted forms with the subtle nuances of intonation
and kincsics which signal to his peers that rather than copping out, he is

, merely playing.the game, humoring the English teacher along. If he
appears to be sufficiently bored, he can be allowed to utter the correct re-
sponse. If lie stresses the sentence improperly, lie can be spared the
criticism of selecting the accurate verb form. The six stage continuuni
noted earlier in this.paper is a gross example of several choiceS available in
such a ...situation. It is tempting to postulate that the male's need to
counteract the -fink effeet- by deliberately selecting stigmatized language
forms is merely a working class phenomenon. Recent personal observa-
tions, however, have led me to question such a notion. Nlv teenage son
has lived 'his entire life in a middle-class, standard English speaking en-
vironment, but it is only since he began playing on a football team that he
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has' fit.; 001-,,d a small number of nonsta:idard English features. The pro--
d,action of these features. which Mclude e-lultiple negation and d for th in
words iike these and them. is s5taational1v confined to the present or ab-
stract condition of fo;itball Ile appears to use the standard English
equivalents in all nonir:otball contexts. Closer observation seems to
indicate that not all members of the football team feel the same require-
ment. It would seem, in fact, that there are different pressures for dif-
ferent roles. My son is a defensive tackle, a position which seems to
require the characteristics of an aggressive ape_ Thus, apprentice apes
rnust do everything possible to establish this condition. It is- interesting to
observe that pressure to select nonstandard forms seems les s. evident
among quarterbacks and Rankers.

A second recent observation has to do with the diagnosis of reading
problems in an affluent Washington, D.C. suburb. A well meaning third
grade teacher had diagnosed one.boy's reading problem as one of "small
muscle motor coordination,- and she suggested that the parents send him
to a neurologist. His father, a physician. objected strenuously, muttering
something about teachers practicing medicine vithout a license. Since I

the family, I was asked to help discover the child's real problem.
:kfter a quick examination, in which the boy evidenced little or no prob.-
km with decoding or comprehending material which was unknown to
him, the only problem I discovered was that his reading was monotonous
and mechanical. In the school's terminology, he did not read with "ex-
pression.- A hasty survey of teachers revealed that bovs tend to not read
with expression, a fact which is generally accepted along with their,non-
verbality and dirty fingernails. Why didn't this bov read with expression?
MV hypothesis is that he considers it sissy. This boy is the smallest male in
his class and he is using every means posAble to establish his masculinity.
What he lacks in athletic skill he more than makes up for with careless
abandon. I lis voice is coarse. His demeanor is tough. He swears regularly.
And so on. It would behoove the schools to do several_Things here. One
might question the usefulness of reading witheK'Pression at all, but
teachers should certainly be able to distinguish this presumed problem
from other types of reading problems, particularly neurological ones. But
this seems to be evidence of the same sort of pressure. this time in a
middle-class community, which pits school norms .si..Tainst peer norms to
the extent that the child is willing to deliberately select the nonstandard
forms.

In addition to intentional selection of linguistic options, speakers also
make unintentional selection of stigmatized language. One such selection
involves the use of h ypercorrections, a term which linguists use to refer to
incorrect oyergeneralization from already learned forms. Several years
ago I noticed such a pattern in the development of my younger son's use
of -en participles. Suddenly he seemed to be using the inflectional -en in
all participle slots such as -have taughten:' "have senden," and "have
playen." My first reaction was to drill Joel on the proper form but I soon
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realized thl:t he -..vas act n alh evidencing aw reza's. a newlv acquired
pattern. What he had not. k et learned was how- to sor: the partidpies out
into -en and non-en forms. That would take time, but it would come. Hy-
percorrection is perhaps more recognized by English teachers
the form of the-malapropism. a vocabulary item which comes close to the
sound of the word intended but Which clearly misses.- yielding a
humorous combination such as -prosecuting eternity.- Grammatical hv-
percorrection yield.s equally psue-do-cle(rances such as -between you and
I.- In terms of selectional options. hvnercorrections in vocabtflary. pro-
nunciation, and grammar nose an interesting problem which illustrates
clearly the need to see lanc-uacre in a realistic sociid aricl psycholorical
context. Hypercorrections. when detected. can coont double or :nore ii
degree.of stigmatization. If undetected. they are unlikely to be favorLd
more than neutral. Thus, when p,ople make judgments about the lan-
guage used by a speaker. there are at least three areas of ji!..i,_;rnent in-
volved: stigmatization favoring, and hypercorreetion. Detected hyper-
correction probably runs the greatest risk of ne,rative social sti,matiza-
tion. Oddly enough. vocabulary hvpercorrection (malapropism) is

probably the most highly stigmatized.*followed by ,pronuneiatkin hyper-
correction.(the pseudo-elegance of vahz for case, for example) and last by
grammatical hvpercorrection (such as -between yEin and I"). Stigmati-
zation reverses this procedure, with grammatical features most stig-
matized (at least in America). followed bv phonological and lastly by
vocabulary. This process of favoring Ls still relatively ur:known. and it is
difficult to -tell whether vocabulary or grammar is the most favored
condition. Within each linguistic' cateiory (pronunciation. grammar. and
vocabulary). individual features can be placed and rank -ordered.
although the exact nature of this ordering is 1:::t totally knoWn at this
time.
rerceptual viewpoint of the whole

Still another characteristic of sociolinguislic i involved in the very
viewpoint from which language phenomena are perceived. It is logical to
believe that once the basics of language are understood, other less central
feitures will fall into place. It has been traditional in linguistics to fol-
low this logic. Thus linguists-of various theoretical persuasions have
searched for the core the basics, and the universals of language and have
paid little attention to the peripheral, the surface, or the variables. Socio-
linguists do notglecry an interest in universals or basics. but they feel that
the peripheral variables are much more important than have ever been
imagined. In fact, sociolinguists tend to treat peripheral and basic corn-
porkets on a par. and they believe thatcto understand one, they must also
know a great deal about the other. Sociolinguists. therefore, stress
variation, especially as it is related to sex, age, race. socioeconomic status,
and 'stylistic varieties. They feel that by paying attention to such vari-
ables. they can better understand the. exciting dynamics of language' and
see it as a whole.
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Subjective reactins
The dc",.elopment ,ociolit:aui,,,ics has be,r,

t h' `!:1):-Ct t lartlzitat,e,
produce linl:,tuistic featt'.'es -with varvim.: frequencies, if they im.ke osc
comnic:c sclectionah or,ti,?ris. and if they shift hack and fr,rth alorn: a base

continmim. they mot:t :tertainly also react to larzuaL:e produrvd by
others. in recent Years. Cciolinguists have becothe inftrest,2d in three
types of subjective raction.s to variation in t:poken and written langota,4e:

I. Studies which cum;:ant subjective reactions to more than one
lamzua-2.e.

2. Studies which compare subjective rcactions v;.4riation
within the same langua-ge.

3. Studies w hich compare accented'. speech. the production of a
language by nonnative speakers.

It is felt that such studies will enable linguists to get at the threshold, if not
at the heart, of Language values, beliefs. and attitudes. From there it is a
relatively short step to relating such attitudes to actual lamTuage teaching_
and planning. For example, research by Wallace Lambert and his as-
sociates (1960) attempted to determine how bilingual Canadians really
felt about both English and French in that area. Therefore several bi-
lin,:ruals were tape re-corded speaking first one language. then the other.
The,segments were scrambled and a group of bilingual Canadians were
asked to listen to the tape and rate the speakers on fourteen traits such as
height, leadership ability. arnbitima_____soeiability____and character.
listeners were not told that they were actually rating people twice, once
in French and once in English. It was somewhat surprising to the.re-
searchers that the speakers were generally stigmatized when they spoke
French and favored when they spoke English. This was interpreted as
evidence of a conununitywide stereotype of English speaking Canadians
as more powerful economically and socially.

An example of a study which compares listener reactions to variation
within the same language was done in Detroit (Shuy. Baratz, and Wolf-
ram. 1969). An equal number of black and white,- male. adult Detroiters
from four known socioeconomic groups were tape recorded in a relatively
free-conversation mode. These tapes were played to Detroiters of three
age groups (sixth grade, eleventh grade. and adult). An equal number of
males and females. blacks and whites listened to the tape. These judges
represented the same four socioeconomic groups as the speakers. The

purpose of the study was to determine the effects which the race, sex,
socioeconomic status, and 'age of the.listener have on identifying the race
and socioeconomic status of the speaker. The results of the study showed
that racial identity is quite accurate for every cell except for the upper
middle-class black speakers. who were judged as wl:ite by 90 percent of
the listeners, regardless of their race, age, or sex. It ai.-;o showed that the
lower the class of the speaker. the more accurately he was identified by

T fl`'
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listeners. regardle\-. of an (Mier variaHt. 'f-he sig;, fc.nuc lii, hos
the fact.that
favorably to it. That is. stigatizit.w featn-es agains
!,peaker mc:re than faYoriniz feature,. infornn,tio7:
is, of ,:..ourse. useful in determionaT, to plan a learning cuf-
riculum. among- other

A recent study of accented sp:ec(.. 197-U

contrasted the sibjc-cti...e ieactions of tear her,. eruplcyers.
random adults to the actentcd speech of Cuban horn and native whih.
and black Aliainians. ficy's interest was in the to which accent
played a role in both employability and school eealI:ation. pkiyuci

tape recordings of various speakers to ri-only., of Ii,tent:rc and omeh;ded
that the lower status Cuban born Nliandans have thc least ch,thce fnr suc-
cess. even if the Cluplovt:r or teacher is also Cuban horn.

WHAT ARE THE PRGSPECTS FOR SOCIOLINGUISTICS
IN THE FUTURE?

To date. the study of -.sociolinguistics can be said to have hardly be-
gun. Variation is a vast expanse of possibilities which should keep lin-
guists busy for years to come. A vcry small dent has been made in the
study of variation among certain minority groups. Through an accident
of history, a great deal has bcen learne,., about Vernacular Black English
but very little is known about the variation used by standard EngliTh
speakers. regardless of race. Little is known about the sort of variation
which establishes a speaker as a solid citizen, a good guy, or an insider.
Despite some intensive research in the area, little is known about how
people shift from one register to =mother for that matter, from one
dialect or language to another. Only the barest beginnings have been
made in the study of special group characteristics related to l.singuage
(language and religion, law. medicine). A great deal of resear,-h needs to
be cione on language attitudes, values, and beliefs. Although language
change has received attention in a number of recent studies., sociolin-
guistic research still lacks knowledge of a number of aspects of the ex-
citing dynarnics'of language.

In short, the social context; in which language can be studied have
almost as many variations as there are.people to vary them. In some fields
or s'Adv, graduate students writing tneses or dissertations often become
discouraged over the fact that all the good topics for research have al-
ready been used up. This dilemma is far from a reality in sociolinguistics.
where topics abound and where we are only at the beginning.
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Sociolinguistics and Reading

Barbara M. Horvath
UniYersity of Sydney

Many of the insights gained in s()ciolinguistics studies over the Da.st
several years have implications for the field of education in general and
for the teaching of reading skills in particular. As sociolinguists. our task
has been to describe geographic and social dialects, with an emphasis in
the past few years-on social dialects. That is, we are interested in how the
speech of people from different social classes varies; how the speech of
young people is different from that of old people; how women's speech
differs from men's speech; Or how social setting affects speech. Using these
descriptions, we construct grammatieal theories to explain language
variation. But we are also interested in the ways that these various
dialectal differences are significant in everyday life. We want to know
what role these differences play in school performance, in performance
on standardized tests, in cognitive ability, or in getting a job.

Because of interest in describing through direct obser:ation the lan-
guage the child brings to school with him. sociolinguistics complements
the current educational philosophy of meeting the iridividual nmds of the
child by starting where the child is. As is Well-known. it is our firm helief
that no child comes to school without language. No child comes to school
as an empty vessel waiting to be filled by the school system.

ItIve areas that have interested sociolinguists are pertinent for edu-
cators; the language deficiency notion: the difference among the various
dialects of American English; attitudes people have toward dialects and
their speakers; standardized testing, including reading tests; and, finally,
approaches to the teaching of reading to nonstandard dialect speakers.
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THE LANGLAGE DEFICIT NOTION

:;.ir :t

;:.7., -!

nai; e yr- of t.ha7
chndren. ;-!art::_u:arly; ar:d 'h,;:t ;:ffect tLy:.:-
cg.;tz.nitive 'Ecreiter Lnif.? relat(.d

1-L-Ls to t...;;, this bast:d

These ;.:;.:4 .ps 1,v
mos: t.tfectil.eIN 1.:6civ 11:e Lo'ric

erv oftt_ri the child is itichted deficient in lan,:!ia,:e development as
a result of his performance in an interview situation. Many children have
been assessed as nonverbal or completely lacking in lanua,:e develop-
ment because when facej by white. middle-class observers i, fairly
formal settings. they respond in one or two word wntences. It so 1;appens
that. at about the same time psYchol,Hrists were makin, the,,, observa-
tions. sociolinguists also were faced with situations in which they were
usin, interviews for collectipg data.

nriThe nfarY methodology of soci,lin,uistics is direct observation of
language it-it its social setting. In this w ay. we differ from traditional lin-
(mists of the transformational school who. bv and large. limit themselves
to the study of the standard Emdish colle,e professors and graduate
students (the English they speak themselyes.i. Because we are interested in
social dialects. it has been necessary for us to develop techniques for col-
lecting speech samples in natural situations. Early studies in New York
(Labov. 1966) and Detroit (Slily. Wolfram. and Bile\ l)fi7) had show n
that social contest could afket the spceelf characteristics of an individual.
Social context includes such things as the topic being di:cussed: the
physical situation ithe prim-ipars office ss. the playground): and. the
-(,eioeconomic class. artc. sex. and race o: ethnic backgrounds of the con-
ersants. Knowledge that social conte\t affects sp.., eh characteristies has
been an important consideration in-the collection of speech samples for
inclusion in descriptive studies.

Lithos- t 1969) in his studies--and his findings have often licen repli-
cated-- found that an interview situation can be a threatening event for
children. especially in a very tc.rinal settini.; and when dr interviewer_ is
from a higher class or different racial or ethnic background than -the
child. The same children who replied to his questions in monosyllables
during a formal interview- became very verbal in a less structured situa-
tion. sitting on the floor and eating potato chips with friends.

This kind of information is of use to educators. For instance, manv
children are interviewed as part of tne initial school reuistration process
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wilhan,,, and \vhit,h,..d did an int,,,tinkz expt.riint.nt with teach .
ers, ess.entialty finding out that teacherslike the .rest of humankind fornyd stvreotype.,, of childten 'rased on speech pattern:41ail at.s0.1tpt that an emplovi,j's attitude toward nonstandard
speech may: keep a pri,yrctive employekk from obtainimQ a But howdo teacher's attitndes toWard a child affect tho did rfonnanco in
school? An e\priniont reported by Rosenthal and Jacobson indicates
that Whrn the tt!adn.1 tOld that ttlt. nI her class aro brighc, oven
though they haxe bern tested as dull, thy children perform: better than
would nimrtually

In other yordN, children reflect in their pot..for:nano:2011:n tItcit n'at-hems t lit mm ahoot
jajobsonhave frit:It'd dm, the P mm mabmon ofieet\ mtitudi' 1,)\\ ard ntobabb. conics from t WO

sOon'I's.; the tirst t t
I

I tn klikCsand.roonal ;lekind ol educational
h.i'ekground

,schi.:.alk-d scientific tlicorws nnr0110 C.InIc.'to
low or-dass, urb`loi
vontion..stratoes, man% of whichthat blaol childien have no'lain,:jmuzi., tin, aThtudl' htconIcs rein-
loteed imd is Instnicti through -obiceti\ sun hce.-There are many approaches that can be taken toward bringing
about in attitudes to\ ard

onstandar&dialects and their spcacr.. 'One siro.gcstmon is to find out about reLzional and social dialects.,
particularly throngh carOul ohservation of the 'speech of otlwrs and ofoneself Thc Impftaut Ihmo.t\ I" he Iware of the '(wiai evaluations made
of linwoqic f tnro and mtt to confuse those

evaluations with Cue tshild's
rual

al...couirm..., that c, Itild catini it do w oil in wht,ol hecause he
!Teaks a nonsiimdatd dialect
TESTitic:

he firid of trstThg is a not hr arca rim w !tkh c linmmist have donesome!work. \y are particularly intert-sted In pointino., nut standardi7ed
and other test:: w hick are biased :igainst

of nonstandard dialects
or iwople.with .nonstandard C.bwrit,nc,es. Of special interest are tems.pur.
porting to measure intelligenct.. which makr the claim that they--are11,10a.surimz. ,;(i.tlio innate ability of the individual. he Peabody PictureV,Jcalndar. Test .4 is ;in exa.miple-iif the approach ta.ken by s:oeio..

linguists to t ho critictm of standardi7edThe 1,1tVr consist, of riti.words. the cbild is presented s ith thestimulus word and asked to indicate whiCh of four pictures represents. themeaning nf that word. The claims to e!.:timatt- verbal intelhgencethrough ,thc nlea:s/Irement of he;&.ring ocabular.This test.cam by4 from a numbcr of points of view, whichlw exemplified hy thy following..

Own. doptIldnIL: upon the
iniz the teacher has had.
.tittide:z. For hist:ince, if

toward the spc..e.:11 of
ail\ childhood inter..

tails basod on the notion
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I. The test k given Oli a one-to-one basis and, as has already been
discussed, this kind of interview setting can be threatening to !Mine
children.

2. The examiner is asked to pronounce the words "correetly." Aside
from the fact that this nde probably causes little harm because.pepple

.look it up in Webster's and then pronounce it according to their own
dialect, the real danger (Alines when the author indicates that where both
a "local" and "correct" fOrm are used, the examivr should use both.
Knowing how insecure many people are about their language, sonic
examiners may be tempted to do just that! Imagine the child's confusion
at being presented with two forms. More hnportantiv, in many case:: the
examiner does not speak the dilleet of the child taking the test.

3. The piet.u?es used iii the pry"- depict no blacks, Chicanos, Indians,
Orientals, men without ties, or w omen doing interesting things. Class

_ is obvious on every page. in just the pi;:tures alone.
. The basic content id. thy .1. The unsophisticated vicv,

Js: therefore, if you \\ Int
that shows how many \\

In nguud'tç is t h:it it

measure \ rbal int
a perm) now., Thl ....II,: words and you separate Otos,

-----7i,rrrithj know langiiage from those who do noty 1 he next junip is im-
possible for 'linguists to take. That is, if you know the meanings of
osculation." linnoine,uhis,- "cryptogram," and "pensile," you are very

Whether a child knows whai these words mean has more to
do with 'exposure to situations: in which these words are psed (probably
very stuffy \yr:0'10 ftniito any inherent intelleCtual capacity.

5: A cursory et.amination of the 150 words shows that the majority
of them come4-out of a middle-class experience..The black ghetto child,
the migrant Chicano child, thelower-elass white child all are put at a dis-
advantage by this test.

6. The norming population consisted of white children from Nash-
vine. Tennessee. The a'ithor does not make any note of the socioeconomic
class of these students. This hardly seems a representative sample,

critical of test d:-eetions which sta., that the
child should mar;..
what the test design:
ground as the tF.st de,'
richt answer becaus
linguistic backgr,
are fewer that

It seems to in,

-st" answer \\lei, H.. It answer is obviously
ects. If the te,; At :TOM the same back-

. it probably \\ to conic up with the
\pectations m.."fth. I: ',V ever, if the social and

tic child is not that of test giver, the chances
;it. up with the best anNwer.

.:at reading tests are particularly vulnerable to
criticism from this p .nt of view, particularly when comprehension tasks
are being tested "i:H tasks as getting the main idea, problem solving,
drawing inferene,,. separatiog fact from opinion. or evaluating the
author's purpose i'end heavily on one's socialization, A few examples
from a series of reading tests used in a large. urban school system can il-
lustrate this idea.
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, By answering the following test item correctly, the student is said to
be demonstrating that he/she can predict or anticipate what Ls to follow a
Specific situation in a story,

Yellow Cat had something to eat in her dish. Just then hei. kitten,
Jumper, walked by: -What is fn your disl?" asked Jumper.
What will Yellow Cat probably do next?
I. Run away.from Jumper.
2. Let Junfper see the dish.
3. Have a party fOr Jumper.

What is the best- answerthat is, wht-..t does the test designer think
. ought to be the outcome here? "Let Jumper see the dish- of course, re-
' fleeting his strong bt.,Iief in "being nice." But what about the child who
says that (I) is the right answer "because Yellow Cat doesn't want Juniper
to have any of the food." Now running away does not mean that Jumper
,will not get the food, but it is the only anstver that in any way allows a
'ehild to.express the negative feeling that Yellow Cat does not want to be
nice to Jumper. We certainly cannot say that is not a possible outcome in
the real world, although in the world , :iildren's stories where everyone
iS always nice, it may not be the 41 outcome.

In another item, the student is asked to identify the author... purpose.
Mr. Brown liked animals, lle had a chick, a pig, and a bear. They liked
Mr. BroWil.11e was kind to them.
Why was this stwv written?

I. Totell aho. nneone.
2. To tell son funnY.
3. To tell he,. 1 s1 H1teti.i:114.

The ..'best- answer js

point of the story wa
take care of it, to he
ferent reasons why a:
point up some moral.
is tru.e that at one ley .
that 1ii child is dupl..
author's purp6se. But,
answer.

At a more adval,:.
asked to demi ..ust rate

Tony: The C,
)(l)ita: 1 like t

1:\ erytH.

LeW: But sone"
Donald: Well.
In the eonvel,
Cult ter?

.at
ct tic ild answ (.3), explaining that the

one of th..,e pets, he told you how to
it a- i not to be r.....ean. There are many dif-

w es a piece; quite ,often the reason is to
often than not in children's stories, It

(ells about someone, but it seems ', me
deeper level of understanding 4 the
wrong because it is not the "hest"

he reading t.est series, the student is
,eparate fact from opinion.

mh Friday nightsl
too.

cuter otters is fun and well planned.
too

. he lily twenty people in (..--"h class next month:
ic have just read, who totd a fact ,'"' '11 ha
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The "best" answer is Donthld. However, if we examine this set of sentences
more closely, we can see that the last sentence can be used to express the
opinion that, if only twenty people were present, it would no longer .be
too noisy. That is, the noise was caused by the quantity present, not the
quality. Beginning the sentene with "well" is a good indicator that a
simple fact is not to be presented but that a fact is being used to express an
opinion.

Linguists have recently become interested in looking at different
ways of doing thirgs with sentences. Take, for instance, making reqUests.
Normally a request is thought to have a form like:

Shut the window, please.

But, recp- ests ean also be expressed as:

Can you shut the window?
Will you shut the window?
Would you mind shutting the window?

Or even, given the right context:

It's very cold in here, Jee.es,
. .

'A child whp intuitively recognizes that Donald is expressing as much of an
opinion as the others then becomes ccofused about what tiA he i being
Asked to perform.

\ For those of us who are adept at :taking tests (and if we were not, we
wt uld not occupy the positions we do), the answers on these items seem
ob 'ous. I have recently begun a project 'in which I administer reading
tests o children and tape record their responses, having them read and
work out the answers aloud. Often I question them about Why they have
made a partieular choice. Sorne interesting things hare turned up.

I. A child can make mush out of the 'reading passage and still get the
correct answer. How such a test can then be a test of reading becomes dif-
ficult to understand. .,..
. ..

2. On some 'items, children are asked to override their own intui-
tions. For example, on items where the child is given a word and asked to
identify another word that has the sarne vowel sound, pronunciatiOn
rules can gef.in the way. Take, for instance,

eidbig I. find r give.

The child immediately hears that the vowels in "give" and "big" sound
alike, but he hesitates to put doWn the correct answer,. saying -even
though it says [sic] an e at the end of it, they 'sound alike." In another
instance he insisted upon pronouncing "shoes" as "shows," even "though
it made no sense in the story and when questioned, he quoted again the
rule for long vowels. I asked him if it made any sense to him and he rather-
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,
Matter-of-factly said, "no." He has almost come to the point where read-

ingdoesnot really have to make sense; the important thing is to apply the
:inoiliunciation rules.'

3. If we are willing to believe Frank Smith that the techniques used

., by beginning readefs differ, from those. .ised by accomplished readers,
then wp shoold expect reading tests to n 'fleet this fact. We would not
expect word attack skills (rules for pronu :ciation) to be as important to
the more mature reader as they are to the beginning reader. In fact, as we
have 4ready seen, they ,may even get in the way of good reading, The
tests I have beep working with. do not at all reflect this distinction. In
fact, as the reading level increases, the w.-ird attack skills become very
complereminding rne of reading Chomsky and Halle's The Sound
Patterns of English. Many of these rules relatc to recently formulated
rules of stress and V'pwel quality that transformational grammarians have
tried to make explidit but of which speakers of English already have sub-
conscious knowledge. It does not seem necessary to have students make
these rules, explicit in order to read. Surely, if i student did not know the
word'."propeller, knowing die following rule would not }lap much.

The primary accent in words with double consonants before an inflec-
tional ending* a deriyed form suffix is just before the suffixal ending
and thevowel is usually short i n that accented syllable.

The student would be better off if he figured out that the subject matter
was airplanes and guessed that the funny ,wOrd with, the p's, ts, and -er
1;vas propeller. Even if he said propeeler or pro-peller as a wild guess, he
would soon') realize what it was: his intuitkms had not been totally
stamped out of himand then pronounce it ctfrectly, using ,his innate
linguistic coMpetence.

THE TEACHING OF READING

Before diseussing the teaching of reading, I must make it clear that
we offer no "sociolinguistic" method that:will one day replace the "lin-
guistic" method of teaching reading. As a matter of fact, most,linguiSts
have failed toI understand what i linguistic about the so-called linguistic
method. AnYtt!aebing method ca:: e)ntain a sociolinguistic perspective if
it emb6dieSan- un&irStanding of laic tn allowance for dialect.variation.
We do, hoWever; have sorne opinior on approaches that have:been sug.:,

In the past fcw years, fiVe differt.nt approaches have been considered
as altermAives for teaching ,nonAandurd speakers io read (Shuy, 1973).

'
Starting irozn..-the realization that some change is necessary because
Johnny is not fearning to read, these approaches differ in which aspect of

."1

'Goodman has been saying for sonw dine that the rtile can get in thG !'ay of learning

to read. That was certainly demonstrated by this child Who is classified as a poor. reader.
On numerous occasions, he intuitively knew the right answer but ended up, instead, trying
to force pronunciation rules in places where they did not work.
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the learning sysiem is asked to 'do the changing: the child, the teacher, or
the reading materials.

We can change the child by teaching him Standard. English first and
then teaching him to read. This would put off reading for some time and
probably would not be well received by many parents, teachers, and
administrators. But, more importantly, we cannot in any may parantec
that we know:how to accomplish the task of teaching Standard English as
a second dialect (Faso ld, in press). Even if possible, it would take hours
and hours of drill and, as Wolfram (1970) has noted, "the sociocultural
facts which inhibit the widespread acquisition of Standard English as a
second dialect do not suggest this alternative as a reasonable solution."

Another approach has been suggested involving change on the'part
of the teacher (Labov; 1967; Goodman, 1967). This approach would in-
struct teachers about particular nonstandard dialects so they would not
confuse the use of the dialect with reading problems. For exam. .

test rea .

,t! oes to the .c le for his mother after school,"

and the ehilu read,

loe he go to t :e store for his mothe: {ter-school.-

the teacher would know that the child knov how to read, even though
he may not know Standard English.

Two more suggested approaches invob changing the reading ma-
terials. The first swggestion is to develop dialt:L:t materials; the ideirbehind
this approach is that the child can begin to read in his own dialect and
gradually can be brought to Standard Engh texts. Another approach
along this line is to develop beginning matertih: that avoid the grammati-
cal mismatches between the dialect and the. F7 ardard.

Language experience is the approach t7tat seems to embody the ideal
of starting where Ene child is. There are evidently a number of different
techniques that go Linder this rubric. It can entail having the teacher write
down a seorS, composed by a group Or an individual qr it can mean taping
a fairly spontaneous oral story told by an indMdual. The latter 'would
.seem to be the best initial approach because it irr:olves only,the individual
child's 'ideas expressed in his own way. The ma a.. problem with this ap-
proach would, be to train teachers to be cart . ul . observers of th,e way
children speak so that they accurately record lie story. If the teacher
translates a story into Standard English, the point of using the language
experience aPproach w:Cil have been missed.

All . of the appmaches lead eventually to teaching reading in
Standard English; they are offered, as ways to begin the teaching of read-
ing, emphasizing that learning to read and learning to .speak Standard
English should not be confused."
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SUMMARY

It would be ideal if, irt a summary statement, a plan could be formu-
lated that would bring about an end to educational problems arising from
dialect differences. Regretfully, that cannot be done. What we are able to
do is describe the variety of ways in which people speak ,and to demon-
strate that these various ways are equally systematic and equally capable
of expressing the finest' thoughts of humankind. We can expose stereo-
typing based on language attitudes and we can expose bias in standard-
ized tests and suggest appropriate techniques for tearbing reading. The
final decision on which a6tions to take rolatil:' matf(srs must rest
ultimately with the people about who;& langu 'v ire ta kiit . What
we have -been able to prove is that. there is no .problem internal to any
language or dialect that affects intellectual development. The v :dation
within a language and the ways people evaluate this variation reFect the
organization of the language comMunity, ge'sgraphically and sou iv. A
change in that organization is, without a douLst. the mos: effective -;:ay to
bring about linguktie change.
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Pragmatics:
On Conversational Competence

Bruce Fraser
Boston University

There is little argument that there is an important 'difference be-
tween knowing a language and knowing how to use it. This point is par-
ticularly well made in Stranger in a Strange Land by Robert Heinlein.
Mike Smith, a Martian, has learned English through a grammar book but
Ls without any cultural context or experience. Smith is suspected of being
able to levitate objects, and is put to the testnby Jubal and Jill, two Ameri-
cans. The dialogue runs (with slight modifications) as follows:

Jubal: "Mike, sit at my desk. Now, can you pick up that ash
tray? Show me.-

_Mike: "Ye.s, jubalLSmith reached .out and .tookit. his hand-
Jubal: "No, nor
Mike: "I did it wrongr
Jubal: "No it was My mistake. I want to kn'ow if you can lift it

without Aching it?"
Mike: "Yes, Jubal.-
Jubal: -Well, are you tired?'"
Mike: "No, Jubal."
Jill: "jubal, you haven't told.. him toyou just asked if he

could.-
Juba): (looking sheepish) "Mike, will you please, without

touching it, lift that ash tray a foot above_the_desk--"----------
Mike ash tra.; raised, floated aboYe the

desk.)
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Few adults familiar with the rules for using English in everyday con-
versational situations would have misunderstood what jubal meant when
he uttered the sentence "Can you pick up that ash tray?" But children
often take the meaning of an utterance literally, rather than with the
meaning intended by the speaker (or at least they conveniently act as if
they perceive only the literal meaningfor those in doubt, spend'a few
hours with a group of five-year-olds), and those learning a second lan-
guage often respond with "I know what he said, but what did he mean?"

The present paper is intended as an attempt to clarify, in part, the
nature of our ability to use a language. The knowledge underlying this
ability is ttsually termed communicative competence (Hymes, Gurnperz,
1971), parallel to the term linguistic competence (or grammatical com-
petence). Communicative competence, however, covers both verbal and
nonverbal aspects of communicating between ursons arid, as such, is too
broad a term for the present purposes. I will 6se the term conversational
competence to refer to only the verbal aspects of an interchange, leaving
the nonverbal features aside. (One might use the term phone booth com-
petence to keep clear the domain of ability.)

To begin, I want to make clear that my use of the term conversa-
tional competence should not be taken as a renaming of Chomsky's term
performance when he speaks of the competence/performance distinction.
The notion of linguistic competence in the sense in whieh Chomsky has
characteristically used the term refers to what a speaker knows about his

:language as a formal system which relates an indefinite number of
phonetic strings to semantic interpietations, independent of any particu-
lar context- in which one such string might be uttered. A grammar is
simply a statement of the systematic and nonsystematic relationships be-
Iween these strings of sounds and meanings. Because the relationships are
usually found to be highly complex, linguists have found it useful to
analyze sentences on at least the phonological', morphological, syntactic
and semantic level of representation with the grammar capturing what
counts as being well7formed on each level and how the representations of
a sentence on one level can be related to its representation on another. A
grammar of English, for example, niust capture the fact that Hick is an
acceptable though uncoined English word, while flick is not even accept-
able; that "I hope I to leave on time" is ill-formed syntactically; that there
is no existing word for dead plants analogous to corpse, though there well
might be; and a word for "a left-handed short-order cook" is highly un-
likely. Performance, in Chomsky's sense, is a psychological notion in-
volving what a speaker does ,when he utters (or tries to understand) a
well-formed sentence of the language; he might stumble over his words,
forget what he was saying,--orstopin-the midtlie-of the-Sentence. But none
of this need bear directly on his knowing or not knowing the language.

Quite analogously, we can speak of 'conversational competence as
opposed to performance. But -now, rather than talking about sentences
(what they are, how they are formed,,and what they mean), we must talk
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about utterances. thy speaking of set.- '..enees to do thitis. I n parti(ular. ixe
ask the following question. \\*hat --re the principles whk.h. relate I) a
sentence with a particular meaninv Atyred on a particular occasion by a
particular person to the meaning o: the utterance: and 2) thy utterance
meaning with the effect of the utty.-:inwe on the hearer? By OW effcct of
the utterance we mean whether it r, HO'S t hr healer, yinnarasses hnn,
causes hint to reconsider his t'ortnyr Position. ,ind the like., v, hat Austin
called the -perlocutionary effect" _of :in utterance, Important as this
second part is to the total theory of. Yenversational eianlietence.
not deal with it further itia! locos on the ri.lataishiii lictween
syntenee-meaning :oaf uttcrAtict,-00::iiii11 .', "1 . iii thy forth of a
yiestion: \VIiiit arc the iii;ii ltlt tllt leklie 'Ah,11

mean?
1Vhat, then, ii Wr' 111r. 11 hl 111'; ,1 Altlomoj,

realiic that w hat I ain :diout
111'0110st' Vt u lttatii .1)1 ti!;r111+4 ,peaker-

meaning (thy meaning diat the iiiieakrt intends io hearer.
meaning idle meaning that the hemirer understands the ....peaker to l conc

veVini-Ot and utterance-m(a7ihR4 ;that p;int `11;t11q,i

the hearer-mei:fling). For our poi Poses, " w ill ,sonie lw;ilets
'always understatal what si:cakrr,; intmid: that speaker hearcr utter-.di ilftcr.1011,e,,,,,o, nip, two parts: idter.
amv-force and utterancit.ailyo. fore,' mean hv. tin otto..rarwc;

to be taken: as a promise. a rriitai'A. a elaiin. suestion tI act t?f
congratulation-- what Austin called an act." an. act Line
performs in the utterancy Ii 1 enterici, By Nifoi hat pt-rtonal
opinion of Hm ,. speakt:r l cm.,. liht(mt thc Ittlirli II 'a.'iisn of dis.
respect, scorn, contempt. I riendshii', pride'l, 40 ahtiut 1110
locutionary act hying perlia-...ned (reluctance. at hat ire4 .to rChlm to do
soinethinf4, picim.d at heing ahle to thank someone, nalifferroce diat!..

.

- __
nosing an aliment.). it onr.dffort,, fli tlits4rea are uitiloately soccessfol..we
\vill have a thyory whiell ran predi41, fttra it,rri,ml con\ ersatninal kite!.
action (where ho speci'al rodes have heyn ostc.thhslief 1; that utterance.
meaning of a given-senteny. eau. lie such-and-mulc only if vertain as
taimptions aro made .abritit the'spe:iker. the hearef, ;tad the conver-
sational contest tale past. con hist' ii- ;ol(1 bared knoy,f,,,f,,
the world). Or cliirivalently, for norniiif conY'arsatiolial action, if we
know the speaker, thi- hearer, and coati:\ t, 1.\ e CUR_

1..tterauce-rra'aUing will dypiani ariyty thin.. Obviously,
sentence-meaning will play a .sre'icant role: the wore directly Ate
.:tintence-nnianing spiteifies the luitt>laltch force attiThde. the less ze.
fiance must be placed OH (IITIVCIsati'llai 1t11nCi[14"5. Frit CX;itupit'. ut.
terance of -It gives me great ph -,c-ore ti dt,clava 11 the ssmnlnter Mr_

jones- directly conveysthit force ot. a ,Iaclariation and the attitude of
speaker-favor toward.T,aioth the ...ct and Ow per'.00- all this IP: irttle of
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mak:: req .tes- iiut btTause peep request by . :king why ques-
tions -. in fact. arlv .,Iways intern: why questions to count as requests
it doe..., ,not fclloy that the high fre Riencv lase is associated necessaril
with a sc.iiara7ese.:nantic reading.

Finally, .-.nt account-of relatin a sentemce to its potential use w-t..
take th, form of a sequence of steps: f he staring point will be the literai
meaning of the s,±,ntenc-e, the end point the ccnveyed force, and the inte-T-
mediate points will be utterance-interpretatirms as seen from the hearer:-
, or eqtLvalendy the speaker's) point of view, and determined by generui
rules of conversation of the sort we will suggest. Just as no one contenz:a .
seriousLy that to determine the meaning of the sentence, --John
believe:I to Live been shot,- the hearer must -undo- two pac,sive traL.:;-
format..ons, agent deletions, and so forth, so we are not claiming t.11.1t
the heLLrer cunsciously performs the analysis we present. What we ale
suggest.:ng is that the.-se levels of our account appear to reflect generaliz-
tions.

Our account of why questions rests, in -part, on the realization
the asking of questions in general sets up an implicature: that the spea,...
actuak. believes what would be conveyed by an assertion of the sa:..-ne
proposition as that expressed-in the sentence but with a reversed
In short, all questions are potentially rhetor'...2al questions. The follow-.
.pairs illustrate a question and the corresponding implicated assertion.

Why are they doing that?They are doing that for no reasoi;
Should he leave now?He should not leave now.
Must she come?She must not (doesn't have to) coMe.
Will wearrive on tirpe?We won't arrive on time.
Are we going to accept this?We aren't going to accept this.
Can he succeed in that?He can't succeed in that.

The reason why a. question should establish such an implicature
obvious: If the question is worth asking, it is reasonable to infer that tip_
is some doubt in the mind of the speaker about the accuracy of the und

,lying proposition. That is, '`he speaker might just believe a-nit the nega
version is actually the state of affairs: Grice (1967) provides an exarm.:e
where one person titters -Your wife is faithful'. to a colleague On the
to have raised the issue at all is to suggest that there might be ;orb.::
reason to question her fidelity.

But the fact that the implicated assertion is present doesn't assi-J-7
that it will be attended to. What is required is that the question be asko-..
in the context in which the hearer realizes that the speaker does n:,:i
believe there to be an adequate justification for the a_ction which he
questioning (and analogously.ior the other types of questions). Thus. if .

were to ask my biweekly trash collector, "Why are you dumping thn:.
broken bags of garbage in my back yard?" he can reasonably infer fro:-

the situation that I don't find any justification for this action and that
am allow.ing him to foctis on my implicated. utterance: "You are doh
that for no good reason.-
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-itte!rance-for!:,. ;tr just not usec !

coZke evaluations.. o: ,t.:41;.,2 reports, :.!:.::!ept in hi L;ft

..7triwed circuamsnces. the strategies for IT
\-Lriety of ,,-.nguages.

fi)ural rat fc,w ..trate4jes' used ira English ar..

-sal interret.

dottoi't believe fL
-hg A (shared knov:Ict

( s :hat hearer
losti.'icatior
twiiHNes A

ige of the w odd
believes LI:at .,--. ild
it directi:- his

__ct to brim.;
..,:vation)

..-)e:ate as if speaker ha_ re-

principle GI' effic:
ii :he speaker in utter:.
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in lang-7.2g, such as
ish. and TGeerrnan. T:his c.
.tere are sone generail prin
Testing in :Ainguage. If th

out to lt,e speech-act sr
rules for ea_.-1 illocutinnar
.nposite comclusion.

japanT.:;
_Ttainly sugge thc,.. T-

nples of cony,. :sat:ion
principles

then tit ::.re
act. Our preini :iar

Arab
prov,-f, that

ierlie at :-:Tast re-
. have su ggted
than a listing of
rints to very

Turni=g now- to the T: :her part of the ::itter:...Tce- azti-
rrides of th,, speakr .:..yhich are conveyed. ne e::::.Tm. pruvides us witIn

7,lie..tyky-question of ::7:rely a pohte
rtequesti:::. I suspect the reason lies 7-he -:t t '11-. the speaker

:7::ot said to stop throwing trash, nor e suit;:ies.J 'irectly that the
;:nrowing tr Ash hut he has ac ror the acti..m.

'-.3y doing trus, he has presumably giver. opportmity to
leIT:7i.;:zimately reject .the implication and the req..,,ere-- witiout takii.ng
c:n a defensive posturt..: the hearer need c--dy ar: ,.:1ution directly
:turd thereb y-. den the implicaturt,, which \c'as d. offering such a
7:ace-saving device to the hearer, -hether 7., not 7 Ttcertts it, the speaker
7-reflect an Mter: 7 to show respect for thc bearer, v:ziict. is the essence of
,,--hat it is tn, be HT-iLte. By asking 'Cot& you sr2p -ttircwing trash in rny

arc:7." :Le stpeaker could ,.-!onvey tne same farce, :::t wria a good dead 1tess
.:resse. by askizg -Just why are you f",rowirni-, ...Nis,: in my yard ?". he

iras quit,-; impolitely con-.2:-.:-..d a request to top the And, by af.kirig
'Why don't you iry to s throwing trash 1.:1 my ashred
a saatasttie intonational pattern) he might H intet7teted as making very

aLmost reluctamt .7,-,!uest for the a ttttor:ito

The fact that our Treliminary exatrunation !,-' the strategic,: for re-
rpesting does indicate ttitt thfse strategies for r':-.;:ues]Ilg are .n.x. lan-
guage-specific suggests. I hope, some .:_trplicatictt. for second language
actrAsition. For _if it is the case that the -utegies fut iow we tase language
are fri a sense palrt of the principles for .a:,,nan ireraction, rising ::tbo:ve
cultural at..-d language diftferences, thr tn, a. if i:earning al second
language 7:ght he v;ic,:ed..als t,11:,, task !" learning-haw t fuIfir 'ztrategies,
in L2 winic_ they altieajv ha ve to aste:- 'it L. mig: It, then, view the
problem : second lan.:t.nagt- fror' the- perspectiv,:: of asking:
what art strategies. wh..eh the Tyar: r.n2; hov, do

things words';'

We in fact, find that some o,
not from at usua:':v has been cal' -1

syntactic. -,rpholcgcal, and
speaker:: -rig t ie a co:ding HT a
the one :earnlryz.'7-ire 177.7.7.:11t.

breviated . 'stop
speaker /71:1:liva,.. ;It codl:
And final -.)var.--. to

Fraser

rs n L. act, aisition a: :.T.;e:
inter-hen:lice- in terms T7,i.

ca.H .ere=::Te::; but because: the
-gyo hia tiart.7.e language into

ca , tile, use the 'zth--
9rn -y a rec,a, the Gez-man
: tij, bier halten.-
,velTTrin tev laterials w-hieh
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more closely mirror the acquisition o/ tLe abiliev r ef-

fectfvelv rathttr than -corri-ctl.:.- Why it er.cour,age to learn

effective thotrtth incorrect forht- stich \ iLr. e :-,ince stu-

dents are goirii. to make nita. t-'11, ,,_1;4C

-effective- ()tics.
I want to ...,triclude ar rr ii ii ak f (-...-ertel.lee

Ruage teaching ttLough t. it i. larliLa'. an:d this lack. I ahi

sure a lack of apprecLation of the arid nripra . The
reader wilLnotice that -.tach of the t. ns )(...ve has ity...n .,reset-ited in

a Very hesitant way. becaust I have int idehce flet.aniee. If

they appeatr to be way (tut I f 1),orlds. ti the :;tudy ar. a a..zilication of
the system of conversational corapetcDcc appear zo be ihtte: ant io the
study of scz.ond lart.iu age at- juisizion , eirner the resea:Ch or (c..tching
perspectiv,2), then the re,arch 11,..treirt is v. Is- .1 lin 1uistie

curiosity. However, this type , 4 0 -care?, is. Or a-. least: can be made,
relevant to the field nti seco:ad lahgua.t:e learning. ti:'..tri i::. the t:ime to

begin a joint venture_ Both the tirtgi: 1st:, and secon...I lam!' .igers ttti these

are really two differ-rill oan attrid around ant: for :a vi:sit

from the other, mud:. the Isrt.telis anc: H. .. 1" ha:ye

cussed the Mideast s. tuaticri. Itt ,ttber Land. the t: grou.,ps c:an

engage ir. 'meaningful discu,tsioz, ,,,,nstriivn... tlemmt, lv

only ques-tion, though:, is -Where
In actual conve.rvAion, 7.11is :deir ,:tu ,n the norm,

Hearers often misunder,tand spel.sers, t he hi

artist who utters tc, It Ls female c "\V,Illd to :1 ne tra
and see mv painziti4s?." may intend CA' a t ratio as a seri ills to

another striving artist with a coniui tt tt resz. but tray I.. truerpreted

a much different invitatiim Or -it- 's gtitting spok. to a bosun-,
may reflect the speaker's conect...; ovztr the tardiness t a e. .41.1est, 1),:t

may be taken by the ho,:tess, as con .:..ttut about thy of dinner.

And so on. There-is n, atcoiilt z.tuar..

speaker's intention and -u'iiri'r'- i:nch- ai ill

' ki



Readilg :ragmatics: Symbiosis
F

-nive-siaY of at: California

1. Fact: ti. (rid, including iacts about lio, language
is 1.15.0:". .71 that- v. or:d SOint OblioUS, relatita wr,!,,t1;dit:d,
lation readii;.4. This .per tries to shed some on that ri.lation, and
to des, --:he .perat yithin a particular model of reading.'

rela-:on is nii.---icularls important for -middle range readers,-
i.e.. :- ha e students in reading classes; people who may
ha, .f' e..::oosed to r: any different approaches to reading teaching;
Dec ,...ho ...an read menus. driving license tests. and some ap-
plicat..,as. who can't -read.- They don't like to read. To hear them
reac:1 ii. distressing and depressing. The enjoyment and information
the, :".: t Teading L., nonexistent or ndnirnal. Middle rangers are
ide: -ublic schools, universities, and in community education
pre .::ralins. ,,'re arc special series of books designed for them. They know
a fe-y ,ut the activity called reading and they can perform some
cock -oreakin.': asks. Thev know many facts about the real world and
how ..aliguagi user', in it, Hut they act as if the two kinds of knowing are
not :,.,lated. ;is paper makes more specific the kinds of problems a
middOe iincoutiters. in reading, but extensions to other types of
readt.rs shot!. ...ot be impossible.

arv d i';
s. :, in :1,1tI2r.d In.'.141:0t%- f...r LA14.

f7lwri ',tt,,:id, the pr,,-tr-1 !!,t.
c, h.ts f,ir a, 1 i.,Ut t
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speap.

uatior.
Con I.

other participants. tl::- class a: .1 status
.ts, and the purpose : ft invol in the

.s ev ample:

the salt.-
Tht come\ K linguistic usage of the t,rm, dt.;-termwcs whether

this is a question an Jed at reaping a certain piece of information or a re-
(11-let aimed at get'jni: the salt moved tow ard the utterer. In the fol-
lowing. context means these facts that influence language use in particu-
lar situations. even w here the linderqandinv, of the individual words and
structures is obvious.

5.0 The examples of reading and pragmatics given below have been
chosen specifically because of their relevance to the middle range readers
svho know about \ ,rions decoding skills but svho haven.t gone beyond a
plateau of patching ',..,cther enough reading to get throtigh the driver's
exam. Something ,.ep in mind,is that many of these middle rangers
enjoy (and do well . reading con* books and instructions for hair fixing
preparations and c. ,uretor rebuilding. In both the comics and the in-
structions. expecta! is and cues related to the context in which the
language is set ark ailable from other verbal soorees. Pictorial repre-
sentatives of Ow a.. lions Ave a big boost to the expeetations and cues
needed in the reading guel<sing game- Ilowcx er, the kind of reading ma-
terial usually encountere,d in the school situation doesn.t have as much
nonverbal informatio:.. There arc four ways in which language in context
can be particularly pr ,blematic for middle range readers.. I have labeled
them as follow,

1. TI.

2. St,:!Ic
3. 'St-

4.

5.1 The G,.. .ihvious outcome of the big difference in the way
the middle ranger, talk and the wav they read. As they rerd the few
sight Words they ;-01 and sound out amalgams for other woids, a
listener can transt He sentences and paragraphs. Their talk can be re
corded. transcribt .. and then typed as sentences and paragraphs.- The
differences betwe,:. the two types of transcriptions are painfully clear.
The reading is slow. segmented, and filled with pauses and recasting of
words and phrases. While the differences are clear to anyone listening to
tbe two sets, the similarities between language used in real life and lan-
guage as read may not be clear enough to middle range readers. That is,
those facts about language use which they know and use in their speaking
may .be necessary for reading a passage but neVer recognized by the
reader. This is the gap. lithe middle rangers do not understand that there
are certain similarities between language use in reading passages and lan-
guage use in speech. they have a problem. flow can they channel their
expectations and efficiently choose the cues that will allow them to read?
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This notion is i:ot far remo
sound correspondelice:, or sigh
also part of what is behind
criteria, still used (at least infor
One who pads with expressioi
guage he is reading is, in fact,

Following are sonic exan wit
accessible in speedh, that are at
reading. These are items that
rangers but which one might no:
are key lines from passages,.

ire notion of estai lishing lettk. --
-ponses in 1),:-ginnim: reading.
'rated "reac ing wii expressio:
s an evaluation of r._ading abili: .

Lying as if ii knows that the Li

:iguage use knowledge, commonl
ielpful and perhaps necessary for

-;:bably well-known to all middle
,.2nize in, his reading. The examples

In the first example, the st(,-i, Las barely opened. A mother and her
adolescent son are the only pamcipants. The mother has just asked her
son what happened to the miSsing morning newspaper. The son answers
with:

.

(1) "You're always criticizing rne. Suppose ..
A reader who is willing ,to apply his knowledge about the use of

sentences with criticize will know that (2) below is more expected as a
continuation of (1) than (3) is, and the selection of cues to confirm the ex-
pectation can he made on a more efficient

(2) ,(Suppose) I took it s, .uld look for a jobl..
-(3) (Suppose) Dante tw a George"!

Sentence 3 would be more expec.---:' Ole I statement by the
was a sentence like 4.

(4) "Ycd;re akvays acca. mg

Charles FilLiorj studied,Wo7::
-can occur in sent:nces of the tvpf-

thing which can take. responsC
Criticize correlates with situal
did, or is responsible for, Y am_
act is bad..Using this informal
that the mateiial following "Sul
why the act shouldn't be considt
of 1. on .be other hand. correl.:
as.sumes -.he.act,(Y) is bad but ti .
one resi:onsible for it: Using this
pectatic, a that the material folic,
the lack of responsibility., 11(iie,
blames someone el.se.

Many middle range, ,

their conversations, hut ii
knowledge and reading. .

part in the expectations arm
However, a teaching 'pro .

Griffin
or.

accuse .... al criticize. Both words
Prep. I -.here X is a rson or
Y is event or ac. ,r state.

icre evervorai just assiun, that X
yal point heing :nade is that Y. the
,entence (I yiAds an exj-wctation

ill hi direc:ed oward explaining
to wit, uce (2). :Accue X

,ituations here .veryone just
int beim:. E.ade is tht X is the

on in example (4) yie ds an ex-
focus op explaining

ietion with sentence (1) whia

r.:,,;c ritic, perfectly well in
1,)rni weer: . onversational use

their Arversational use play a
so in trtai-lt in.skilled reading.

.t would _et rcaders to focus on
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individual words like accuse and criticize and to dredge out all that can
be dredged is not the answer. The real problem is this gap between con-
versational use and what (ine finds in a reading passage. Treating the
symptom (these particular words) is only of marginal benefit. In sonic
caSes, the task is pretty much impossible, anyhow,

The next set of examples illustrates that the conversational use of a
term is not discrete enough to isolate and treat. A bet is an action that is
accomplished by using the word bet. It's one of a class of words whose
utterace is the act (christen, order, ask) in certain situations. Middlc
range readers use bet in conversations, yet passages (5) and (6) below can
be problematic when met in reading, In (5), the first use of bet can func-
tiOn as the making of a bet. But the response functions as the refusal of a
bet or as an agreement.

(5) -I bet you five dollars I can climb that pole."
"I bet you can."

Putting a negative on'con would have made the bet go through and h-
speakers would be committed to a bet. In (5), however, the bet
finishckd.. A reader Using his knowledge from conversation would lc,01..1,

see whether the bet w,as taken. Even though it iturns out it wasn't.
conversational use knowledge almut bet will cover the situation. L(h)k at
(6) where bet is used simply as ai\ agreement, as Jerry Sadock has noz-iced.

(6) "You just don't know. The homework this guy gives Ost

too much.-
-I bet it is!"

The middle range reader who is not applying conversational use kniov.--
edge to reading encounters problems in cOMprehending (5). As .he
fulls' decodes two instances of bet" from two different speakers in iii
passage he may cor:::hide that a bet ha,s been made and expect to reazi
something about outcome. Dredging out the meaning of bet could

.

lead the middh: ranIzer down a blind alley. What is needed is the connee-
fion between what .,:tedoes when talking and what one encounters when

g.
The last example about the gap- problem comes from nonlic

nondialogue materials.
(7) 'The colonists in Massachusetts were angry to learn ,L

the rfew tax on tea:

A comprehension question oil this might be: "What made the citizen of

Massachusetts_Lngry?" The real answer h'as to be "The new tea tax.- An
answer from someone who had a gap between reading and conv=;a-
tional use might be: To learn or learning about the new tea tax." :Thn

.-Larkin has studied sentences like (7). There'are' a number of cases
infinitives appear in this way. For example, the sentence,

I was sorry to hear you were sick,

can have two readings. One occurs where the speaker' is sorry he heard
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about it because he is particularly parsinlonious and hear flg about it
meant he was obligated to spend money and send flower, . The other
reading accounts for the More usual reading, where the sorrow is about
the sickness and the "to hear" functions differently. This last account is
what is needed for .(7). Middle rangers use this "skipped ,infinitive" in con-
xersation, they even make jokes based on.some inappropriate usages. Yet,
once again,the gap produces answers that are wrong and that may indi-
cike lack of-comprehension.

! 5.2 The second kind of problem is one that I've called static. Even if
you want to bridge the gap, there are elements in reading passages that
cause interference. There are pertain locutions that one never uses in.
speaking and never uses in writing for adults; that turn up in books for
children. Early primers exhibit many such examples. And any teacher is
able to supply more examples in this category.

Adults can recognize the oddity of these passages; they can recognize
stfange kind of language that make.s the book read like a child's book.

Many of the examples seem to he cases .of syntactic (grammatical)
formality, for example:

1. No contractions:
"He will" not "Hell-
-Sim is not bad" for "Sli's not I ...1"
or -She isn't bad.."

2. clauses in Comparatives:
-Mary can drive as well as IH-e7- ..n drive,"
-1-ie is taller than any bo.. L .ass is."

3. Th:,!.:.se of "will" as future rather "'golf to.
4. F 11::.srii. sentences for conjuriet,

j,ifin tvants to -learn how tc :ye and ,.te: Jits to learn
t drive also." for sits to hrn L to drive and

so Peter."

Even tl.,2se eases which Seem to be syntilet,.: in nature pr( -rit a problem
that has some pragmatic considerations. We could. oerhih say that the
books siMply use a nlore formal style of la:. izuage n is found in every-
day conversation. But if we'look closely at the faci.., it turns out that this
isn't really true. Different styles of language correiate with aspects of the
situation: the characters, the topics, the settings. Many books for children
purposefully use situations that mirror those that the children, experience
in their everyday lives7-situations which do'not call for this more formal
style'of language. The children are asked, on the one hand, to relke the
language-to a very rare and special style and, on the other hand, !_-f relate
the situation to common everyday events. The following passage taken
from Charniak (1972) Shows this quite well.. In the story, a child named
Jack has some paints and his sister Janet has some pencils. But Janet wants
the paints.
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Ji. net said to her,elf, "I want the paints.-
ck began to pa:nt a picture of a red airpl,:ne.'

Janet went to look at it.
-Those paints make your airplane look.fonny," she said.

'.011 could make a good picture of a ryd airplane with these
Tieils. I will let You have the pencils. I take the paints."

The children who are reading are supposed to relate to the real life situa-
tion that wanting something triggers; that is, it triggers a Arategy for get-
ting what is NNlinted, showing that one of the pe!., ible ways to get some-
thing is to t rade. Furthermore, they have to their real life knowl-
edge that a trade can be made if the other pm. has a -wanting" for
what you have to trade. I don't doubt ',hat c:.ildrim know and ts..k2
strategies r getting things and for tradin,..: The problem is in the last t.,k.o
sentent:e:, ,:hich in norm.-::_, con-. ersatiixa .vould probably be only one
sf:litence the "will" ..:=.,ntra: ed; you :lave the pencils .and
take ." The chiEdnAl ye to ,tt..!eupt the -.ituation as familiar and
the I lgi.a as strange. 711:

alar' kind of rt...:Iding mar.-±Tial stratcv accounts for aother
exam:c)h. 'tatie. These 7eading mater':als use a controlled vocabulary
and sentence ',-.71-tleture, 1,ut most outstanding and notice-
able the repett.t.-eness a. As mentioned above, brevity
is an princip of langu.,.- use When the principle is ignored,

-,;(.1 7,ong time sayi ..,a1::!thing that could be said more
'he person in conv- 'kin with you has two possible re-

spon y(L.: aren't follo-- the rules at all (you aren't really
J:tr,L.L;t.) or von mean soriet (04 special by thi . temporary break-

nig c ot-y !:he rules. For exai Api recall the passage in Shakespeare's
Ian Caesti: .:he,re Marc Anthcav ilks about honorable men. The .vio-
lab() of the .-evity principle in thi lay is an artistic tour de force. The
repv tivenes suppctrts the ironical Aterpretation of the passage, Un-
fort" .ately, :le repetitiveness found .1 those controlled reading texts isn't.
arti,. If th- reade- uses his conver tion:i knowledge and searches for

could ossiblv be meant by t :is bi..tant disregard of the brevity
pr:o. :pie, 11 searel: will be Imre., rded. He has to take the first re-.
spon- isLt following du' les al all, the book isn't really using

.age.
finie example- of static concerns violating the language use

prim:4)1e oi ,Aevance. Consider sentences like the following:
M..,ry, who wears green and blue polka-dotted sweaters with
orar.:.ze a:id purple shoes, applied to the fashion design school

The relative (or adjective) clause about the sweaters and the shoes gives
inforthation that $eems-irrelevant to the idea that Mary applied to school.
But this apparen-. iolation of the rylevanee principle means something
special----that the j,..,aker is giving an opinp)n about the badness of Mary's
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taste am incongruity of such a person ipplying to a fashion design School,
In '-reading passages in children's textbo,iks, irrelevaLcies tend to remain
just *that: violations of the prineiple of -A-.-ance, For example, look at tl,is

,senterice:
\Sir Francis Drake, w ::orn 'o mig t reniember, becLme cult, of

the first to adopt th.
Here the adjective clause violates Op ,)rinciple relevan...e but, again,
nothing is meant by it. In contrat. normal language list it is simply a
rule violation;. empty of any detTe: ignificance. (This and the last ex-
ample of static were collected (r. Jer-v Sadock.) Adult reaJers unused to
dealing with static filled passag tc7:d to misread the, :fter re-
member and expect another verb afte: iashion.

The last example involves one irre'levant v r..1 whose irrelevan is
emphasized because it is also styliAica1iy discordan- .

Haklnyt made one of the mcst impressi \ journey:: in the 11 tory
of the whole world.

Unless we've been reading toe, rn, readiu
recognize the oddity of the word Lvlu) in that se

Both the principle of brevity ar :1 the prir
eluded under the rubric of the Coop:,ative Prin,

-It seems that some reading mate.7:a1s for ci-:,.
not only in terms of the principles of I, .nguage
lowing and encouraging the reader t( Ilse his kim,
in his reading. This gives static tc tl ,,reader, t(
gives to the teacher encouraging the student to
what he does when reading and what he does wh

. 5.3 The third way in which language use
range readers is to cause them to stall. Skilled
that conform to language use and know, or at
information before the information is stated mr
readers cap get a head start on the information
lating the reading passage to fatts they know ab,
behind. Look again at the reading passage on Jar
next paragraph was as follows:

-Oh Janet. My airplane looks good. l'ou'n: just saying that .st
trade youz my paints for your pencilsr

Skilled readers wih already know rnost of the informati,Jri in that para-
graph. They will llave recognized before they get to it tnat a trade was
bein;; offered and that the description Janet gave of Jack's drawing was
Tor,- a strategy fcl_r4he---t rad e-th-a n-a-t-ru ful-deserip tion,-Bu t-some-m-iddle

hoof, material, veIl
ence.
le of relevance are in-
Ie.

.-.ren are uncooperative,
also, in terms of al-

wledge of language use
say nothing of what it

.,ridge lac gap .,,..t,.veen
n conversing.

facts can affect nnddle
,.aders can pick p facts

suspect, soine .i)ieces of
:-ight in the text Skilled

Headers who aren't re-
language us,' get left

,t and JaA. Su' i7 'OW ht.

range readers who don't connect 'their knowledge from life with their
reading will have missed it in the first passage and they'll have to treat
Jack's answer as though many new pieces Of information were,being pre-

- sented. The only really new_ information,is that Jack is onto Janet's game,
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Atmther example ( ' hints being dn pped before a EIHX, ranger

would pick them up con-yes from various iav,::stigations lple get
other people to do thing.s. Suppose a e'rarat:er in a sten of the
following:

1. Open that door, right it .

2. Can you open t I.. dotir, please:'
3. Would you mind Opening that door?
4. It's terribly warne in here with that 'tioor elost<ei i

The action of t he 'ston. could move along in the sant(' n,atter
which of tliese is used. But tile reader who is usiti:L:ins I, cage use
knowledge gets more information than, one wle that
knowledge: he ha.s some idea about the powel rei etion. !ween the
eharacrer saving the sentence and his addrt.ssee. iddh\ -:!..c reader

stalls again.
Recently, a populat magazine had a stork- in w the :Mos arid

familiarit relations betweeli the t(yo main characters w (re --imortant.
l'he author chose to use facts about lar:::,nage Ilse :0 displas th, 'felat ions
rather than use descriptive prose. The tusts: sva-, -,et in a Spairisl:
milieu and the main charai.ters were au adolescent h1 v of the . p class

and a grown man of a lower class. The plot eonceil.,..d their familii.c-its:
and the loss of it. The Spanish language has a good way of projecting tnis:
The personal pronoun system has markers not only for singular or
masculine, feminine, or neuter; and first, second, or third person (as E:ig-
lish is limited to): butt, also, for the relative power and fautiiliaritv i die
speaker to the person referred to. Since the magazine that had the story is
an .English language one, it had to do the best it could ss itli EnglLsh.
When the story opens and the boy is thought of as close L:af as just a bov
by the grown man from the low er class, the man add7:,sscs Che boy as

-thou.- At the story's end. with I anliliarjt\ nd childh( tin.' man
addresses the bov as -you.- 11 (loesn't work in English point
in history, but the author :old the magazie tried to force it to. :-;omeone

who knows about languag- usa,a, in laluis .,ilr all earlier s,:rsit of Eng-
lish, would have a head st :irt; fait iitu Idle ...lige readers te,- -11 sist. who:

mimageare nativeSpanish speakei's but who don':
use) may well miss this and stall again.,

5.4 The fofirth type of pronlein tLat praginat \sludge

can cause for a'reader is w hat I call c( ,1) t. There is confli..1 facts

-about the world according to the book Cto not match facts lilt the
world according to the reader. Skilled readers reading good wrnir,g svill

suspend their,disbelief and get into thil, woild of the author. Iii;:rsome
writing in reading books iso t ail that good, tt doesn't deserve 5115V.115,1011

of disbelief. in addition, that's just an u L.sk that middle rang, :e...idrsrs

will have to accomplish while dies: has caught on to others, are
series of reading books specificAlly- prepa: 'd to be Closer to the -,,.-ndd

adolescentsparticularly urban. minon: group adolescents. N7-,:any
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the storit,s in these books are less of a problem for middle rangc readerS.
Tew of them, however, contain articles.that deal with the really heavy
iSstles or with current styles of entertainment. There are s0111(.' reasons for
these oiiiissiuri.s. Schools are traditionally charged .with establishing and
upholding the mores of the society. as well as with teaching reading, so a
series of pro and con essays on dnigs. abortion, ta CMItrill'cptiwt W011id be
hard to get past most school boards to say nothing of stories of the joys
found in s,.:nc the less approved adolescent pursuits. Also, fads are
transient w hile Haoks are more permanent. Usins.; magazines solves some
but not all )f the conflict problem..

A spezzifft.. problem of conflict involves certain locutions called
-indirec,t+cts jf assertion.** To gut a reader into the world ol his story. an
author orten makes use of these devices. In dialogue or in descriptive pas-
sages, he uses a sentence which thpends upon the reader believing some
th'ng that hasn't been said outright. This device is also used in conversa
don, for example:

The man who is standing hehind you with a gun-- don't loUk!-----
t shoot you if you turn around.

Under ordinary circumstances, information if) these kinds of 'relative (or
adjective) clauses iS presumed to be known, to be old information. For
exaMple,

The girl .;u:t I nict yesh.rilayspeaks temlanguages.

The rdative clause js italicized. It is presumed the addr-essee knows
the ,ipeakerr met someone vesterday However, in some cases, this struc-
ture is used to indirectly assert something. In the sentence about the man
with the gun, the speaker is doing just that . Commercials oh television do
a similar thing: -Aren't von glad you use X? Don't you wish everybody.
did*r- For that glad sentence to work, the speaker presumes that the ad-
dre ,ee uses X. t For example, if I said to a person in Washington. D, C.
Ar'ut ou glad you're in Alaska right now? I would have to be kidding

or !..),,,_!aking ironically because the question, if meant literally, presumes
the ..1drf.,ssii! is in Alaska.) Certainly, middle m ange readers come across

assertion . and they use Ahem in their everyday life. Part of the
prunitm he the particular devices authors use to make such indirect
assertions the real problem is that getting into the author's world. re-
solving diet: 'Inflict between the worlds, may be problem enough without
having**to deal with an indirect presentation of the world of the book.

As a final point about the degree of elaborate knowledge required to
ckal witka partqf _reality_ I'd like to_give im_examplc f nnn the researcli of
Charnia101972:9(i) who works in artificial intelligence. Charniak was in-
vestigating the comprehension of children`s stories and he found you need
quite a bit of knowledge to tie the parts of 0 story together. }fere are sonic

-7...things you need to know if the story deals with a _piggv bank. While
you're feading, try to illiagine what would happen if your real world was
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programs which spend much thne and effort on teaching, ,sounds rather
than soundletter corrt'Spiindenevs,

6.1 The first stim.tion involve, ;,,hi,tiriv, the dia;;MIStiC teChingni.'
involving .eompreliension questions. AA questions, too
early; ask then.' ht-fore the piLy,agy is fint\ied A.k a t !nest irm whow
answer has breut hinted at hut not stated outright, sit. Then pas. at,
tentio,n to.the answer not just att....Winn to Whether thr ansk er is right or
wrong, but the kind of detailed attention that allows .,ou to understand
what the student answprs and figure out what led him to that answer, I lis
answers unity show he is missing some curs and that he dOes so con-
sistently. If the student isn't picking up on language use cues. observe to
See if he can pick them up when he hears a cons ersation that list's them.
Further t t to see if he picks them up in a conversation in which he is in-
volved. Obsere his normal interaction witb pi.vrs and notice whether he
uses the structure that carries the eite When he is it!. ing to communicate.

If he never uses the relevant langnage use cue, yot'i have a ciinfliet
problem-, he needs some.maternds closer to him and Or some help in deal..
log with the 1VorId a...sinned b.,. the story_ If ir.cs the structure in oral
language but not in reading then the problem is a gap, static, or stalling.
If other comprehension questions show that he picks np the notion fnrther
along in the reading passages, then it's a stall problem. Encouraging wild
guesses is a good ploy here. lf the material being read involves unusual
language that vio,lates the prineip6 44 cooperative conversation, the
problem may Ile 5tatic and having the student deal with more cooperative
reading passagm should show it. A suitable approach would 'be to grade
the material the student is to read and let him gradually approach
those with the most static. If your questioning and answer analyzing sug-
gest that the student isn't gettirg any usagc- cmcs at ;ill in ',I'dv rt%tding ma-
terial:then the problem Ls a gap.

6.2 For a gap problem, you have t convince the middle range
readers that reading_passages are really language. The remaining five and_
a half what to-do's arc aids ni convincing them, so the st.eond suggemioul
is to read to them for forty-five minntes, thrce.times a week. What is read
should be something dir reading teacher likes to read and particularly
likes to read to this .inidienee. This should not be characterized by: stomb
hng, mumbling hesit,ations but should be a prepared oral reading. If the
material and the presentation are gm)d, it will be hard to ignore the fact
that reading iv language. If the students get tired, of hearing the teacher
read., ask a respeeted communits member (who is a skilled reader.) to read
to them. .

6,3 Suggestion three IS to use comic books and Other materials that
support the verbal input with pictures apd diagrams. A lot of the cues
that language use gis us are rt.7peated in other aspects of the situation",

body.posture, clothing, and background .Nett i nit. These
materials shouldn't he seen as gimmicks to be issed once or t.Wiee, but -as a
planned and regular part of a long term program, You might be.surprised
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tO find OW many things atc:ut ounie criticism nd ronue histor:, from the'
students. There is a caa! ot A YOOtiV. OtOl SI. )10 ',,, ;P. uoii,,idered ,I, poor
reader hut who could I )10.0',.. al a iyao, cif iwia;rd iT:alia !. i rot! 4.1 VAT jet's o:i

tannic strips and compare :iie i t onti:w them on ,0Aeial plmieN., ',,'J tdi.vcilf.
the in'Ker, the drawer, the le,:terer. mid die idea IOZOI, iiro.i ..:', 1:0, 0 ;',1,olci
history of each 1.ierson's c-nthhution t,:, l Onnt-,,, ii P,?Ip, pArIi( OLji sUlyi,
and to the ,:trips he had w4.,r!seel on beicue and aii(.1 l II,' .o.11,.itif.,:.., v. E-ren'i
much different from !... hat r %Inticr,ts did in a litt,rar., kloieow.
eNcept. of course, the other ,totlents skilk had lievn t,ht and were a,,,..a.
dernically valocd, ...,,,htrya:, in., had' h.,..ii ,.,kit,f.1.t to \quelthsug m ,,hool
anti had iirver-beforehen precene.ed in an .,i'acterni..- ,,ettiii:

6, Stp,Nestion hiur i^, t,,,, .e.e.cleti,..ti%.- \toio:, ..o.-.:1:w.stcri,..'s
the inovic. The Sling f.A' a I t'ni,,/..d akliher l'm tn,i.wd .Aliout 1 his '..i'lit,
whole id,:a of readnw a msteh. I, to heat the l'onl.. to !he whit:Ion As
your familiarity with ti.:e. ..'..enie incl.,,o.,,, ,.,,,, dt >e, ,.. our demc to pick
on the sinallt iO.t(4 04 ,,,i ;i, i iktv in th, context , in the hinguai.:c u\t,d, iri
the language avoided. Ail heset-ues het rime rt.',..in...- onportant. l'tei-rn.; or
v-itchintt niyAcricN in a O'`\ IP Ir:,.rr..i\es ;lit desire and ability to get:A.:2w,..
Itetsides, plivsical.edlicatmr. is i-ena. 'concentrating on zire-tiine- Nirtitts
halans and golf instead of tylainid budding and .ti'aiii. ',144):10, SO V, hy
ean'i re:iding do some hie time \-H.Irts? Again, insterie7s`sln\:ildn't b iv,ed
only as an occasional gi'MUrill'k h!..t \ hoold be med 01 A 1f!glibar , systematic.
program...

6.5 SuNgestion fi\e i \ II? 4h- 0. .,41.1f.rd and ihStniugh Itth oi preparation
for reading assignment,. l'temerhher the pega bankd i)i\card the idea of a
five or ten minute preparation at the voti of the elav Consider carefully
the reading pa.s,,,av..e i, b.., o4ned. brenii.w (If thi,, hiddyn

se:1:11,00ft, it requires. .0id ..,,e- e :n.lair `,111(1Ciit.', Cillili0k. itiftiiilitIiinl xia
tnne to mullit tATT SO they . di hc prepared to read it.

6.6 Silggestion sil, is to consider some language el.:tier:cocv based
v..ork. Most of' tl,H., avaikibl,,, it.,.i,-,re,-, ai ion On On\ appro;wh Lc fur biltinning
reading ;old tor very voting \todents rot , r:.:14'!...JS. the co:wept
needs some estenion There Is a nnkizaimtealled Fini. rt,,ellitutl 110,.. Elliot
\VigQinton of Bainn Gap, if-cor:zia The idea heiniol..4.1 aigges..tS a way to
use the lariguage eyerience approach .priiiitably with middle': rt'i.l'iIi.,..±:17\.
Iiave thetudents talk to members tit' their coinnlunit'res: have theru ow' :
tape,.recorders to interview peoPie to find ont about the history., culture.%
art,'varne_s: relignin:\uperstitions, and coin:it-roe of the place,. Ilave the
intervit.WS' transcribed, preserving the hinguage (Mit -fising- the VOC''th _ ....

trar-: or the grammar), then ow t.pe.s.eripts of these transcripts roi your
rea4ing nraterial. The material w di Melude fiction;critical cssay,s. lmw-to
mays, hing;auhics. and e%t .r0 thing.Yi'Uir:overage a: Otology includec, As c-:

the work'Progremes SO, nie Ed the studenis will he ai\de topanserihe and
typt.-Ncript. Tiiii- falimit vii.,Fin- ,,1 tbi!,...knarrAf.ptotret to the community 1.1-
obvious..I.e.s4.obvions, but .e( tua1lv,.;'.1iloahlt:ri.- are the changes' in the atti-
tudes and iekrititiii?: between 'die vputh gre4 and the older cominunitv
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and observer; discovering and describing by means Of a careful, intense
study of face to face interaction, just what one needs to know in order to
.(zet along. The societies studied by this method have usually been small.
relatively homogeneous. and relatiNely simple from a technological point
of view. But recently_ ethnographic aPproaches have been used in large.
urban communities. and there is no reason NS hy they cannot be, thus
complementing the_large survey a: 7oac 1.1 V !.ich is m, r7.--eharacqeritic of
sociology.

Et'r.r: 4raphy of speak.ng has hat one nteds to know in
order to g along linguisti:2ally tO speecH in a particular
communit: This involves t:ie rule gm:. aar (phon .)1(,gy,,syntax_ se-
mantics o: whatever languages are ..ed t:.' community. But ?Tammar
as usually L :)neeived Ls but a rnall ; ,±t-t of : jilL Ustic competence. especial-
ly if this :upetence unpetence, or, to use an in-
reasingly popular, term. ct mpetence. Thus one has to

know when to talk, when to be silent, and bow much to talk. One has to
know .when and how to be fluent, glib, or exaggerated in speech and
when and how to be curt. abbreviated_ to the point. Or how to talk to
your parents. your boss, your closest friend. Your lover, a baby, someone
you've never seen before. Every community has rules for how to greet,
take leave, converse, be polite. agree, dis, gree. show thanks. insUlt. And
everyone learns attitudes toward languages: one's own, the standard of
the community, and the ways of speaking of the less privileged members,.
of the commo.nity.

These are some of the things with which the ethnography of speakim.,'T
is concerned. I want to stress that none of these can be understood by
looking at language alone, abstracted from anv context. Rather, serioUs
attention must be paid to social and cultural factors as they relate/to
speech. It is these (what,I am ealling here ethnographic) factors which
underlie and provide thjbasis fur an understanding of peaking-patterns.
Some of these Patterns may be universal, especially if,.studied 4 a ',eery
abstractlevel; but, often, patterns of speaking yary froni group to group
and society to society. Perhaps the most important contribution the
ethnography of speaking can make to educators is the fact of social and
cultural diversity in patterns of speaking, diversity which oftent exists
within a single society (especially a complex one such as, ours)" I will
return to this question of diversity in patterns of speaking when Ildiscuss
specific examples.

Before presenting examples. however; I want to sketch, briefly the
basic principles of the etiorography of speaking as an aPProaeh witbin
sociolinguistics.

1. GROUP OR COMMUNITY AS BASIC

The ethnography of speaking. like all sociolinguistics, assumes a
heterogeneous speech community, That is. it assumes that withIn single
communities, in which individuals interact and cominunicate with one
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another, there are different ways of speaking. It is the task of the
ethnography of speaking to explain these different ways of speaking
ethonographically; i.e., to te..1)lain what social and cultural meanings are
involved in selecting one Vv.av of speaking rather, than another. Another
wav of looking at this matter is by noting that any group of speakers
several individuaLs, a network of individuals, or an entire com munity
has at its disposal many ways of saying the same thing. Take the idea,
-John was opening the door.- It can be said in the active form, -John was
opening the door.- Or the passive form, **The door was being opened by
John.- ID a loud voice. -JOON WAS OPENING THE DOOR.- Or in a soft voice,
-John was opening the door.- In clearly enunciated speech, -John was
opening the door.- Or in fast speech with many pronunciation simpli-
fii..ations, "Johnwasopeninthecio.- Or, perhaps. in English or in Spanish,
-Juan abria la puerta.- The choices here are not random: n_or are they.
purely linguistic in the ense ,f referring to different things in the world
(the difference between -John was opening the door- and -John was
opening the window.). Rather they depend on such matters as: Where
are the speakerS? Who are they? What knowledge do they share? What is
the purpose of the message? What came before it and what will come
after it?

It is important to recognize that no amount of looking at linguistic
forMs in isolation from ethnographic cont,'%t will explain their usage. One
of the first insights a cross-cultural and otL nographic perspective provides
is that the same sociocultural meaning is often expressed in a variety of
ways, from seemingly large and overt linguistic forms to very slight and
subtle forms. ThuS the difference between formal and informal and the
related out group/in group distinction is probably a sociolinguistic uni-
versal in that it is linguistically expressed in every community. Yet lie
'way, it is expressed varies greatly from place to place. In our societr-it
often involves a slight pronunciation modification; for exiunple, from ing
to in in words like -working- and -running.- But it might involve a whole
language change. from English to Spanish, in communities .which have
both of these languages at their disposal. hi France and other countries of
Western Europe. it involves a switch from one second person pronoun to
anotherfrom eons to to. It is only by looking at these linguistic forms ii3/
ethnographic context that we can understand them.

Now the formal/informal distinction is only one type of sociocultural
meaning to look for. There are many others. Some, like this one, are per-
haps universal. But there are many which are specific to particular
groups of speakers, communities, or societies. Much more research is
needed in order to determine the types of sociocultural meanings that are
expressed in speech and how they are expressed.

Ethnography of speaking approaches the question of speech com-
munity in a way quite similar to the way anthropologists deal with
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ecolop For anthromologists, ecology is the study of tne relationship be-
tween :Tian and his environment, the study of the ways in which corn-
munities exploit the resources available to them for particular social and

- cultural purposes. In ethnography of speaking. the resources are linguistic
the w,ays of speaking available to members of the community. Speakers
draw on these resources, exploit them, ar.d adapt them to new situations.
A speech community can be viewed as a group of individuals who share
basic rules for production and interpretation of ways of speaking. Viewed
this way, individuals- typically live in and have to learn to orient them-
selves to several overlapping speech communities (i.e., the Harlem black
speech community, the United States black speech community, the New
York City speech community, the United States speech community).
Conflicts can and of course do arise because of misunderstandings be-
tween interactants orienting themselves toward different speech com-
munities. It is crucial that teachrs of minority groups understand the
potential for and the causes of such misunderstandings.

2. RULES FOR SPEAkING

One basic task of the ethnography of speaking, and one which recent
research has focused on, is the description of rules for speaking. The units
of description are those appropriate to the communicative activities of the
community: speech acts such as greetings, leave-takings, signs of
agreement or disagreement, promises, threats; speech events such as con-
versations, jokes, spcecheS; speech situations- such as cocktail parties,
church services, street corner gatherings. The important point is that the
structure of these speech acts', events, and situations is usually extremely
complicated. It cannot be assumed to be in any way simple. Research by
ethnographers of speaking is just beginning to show how complicated
such structure con be. It is, of course, important for educatol's of students
belonging to communities with different patterns of speaking to have an
understanding of the nature e) these patterns.

In order to describe rules for speaking, ethnographers of speaking
analyze speech in terms of a number of corn_ onents.

. Setting: Where and when does the speaking occur?
Participants: Who are the speaker, hearer, audience? How are
they related? What is their social status-:---male, female, baby,
superior, inferior?
Linguislic variety: What language and style is used? What non-
verbal modes of communication are used?.
Purpose: What is the airn of the eventto convince, put down,
cajole?

These are examples-of the kinds of components that must be taken into
consideration in the analysis of speaking rules. Others may be peeded, de-
pending on the event anti the community.
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3. CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

_Dire of the :najor contributions of the like

all of anthro;-,olt has been to stress 11*(),,:tiltr::-al differei.ces. It is_ of

course, by looking at perm, radically different imrselves that V.
are struck most I's' the relevance of the ethnographic perspective I _ant ad-

vocating here. Thus. learnin,r 4thfJut tla- pet Tle of the Northss est
Amazon, who speak nine. ten. ca' and ho keep
learning I-11'W OFICS c. en as adults. apparently mainly in order to regulate
marriages,. forces us to rethink the nature of ianguibre learning. and the
functions of moltilinguali-m. But cultural differences exist within our
own society anti these are perhaps the most relevant to WU" discussion.
The Uses and functions I,f sileme among Apaches and other American
Indian groups are tplite different from those of white middle-class Anglos.
Yet. there are certain similarities and os erlaps and thus, potential for mis-
understanding and conflict. With regard to reading and w riting. eth-
nographers have traditionally tialied preliterate societies. But there are
relatively few such societies today. And one major contribution the
ethnography of speaking can make in this area is to point mit that the
simple dichotomy, preliterate literate. is a false one. There are many
kinds literacy. We s ant to know ss ho writes and reads, to \l'hom. in
what languages and varieties ofiam,r,ua.2.e. in Ns hat contexts. and for what
purposes. When a teacher announces to a class l V. ant you to read pages
50 to 77 for tomorrow.- does that .1terancc !lase the same meaning for

an Apache in Arizona, for' a young black strident in a I larlem ghetto. for a

Denver. for a middle-class Jew in Cliiea12:(;:' I will return to
this question of the ethno,rraphv ss ritMg and reading,

I think I can hest describe the ethnography of speaking by discussing
several examples and how thev hase been or can be approached by
ethnographers of speaking. I will present the examples in terms of a very
simple model which summarizes the ethnography of speaking approach I
have been discussing. This model has beep used either implicitly or ex-
plicitly by researchers in the ethnography of speaking. The model states
that any linguistic or cmmunicative) behasior can be understood only
in terms of several interacting and related perspectives. These perspec-
tives are linguistic or (soeU) linguistii' resources: a set of poteutiids for
social meaning and use. The linguistic resources take on meaning and
provide meaning as they are used in social interaction (in order to-
indicate such social interactional notions as respect, deference, agree-
men(, disagreement. and condescension) and in discourse (s0ch as greet-
ing, Ir.;.,:e-taking, eonversati, and joking). The total organization of

uses of language. together with societal and individual attitudes.tward
language and speech, is an ethnography of speaking. The ethnography of
speaking can be iinderstood only in terms of the larger context of the total
ethnography of a society, in terms of the social, economic, and other
types of structure and orranization basic to the soviets . It is the etlmog-

raphY of speaking and the ethimgraphic that I ani stressing as organizing
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perspectives. in the sense of providing the reasons whv certain linguistic
features or speech patterns are felt to -belong to,,ether- w omen's speech,
babV talk, black speech. stuffy speech, formal speech. or agcrressive
speech.

Social
Interaction

Sociolinguistic
Resources

Ethnograpli
of

Speaking

SPEAKING

I-lthnography

1. Let us begin with Black English, which has been described by
various linguists. sociolinguists. and ethnographers of speaking. As a lin-
guistic resource. Black English has certain properties whieh can be
enumerated: intonation pattern. sound patterns. morphological and
syntactic constructions such as double negatives and special uses of the
verb to be. and particular vocabulary items. But wliat is interesting is
that there is probably no oneblack or whitewho speaks Black English
with the totality of its linguistic features, all of the time. Bather. featt;
of Black English. expecially intonation pattern,,
-structions, and certain ,rdN ,h,.. di by both blacks and whites, in
certain social contexts, ior strategic, rhetorical purposes. The result is the
well-known switching behavior from speaking more black to speaking
more standard white, going back and forth, never totally in either direc-
tion. Using features of Black English signifies such notions as informality.
emphasis. and in group solidarity. Using features of standard. White
English signifies social distP.nce. formality, and out group relations. The
constant in group .'out group patterning in the use of Black English makes
sense only in. the ethnographic context of black:white relations in the
United States.

2. Similarly. Spanish:English switching in Chiano communities of
the Southwest. while it draws on the linguistic resources of Spanish and
English, can be understood only as a. linguistic response; reflection; and,
in part, definition of the particular relationship between Chicanos and
Anglos. The rules for switching languages are complicated and involve
linguistic as well as social considerations. But, as in the case of Black
English, it is important to realize that members of the community. within
single diseourses, draw on both languages in a constant pattern of switch-
ingSpanish indicating ethnic identity. emphasis. and in-group solidari-
ty; English indicating social distance. formality. and identification with
the dominant Anglo culture. The situation is quite analagous to that of
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the black community, in that a ,eriouc understandin-,.; ,.)1. the ethntrar-,hy
of the Chicano community is rt:Ljuiretd in ,-,rde.r so ,ndt-r-stand Chicano
communicative behavior.

3. My next ex-ample has to do with a phen{)nt,nion not con-

, sidered to be a part of linguLstics. hut one which clearly is part of com-
munication, namely silence. An ethnographer of speakintz. Keith Basso,
has described various uses of silence among the Apache Indians of
.krizonabetween strangers until they get to know one another, between
parents and children who have not seen one anoth:.-r for some time. be-
tween men and women while courting, by persons being -cussed out.- by
persons in the company of someone vs hose spoust: or kinsman has recently
died, by persons in the company of sick people. What is interesting here Ls
not that silence Ls communicative for Apaches and not for us. We, too,
have moments when silence is appropriate. Thus. for example. the ierni
silent communion. But the contexts in which Apaches 115e and expect
silence are different from those in-which we-do; in fact, they are ofterl
diametrically opposed. In the situations Basso dcscrhcs,Anizlo
will often use even more speech than norm- 1 -\

with Indian students should 7!m
T.,-Hfan are lila t nut tae silence a a sigo of

tlence. or lack of interest.
4. Mv next example has to do with the use of the pronoun t: ,-.

problem which at first glance may seem to be purely linguistic: vet it is

one which is intimately tied up with the system of social groups and social
relations in our society. We is one of the many and compkxly interrelated
ways of referring to persons in spt.'ecn. As is typical of the elements in this
complextee is potentially ambiguous in.many Ways-. It can refer to die
speaker alone: "Well dea-I with that later.- The speaker and others with
him: "May we conic in?" The hearer alone: -How are we todayr The
speaker and the hearer: "Don't you think we should leave now?"

These different uses of we can play an important role in the expres-
sion and definition of social relationships. The we of a single ;pea/o.r
writer) is the professional we of formal s7)(:.. 1, ling and
specialized topics. The we of low is of:t._

descendincl tee it:ed towar , t,_ stre:its to be common in
do<:tor-patient relationships, for example especially il the patient is a
child or a member of a minority group. It is also used b. t, il-

dren and teachers to students.
The use of these ' ;L,-1 des of

ethnographical:v :oil /inferior Aatus or in grour, out

group Notiee. for example. that I to hegin
we in such sentences as: -Well, you know. \se iinguists write trausmrma-
dons like this- or -We in the ethnography of speaking study .many
cultures," I would be setting up a sve,you opposition in which we stood
for me and the group of e;:perts of which I an, a member as distinct front
you, the out group of persons who are not fortunate enough to be experts
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in this trade. Such use of r' ,s
reirlf Ce a re t.7:7X 217.. e c- 1:71

we are slippristed to be interacting
tvnioni cf c-ctpsultant interac

I have chosen to (1 iscuss ',hi-- ant;,:t.- her: bt-ea'iot
problem of thy expression of per-on th.,t
the attention of man.: soLit anti ct..iti,ographer- rd-e-
ciselv h,-....-cause it demonstrates ,r) ti:e cl(;se relati;ittsiti:) lot
guage and its Use in eulture Lnd sociez.,

5. As a final exanIple. I 'tr.: to it, int
the ethnograph. of st.leakir H reading As
start, there is the question of the etititograph', t,f reading and w. riting. Do
ethnographic differerh, tO rradinc ,1 st rO ;;;.: 010,

the reading pr --eh- I his is cart t n ,,eneral
ot the etnnograp:.,. ic....rning and teaching. ( )dt.,

lilt ario. . atites to learning and teaching :trodnd the -world in
some societies. i,:arning bv observation and in: .410: h-
Mg takes lii ft rbal teaching it, t oidercd
societies, espect i . ,n-tidered preliterate If(); tnample tilt.- Cona
Indians of Pana.ii- s'.!0111 I have carried out rt.. 4-arch sere
rich oral tradit: tn. Nleh hit.A1- prestige and power br sneaking -.cell,
krAving tradi:. hs. and performing them What happens in such
societies or gri tic ts st. hc.-11 %sr-icing ant: readirtg are introduced.- do the
traditional and the new interact within a single soeiety'r or;,
tilleStiOnS we ni! At rutt to ittthor.

writild end A Lut111:;v1.1'. state of th,-
ethrmgraphy or , deaking and its relation to other approaches to language.
There seems to entiency toda- for '-aritt': ,carchers in lant:tui.we,
who up to ro, tted in tila, ,:n one another, to
to';'t :her oh t":. ..s, proh:enls . 7 ha\ e to do the
us( langu,

. atithrn-
p010;.:. o. mo . Hicre or, :het and disal.:reeernetif.
of t IMO tot.z.inning to he tliti:i;a101nuntinication of an i:Itcr,
disciplinary kind. Too often linguists hase considered the study of lan-
guage in actual usage nt he beneath them. tit 's tev
to the realization , , tht. ' ttit
progres.s. And. ti: ii..'4111sttos citt, to in"

rns of th- ny iii speakin,4 and, hopefulk closer to. the
realization of ,. rele -ant to the practical problems Of the users of
language.

bikilogrtrphif re no re\ tittk tit -the
Thc fie.t is a tton ,oiltetions

.4121Q:,Itti,.!,.., I t. :
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authoritarian to the most I It:Cd1111; I/n(1: l:d ia!'td V. it)/ ti.:f"

using taik get children'satttn:,iu.., dIrectir.,,, their t',3,erit.,,orl prol,
tern or task, and leading thew of handling It
1972). The sl,,ecific strategie.s tc,u-hers to 2,,,t this Joh (lone 'has,: no
eikt,t on w-h.ether or not 71.2,.- children Lir:. to read as long a.: the 0.tateHes
in,;ke to the c hikheri The 1, not much how child is
Qoerec-d, ..chether the tcacl,cr ,s ate
can trust the tc..-her'.,, f: inteic,1,

An important e).arnple c,1 o pedrigo2i( ,ucce-,,ful.' author:lani,
strategy for handlfrn:: ciasAn.aim activitn,s car) ff... taken from the ifwtcylo.
sx:hool...; of Canada and the Old Order Amid: chook Perms\ Ivania
(Hostetler, 1974; Hostetler and ihiritmg-ton PA.,7. 1971, Spindler.
Arni.sh childrvr: did w araden,-,;(..alh. w-her, forced
authoritie^ into the public: whoo1i ai,d k tc. think
they Would j.wrforin nune adf.7quatel", = their own ,:c.h.00ls Ami=h
te:ach,.irs s.eldoni tliOt thar) en...!ht ear,. of ,cadeinic., trainin;;;;,theA-
mtvil teach clnidren ,rati-ed with a (...:crinanit iang.u:,;ge to read 1-.;righ.sh,
and fritir clas.srocirns are missing. indeed prohibit. conipetition--- k,,\-

element oilcan-wig :n group', :',1!'.-r,,thf-'les`,, Amidi c-oirimuriitY
are quite ,itic-ci,:mful, not only b.:: Amish standar& hut also by the
dards of- the larger Amencan community. Amish' childri.n from
Asnith schoolc .y,kore the norms in standardized reading. trstc.
Amish teacher's Wily fif handling talk flies in the face of pinch educational
ideology jn America. Tlu- teachers dominate their classrooms and an in-
teraction analysi3 has shown a heas.> u.,.ct of imperatives and a hivii degree
of 6irk,1:1 in.truction (Pa:, %%1i:it is the rehltiort bet:,..t.een this
ttrathing, style and pupil !,ucees, in academic ,tliject.s.

To answer this que:stion, v,nvm look to the kimb, of relations
which make to children raised Aini.1,1i culturr pat-
term among the Amish are quite different frOM 1,14()!A: found elsewileo- in
Arne. ica, Many aspeccs oi Arni,d, identity are forged tit atitith(7.Sk to
and in deferu..e against otl:cr, of L.f..10,.: human, particularly ways of
being Iilltnati tlifAt.-11! ,t0:1.1111010:,tit s,.K;jety Such in defemisis

StriititCy, Ctrtnifi011 among cultures, is marked the fiXtgirW
identitle-,, into a .gra,,,,ip Ide organized around a.51nali number of

unifying symbol,. manipulated and transmitted by a small numher of
authoritarian leader,, ;Siegel. 1970'. The Amish educational (-stern fits
this model nicely. The syinhofs,$re religjout,. arid people OW them to Com-
municate troll. and aceount ability. The children are told what to do and
when and how to do it. The teacher is, in total control of the children's
development. Irrterms of learning. to. read and ni terms of enh;Jmiciwg
Amish identiy;', their sYqeir, is most The children and their

0"

4,11e ;di,

tnAirlstrrani ti,,. :1!.;# p,11:1C.11,
A/VI pc-m14414,.-!ii`,:!,1"..,. fj. tm, f..mt .ir ,A;t1.1:.11

tent146j,c/161.9,::1,:. etc,
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teachers have been bathed in a closed colminmitv with highly specific
routines for everyone to follow. In terms of these routines, everyone is ac-
countable to everyone else. Common sense and mutual trust are strived
fur by col:mu nit": members according to a specific code. In this (-ontext .

insti uctions ,zre 11(tt blind imperatives. but rather senSible suggestions as
to what to (1(1 next to it).,:r eurnimwr .1)1)1.ratirni. Ilwre is a warm re-
lational fabric th,it underlies th- instruct:ons and transforms them from
orde-rs into sensible wavs bf routini7.ini4 everyday life. What to many
appears an authoritarian and oppressive syste;:-; for organizing a class-
room may in fact make great sense k: the childr.tu and, accordingly,
allow them to feel good enough to learn whatever it is to whi,.:!: a teacher
directs a class's attention. Outsiders simply miss the cues which ground
teacher-student actis hies in trust and accountability.

No matter how successful authoritarian speech behavior is for the
Amish thrre is much evidence that the authoritarian teacher is running
into increasi ,t. difficulties in contemporary America. Apparently, the

trust which makes direct imperatives possible in the Amish classroom Ls
not available it) more open communities. hi fact, in less conservative
Amish commt,mities, teachers use much less direct communication
(Payne, 1972). '

.

The failure of a..-.. upt to teach witI2 direct methods without a
foundation of trust and accm 9nbility Ls well d mocuented. In such situa-
tions, the children simply -don t listen,- and the teacher winds up ex-
pending most of the day controlling the "behavior problems" br to
borrow a phrase from a past principal of mine, -keeping the lid 611-:-...________

There appears to be a number of ways, for.teachers to get through such a
had year, and none of them are well designed for encouraging school
learning. Most often, teachers will fall back into- a formal definition of

, their role as teacher and expect the children to conduct themselves as if
this role placed an e:.;act set of rules on their behavior. In such a situation,
the teacher often relies on institutional rewards and, more often, punish-
ments. The effort is not to say -"Do this, because it is a sensible thing to
(10, but --Do this, beelfuse, if you don't the principal will deal with you."

Intensive role definition work on the teacher's part creates some
strange forms of behavior. For example, it is the teachyr's role to teach
relevant and motivating lessons to the class.°Sometirnes,^Iwe all fail at this

task. The teacher trapped in role definition work can hardly admit to
such a; failure, however, and often camouflages an -unresponsive class
witb a lesson directed to aphantom audience. Example.s of this phenome-

non are unfortunately legion in ethnograpbie.s of our nrban schnols
(ROberts, 1970; Rosenfeld, 1971). lUst (1973) offers the following example
of what he calls a -phantom performance":

She asks the children to repeat the.poem, and no child makes a sonnd. She asks
the children to repeat the pe:emn line Ire line after her, first 'with.the words and
then a second thou. t Agh silll ply saying In, ill hl'' in place of the Nords. The
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'
children are cornpleelv l?affkd 'and say ngthinig. At the end of the semnd repeti-
tion she comments, "okay, that was good. \y, will lrave to do that again next

--9: week."

The relatiorial message underlying a phontqm performance is not fertile
soil for building a commonly sensible, trustfUl, and mutually aceountable
communication. Not attending to the class becomes part of the children's
definition of the teacher's role, and they begin to dismiss teaching as an
essentially insensitive task. As one sixth grader told me in one of my first
classes, "You're not a real teacher. You liken to the children and expect
them to learn anyway."

In addition to intensive role definitii n, direct control over a class ean
be built on insult and status degradatio . Interpersonal warfare, rather
than trust and accountability, is the restilt. Much of what I was offered as
teaching and classroom control technisques, by a teacher trainer in the
New York City schools, amounted to/insults capable of binding a child
into silence. Learning failures are encouraged in such classrooms. "Defen-
sive blackboard boredom" is no inor acadeMieally productive than the
overt misbehaVior of the less controll0 blackboard jungle (Roberts, 1970;
Rosenfeld, 1971). Even -when the outho*ritarion approach to classroom

,)

management keeps the children under control, if it is not founded on.
more mutual understanding than 'lle threat of detention or suspension,
little learning will be Occompl)shed. It is in the context of an
authoritarian classroom without a/grounding in trust and accountability
that it is possible to talk of childrep.achieving school failure (McDermott,
1974). In response to the tea:hells authOritY, the children develop their
own classroom organization in //which not working and disrupting the
teacher's procedures become a g6al. . .

Less direct forms of coercing children into attending to classroom
taskS are unifOrmly no better oi4; wOrse than the authoritarian approach.'
Without a proper relational foundation, a child is no more likely to follow
a gentle suggestion than a dilect order. One classroom I observed pro-
duced the following episode6the Principal announces that the class is 'to
proceed to a book fair in the gym. One particularly troublesome bov,
Harold, stands Up and yells, i 'We won't gol7 The teacher reacts nervously
to the challenge and says, :other hopefully, "Sure you will. You're only
kidding." The relational message apparently was taken as something like,
"You don't make any sense/at all; you can't even be trusted to report on...
what it is that you are goir g. to do next." Harold was apparently better at
stating his future than th's teacher had thought, or at least he felt com-
pelled to prove that he N1,y s, for he did not attend the book fair and spent
phe rest of the day torturing this particular teacher. Another teacher in
the room waS much moresucessful with Harold, for relationally She was
much more honest. In 4/ sirri,k4r situation, she asked Harold why he was
not going to the book f,kir, accepted his reasoning, and then siMply over-
ruled it. Harold went t,:o the book fair. The point of this is that children
are not easily talked into activities. They respond most often. not to the
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activity, but to the feelings that the adult displays about them in the
course of asking them to do whatever it is the adult has in mind. Whether
direct or indireet forms of communication are used Makes no uniform dif-
ference. The feelings communicated in the talk are the key to under-
standing children's attention patterns and learning abilities in tlw class-
room.

Guidance approaches to teaching make much use of question imper-
atives rather than direct orders. The'relational messages are often identi-
cal to those accomplished w ith direct orders. A teacher can say, -Close
the door" or -Why don't von close the doorr In either case, the door
must be closed by the student The child would not be 'expected (nor per-
mitted fOr that matter) to answer the Why? command with, -I am not
closing the door because I don't feel like it.** The question was not meant
to be a question, but rather an imperative. Linguists have been studying
such phenomena of late and have given them the delightful name' of
whimperalices (Sadock, 19(39; Green, 1973). Literally, a whimperative
stands for an imperative stated in a question form with.a wit- word. But if
whin: or whimper are taken as roots, a whimperative can mean some-
thing qtnte different, And so it is with wit- imperatives in everyday con-
versation. They can be taken in so many ways depending on the context
in which they are used and the relations which exist between the people
in the conversation. Whether a whimperative is attended with an appro-
priate action response, an inappropriate verbal response, Or no response
at all depends upon how the whimperative is taken-, and how it is taken is
a function of the relation between the conversatioaalists at that,time. An
inappropriate whimperative, ont which is framed as a whimper but in
fact represents a coin mapd,...ean be as useless in a classroom as a direct
command to a student who attends to teacher commands by doing the
opposite of what they suggest; it will only further the decay o,f trust and
accountability between the student and the teacher.

Guidance ahd negotiation approacheS to communication ilk ine
classroom d0 -11'ot have to bring about relational disasters, In. fact, Mi,inier
.(1972) has shown the superiority of the guidance approach. fle examined
the values the teachers displayed toward language, authority, and the,
classemun population as a group. The relative value put on each of the
three were similar per teacher and d,'f-Tent across teacher's. The first
teacher employed a guidance approach; accordingly, she used language
as a resource in her dealings with the children, and the meanings of all
words were up for constant iiegotiation; the teacher's authority was based
on being a task leader, and she constantly attempted to share both the
tasks and the authority with the children; finally, she defined herself as
part of die group.' A second teacher was more authority prone; she was
tic source of meaning in the class, and all language issues were directed
to herfor final evaluation; authority flowed from her lips in the form of'
directives; and finally, the class constituted a group qinte apart from her...
The guidance oriented teacher had quite successful lessons; the children
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showed great interest and appeared to follow the lesson as the teacher al-
lowed it to unfold. The authoritarian teacher was having a much inure
difficult time. Without being able to draw on a shared reserve of com-
municative resources, of the type shared among Amish teachers and chil-
dren, the teacher spent much of her time explicitly, and often unsuccess-
fully, calling for the children's undivided at tent ioo.

This seceion has explored the connections between ways of teaching
and successful classrooms. The corinections between the twO are not
obvious and an analysis of authoritarian and guidance approaches to
teaching indicates that both can be successful or unsuccessful depending
upon the interpersonal relations underlying a teacher's strategy. The
point of this exploration has been tdelaim the prirnacy of teacher-student
relations in the determination of a child's learning. -Teaching involves
more than a curriculum, a style-or a way of talking. Most of all, it
involves an achieVement of mutual trust and accountability in terms of
which teachers and pupils can open themselves to each other, care about
each other, and learn from each other. This mutual trust and account-
ability must be communicated between teacher and students. Talk is a
key element in the communication, of trust and aceountalAity, although
there is no one way to talk that is inherently better than another. There is
more to teaching than talk and there is more to talk than the transfer of
information. In both eases, the missing ingredients are the relations
achieved between people by virtue of their teaching or talking whatever
they teach or talk, hi the way they do at the time and the place they do.
The most potent tool for th2 analysis of how people relate in the ways
'they do is ethnography. After an amunt of how and why ethnographic
studies of ourselves are, important, the paper will proceed to the inter,
personal relations underlying mutually sensible talk, and, finally, the
interpersonal relations underlying mutually sensible talk in classroom

'situations in which children are asked to learn to read.

THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF RELATIONS: WHAT AND WHY

At its best, an ethnography should account for the behavior of People
by describing what it is they know .that enables them to behave appropri-
ately given the dictates of common sense in their community (Frake,
1964b).3 Accordingly, ethnographies are an essential part of our everyday
life. All people, especially people from different cultures, appear to be-
have differently, and we all do haphazard ethnographies when we

'The measure of pedagogical suceess used here is simply whethJr.children learn how to
read. ';'h,-'re are various other criteria which could he app'ied: thil children's abilities to
'function on their own, their di..sirc 7,. for knowkdge, or their polities. Thcse are all nn .
portant. but it is the point of this paPer simply to show thtu children lean to read best in

'situations which make SiMW to them. There is MY doubt tht...t there are some relational con-
texts w hien %% ill encourage the acquisition of literacy, hut which are nonethelesS pathologi-
cal' and, In the long run, &grading (Henry, 1973; Spindler 1974a).
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struggle to decipher their ways of thinking so that we can understand, Or
at least anticipate, their behavior. We acknowledge this in everyday talk
by saying that successful social relations depend on knowieg "where a
person is coming from" or "where a person's head is at." Successful
psychiatry certainly ,lemands an ethnographic approach (Sapir 1932;
Shands and Meltzer 1976;. So does successful teaching. Note that the firsi
principle of good pedagogy, namely, starting at a student's present skill

level, calls for good ethnogra)hy. Most often, teachers, psychiatrists, and
the rest of us proceed intuitively. Professional ethnographers are different
only in that they become disciplined and self-conscious when gathering
information about how'people think. Bather than roughing out "where a
person's head is at," they struggle to rigorously define a person's
"categories for action" (Barth, 1069).

Consider the following illustration of what an ethnography-attempts
to describe. When a sc:ientist publishes a report with special findings, the
scientific community llis proccdtzres for holding the findings account-
able. Were the proper conditions for doing the experiment present? Were
the proper statistical analyses performed? Were the interpretations of the
data consistent v, ith previom methods used for interpreting similar data?
These and many more questions could be legitimate ways td hold a
scientist accountable. This is called a methodology, and it constitutes a
canon in terms of which scientists make sense.of each other. Such a canon
is explicit and, ideally, scientists should be aware of the assumptions
underlying their methodology and their implications. The point of this il-
lustration is that people in everyday life also have methods for holding
each other accountable (Garfinkel, 1968). An ethnography is an attempt
tb describe a group's methodology; that is, an attempt to describe the pro-
cedures natives use to make sense of each other and hold each other ac-
countable to certain culturally,,sensible ways of behaving (Garfinkel,
1967; Cicourel, 1974; Frake, 1974): Unfortunately, the procedures used
in everyday life are never very explicit. , Legal norms set limits and
etiquette manuals make suggestions, but procedures used in daily life are
hidden deep beneath the surface (Malinowski, 1927; Moerman, 1973).
For example, how many of us can examine in detail the procedures used
in greeting P.aother person or in walking down a street?, The first can
involve a head toss, a presentation of the palm of the hand, a brief flash of
the eyebrows, and a flash of the teeth in a smile (Kendon and Ferber,
1972:- Sherzer, 1973); while the-second can involve the computation of
complex trajectories for people \`'(' alking in different directions and the dis-
cernment of who is-with whom in order that collisions be avoided (Coff-
man, 1971; Ryave and Schenkein, 1974). We can all greet people and .we
'can safely and unobtrusively navigate the streets, but few'of us really
know just what we are doing.

In science, methodologies have their consequences. A behaviorist
studies different problems and develop quite different results than a psy-
chologist follo\ving a psychoanalytic canon. So it is in everyday life. The
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procedures we use in Our daily doings have consequences for us and for all
those around us. A successful ethnography should help us to become
aware of ourselves and the consequences of our actions. If we all walked
down the street in the same way or if we all greeted each other without
regard for who was involved, then an ethnography of our greeting be-
havior would be truly uninteresting. But the point is that we are all quite
selective about who we interact with and most often for reasons which we
ourselves do not understand. Some people attract us and others do not.
The questibn we must face is, "How much of what happens to us every
day LS in fact caused by us as a product of the unconscious and limited
methods we use to handle the world and to'hold each other accountable?"
How many of us are aware, for example, that when walking through the
neighborhood of a different ethnic group we generally. display "the
posture of territorial behavior"? We lower our heads, curl our shoulders
so that our chests do not protrude, bring our hands close to or in front of
our bodies, and keep our eyes down (Scheflen, 1972). Such behavior may
make us a little less noticeable, but it also cuts off' the possibility of com-
municating with anyone in that neighborhood. In other words, by ex-
hibiting passing behavior we are helping to maintain the very boundaries
which are oppressing us. What we know about how to walk through
different neighborhoods helps to divide those neighborhooJs. What we
know has conSequences, and an ethnography of what we know should
help to sort,olit.what effectS we have on the world. As such, good ethnog-
raphy. is a firststep to morality and freedom.

Examp1 6 are numerous of how we are all embedded in our own pro-
cedures and of how our procedures make us very smart in one situation
and very blind and stupid in the next. Ethnographers generally specialize
in tdling delightful stories about how disoriented people can become
when they cross even the smallest of eultural borders, In contrast, the fol7
lowing is a not so delightful story from our own culture; the point is the
same, however. People develop elaborate procedures for making sense of
each other and holding each other accountable in certain situations.
These procedures offer people a shorthand, a quick and easy way of deal-
ing which may hide just what the people are really doing to each other.
Change either the situation at hand (move from one culture to another)
or the prqcedures used by one of the individuals and, with great pain, the
perions involved will discover what their procedures have been hiding.
This example coines from a family disrupted by the husband's extreme
dependence upon his wife (Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson, 1967). All
agreed the problem was that because the man was illiterate he had a hard
time moving around in everyday life and showed little promise of upward
mobility. After extensive theraliY:and instruction, the man acquired
enough reading competence to be more independent. Soon after, the wife
filed for divorce. What had happened was that the two people had de-
veloped a rather special w,:ay of dealing with, each other which, un-
fortunately, left the man dependent:Once this symptom was treated, the
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whole logic of their relationship was undermined and the marriage dis-
solved. Apparently, neither of them knew what they were contributing to
and what they were getting out of the dependency relationship. Is it pos-
sible that the logic of many of our relationships is equally well hidden? An
ethnography should help us to take a better look at the consequences of
Our activities, given the social A'orld in which we are immersed.

Turning now to cdneation, the ethnographic stody of classrooms
hopefully will allow us to look carefully at what we, as teachers, do un-
consciously to our students .when we simply try to make sense and hold
them accountable to our way of making sense. The problem with com-
monsense, of course, is that sense must be made in common with other
people. Accordingly, common sense is a rare achievement. Because of
this, teachers and children often work out mutually regressive relations in
their c1,-tssrooln for reasons generally unknown to both groups (Henry,
1973.,. We all lose some students in every class. Talented teachers and
intelligent children sometimes wind up on opposite sides of the fence.
Neither group knows how, to stop, and pain and failure result for all in-
volved. No one quite knoWs why. Students who go wrong in the early
years do not even learn to read. Older students suffer from crippling
anxieties and alienation. Some analysts blame the childn.a, their genes,
their families, and their television,. Others blame the teachers for being
lazy, insensitive, prejudiced, or untrained. In roost cases, neither the chil-
dren nor their teachers are, to he blamed. Communicati'Ve breakdowns
always have two sides. The quLstion is not who is at fault, but rather,
what underlying logic and methods can be held accountable for student-.
teacher disputeS? What is it about how teachers and children hoid each
other accountable that has them either making sense of each other or at
each others' throats? A good ethnography of classrooms should answer '
this question.

Elementary but systematic ethnographics can be atten,pted by any-
one willing to explore carefully what is going on around them. One intro-
ductory text has included samples of undergritiate attempts, and the re-
sults have been relatively impressive. One student ethnographer (Davis,
1972) simply:elicited labels for teacher activities from junior high school
children. The activities noted by the children stand out as remarkably
different froM those most likely to be noted by the t.:!achers themselvs
(see Chart 1). Notice the rich 21laboration of the teacher.s role as an enemy
orsuppres::or. From these results, it is possible to hypothesize that thc
children and their teachers are employing different categories in terms of
which they are interpreting and generatMg behavior. In school, at least,
the children and their teachers appear to be working trom different
cognitive :wstems. They have different methods for holding each other
accountable. A teacher may be giving a math lesson but, from the chil-
dren's viewpoints, the teacher is merely "talking a whole lot" or "picking
on kids."

I 7
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, ,:liar 0: teachers

the i4frcrat::. thalogue. ti'di daitne. ihe plae.er the hall high
into the air, the second er atc he-. it fall., rUcks it up. and carries it
back to the first st,::.eaker ssho again throws :he ball high into the air. The
teachc.-r.st:,dent relation, made th,, differentia! rights to !till:
time. In the Meet 11-.;...Pres'....:an.e. the net-t.siierson-
a direct pitch to the second p:ay er-- at: administration spokespersol! The
game continues as -the administrat.On sp01:man pretends to catch it,
hut he takes one of ids otAn balls and throws it in the air . After th,ree
tries, the nr...".vsrnan stops retrieving the same ball and takes out another
One- i.Fillroore, 11.J71).

In addition tO tl)!: l'11.t--!, of the -.rank differing in eYert.' conYersation,
depending upon the relational fahriC created. the methods used to create
a partieular relational fabric differ from one, culture to the ntixt. Many
Native Americans entertain long, periods of silence and seldom interrupt
each other's talk Thilips, 1974). Conversely, in man;, cultures_ it is ex-
pected that two or more people ',sill speak at one time in ..tertain situa-
tiOnS. 'rids is the case- lor story telling among the, Bushmen, arguing
among the Yanornamo. and light discourse among A:Aiguans (Byers.
1972, Beisrnan, l'.97-1). In American terms. such overlapped talk would be
interpreted as chaotie and most likely volatile. New Yorkers would be
(ink a little surprised. Along with the `-'-ocratic and the Meet the Press
cQns'ersational games, Filh ,r1,- might have easily included the New York
City Lonversational game. In this game, every participant throws a ball
into the air a.t the same time. The one that looks most interesting is
allowed to stay in flight v. bile the others are somehow recalled by their
owners. When the chosen ball nears the end of its flight, each participant
agaM throws a bail into the air. One may sec in this conversational game
one source of Nev. Yorkers being stereotyped as pushy, and .aggressive
yvherr they are evaidated hy- outs*lers who stkk more closely to FillmorOf
ideal game-of-catch conversa0on.

In many classrooms, it appears that turn taking is a key to under-
s:inding teacher-student relations. (- Irderlv turn taking irdurly, that is,
in terms of a particular community's standards for conversatirnal
sequencingappears to be one good measure of whether Teople are
making sense of each other. Interactions between different ethnic groups
and betyveen different social classes abound in examples of sequencing
problems (Byers and Byers. 1972; Erickson, I973a, b; Kochman, 1975).
In my own research into the social orgarnzation of reading groups in first
grade classrooms in suburban New York. it has be-come apparent that
groups marked by turn-taking struggles do not do as well in school -as do
groups which somehow' engineer a smooth transfer from one reader to the
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[lux- . Any classroom with chronic c,.:.vi:rsational turn taking problems is
rne,t likely -worting with a minimum of: teacher-pupil common sense,
good relations, and learning. CIassrooms are in trouble when children talk

(11-y long against the expressed wishe of the teacher", or do absolutely
no talking despite the urgings of the teacher. The first problem dominates
urban 7,chools for minority children, and the second problem flourishes in
white schools for Native American children"- (Dumont, 1972; Philips,
1972; Roberts, 1970; Rosenfeld, 1971). Both populations are marked by a .

high.rate of school failure.
Top and' bottom reading groups have been described in terms of how

th,ey use different procedures 'for turn taking (Cumperz and ifernandez
Chavez, 1972; Rist, 1973). In the videotapes I have been analyzing, the
top group effects an orderly sequencing procedure: child A reads a page
and everyone looks to the teacher who nods her head at child B who if,
sitting next to child A; child B reads a page and everyone looks to the
teacher who acknowledges child C who is sitting next to child _13; and so
on' around the table until the story is complete. In the bottom groqp,
every turn appears to be up for grabs with some children shouting "ME, I
want to read- and with others being generally inattentive.

These are the facts. What are we to make of them? Until recently,
we might have been told that the children in the bottom group were

-ii-urologically impaired, hyperactive, in need of immediate gratification,
or just plain hungry; most of the depri hypotheses have proven in-
adequate when put to rigorous testig. More recently, we have been
hearing the opposite to the notion h I.ere is something wrong with the
children. Now we are offered account after account that there is some-
thing wrong with the teachers, that they are working against the children
in the bottom group for some reasonbe it skin color, dialect, clothes, or
records from previous classes. In fact, it is not. necessary to blame either
side. The behaviors.ci the children and their teachers makes sense if you
look at them in the c,itext in which they occur. In the next section, some
reasons for this sequencing situation will be considered. fu this section,
there is only room for an example of a characteristic turn taking problem,'
between a student and her teacher.

Rosa is one of four Puerto Rican children in an almost all white first
grade in a middle-class suburban school in New York. All the Puerto
Rican children, one of the two black children:, and two of the eighteen
white children in the class are in .the bottom reading group. The top
group is Composed of white (mostly Italian and Jewish) .childre:U The.
reason Puerto Rican children start ()Win the bottom group is quite:clear;
their English is not _yet fluent and reading is difficult. The question is
whether being in the bottom group has to pe/Kianently retard a child's
progress in the acquisition of literacy. I will argue that I) given the nature
of the;educational enterprise in America, With its emphasis on competi-
tion and- tests which measure a child against other children instead of
measuring each child's own progress (Singer in press); and 2) given both
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the teacher's and the children's own conceptions of how they should suc-
ceed in classrooms, placement in a bottom group and participation in the
everyday relational give and take of the bottom group are fatal to any
child's attempt to learn school material. I will argue this case briefly in an
anAysis of turn taking in Rosa's bottom group.

Rosa constantly struggles to get a turn to read. Yet day after day. sue
is passed by. Rosa's problem is simply that her competency in English is
quite limited. The teacher's problem is more complex. She is a sensitive
woman and worried about calling on Rosa when she would be unable to
perform and would, therefore, be embarrassed by her peers. This situa-
tion makes an orderly linear turn taking procedure impossible, for Rosa
then would be passed by in a way that everyone could sea. Accordingly;
everyone must volunteer and compete for turns. In addition .to taking
much more time than the simple head nod needed to effect a tk! nge
in .the top reading group, this procedure also makes the L. "itip
totally dependent upon the teacher for control, arid ever., is
interi-uptcd (which is often) the social order of the bottom group must
renegotiated.

These procedural differences make a (' lertmee. for the bottom
group geti only one-third of the actual reac.ag that the top gets for
every twenty minute lesson,. Cfley have with the teacher. For E.'ery day
spent in the bottom group, Rosa and her friends fall ev,ri further behind
their classmates in the top group. After a few years of this differential
progress, Rosa most likely will be'sufficiently behind to become a -prob-

_lem,- Thonlearner,- -dropout,- -deprived child,- or -bad 'girt- Who do
we blame? Is it Rosa's fault she learned Sp-mish as a child, and is this any
rear,on for her to be permanently cut off frj, the rewards of literacy? Of
course not. Eat-fly bilingualism appears to have primarily positive con-
seqi..ences' for ciignitiye development (DielD'Ad, 1968). Is it the teachbr's
fault that she refuses to embarrass Rosa by making her read whirshe is
not vet able to_ read? Qf eourse.not. In..fact,. it is .possible _to_clafri_Lhat.
Rosa wants no part -of reading, that she is quite content to mak...' Mieve
that she is trying to get a turn. In one videotaped lesson I have analyzed,
Rosa raises her hand and calls the teacher at, almost every juncture
suitable for a turn change. However, she always includes a signal that she
does not want to be called, a signal which can be identified by the
teacher. Some negative signals include looking away, covering the book
with her arm, or turning to the wrong pageall while pleading f6r a turn
to read. The one time she did not include any of these negative signals,
the teacher called on her, and she had to admit that she could not read
the page. It appears that the teacher and Rosa attend quite carefully to
each other and achieve a certain degree of common sense with each
other. Nevertheless, they both suffer for their effortsto-blame,
yet everyone could be doing .a better job if they could deal more carefully
with the unstated relatiow: which appear to govern or key (Hyrnes, 1974a)
their interpretations of each other's c.!lc.
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The effort of this discussion of the ethnography of speaking has been
to show that language behavior is best understood in terms of its social
context and that ethnographers have been quite successful in initiating an
analysis of how people Make sense of each other and hold each other
aceountaHe in speech situations'. A brief discussion of the social issues in-
volved i7 onversational sequencing was offered as an example of the
soc il sk which must be developed if a child is to become a competent
member if a speech community and as a testament of the kind of progress
the ethnography of speaking has been making. The relevance of the turn
taking issue for understanding the relations between teachers and
chilten and the consequences of their communicative procedures for
classroom learning were considered.

THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF READING

We have considered teacher-student relations as the key to successful
classrooms. We have considered ethnography as a way cf dea:ribing these
relations and have given special attention to the ethnography of speaking.
Now we must consider the possibility that an ethnography of speaking
arid an ethnography of reading woula locate the same relational system.
In other words, we must now consider the hypothesis of this paper that
certain ways of speaking in certain situations are related to just what kind
of literacy is achieved by particular people. Certainly, liosa's case indi-
cates that certain ways of calling for a turn to read has devastating con-
sequences for the children of the bottom group, but we need a general
framework in order to understand such specific cases.

To a great extent, without using the word, this paper has been about
what motivates people to say what they do and why they take what is said
to them. in the way that they do. Ethnographers of speaking have been
locating that people speak for reasons, that they speak in response to
son;lething, and that their tiniest utterance ("oh" or "ya know") can be re-
lated to the ongoing social fabric in which they suspect they are participa-
ting (Jefferson, 1973, 1974). Equivalent accounts for how and why
people rear'i cannot be offered yet, but some indications of the reasons for
people learning how to read are beginning to appear. Perhaps the most
interesting comes from the rugged mountains of the island of Mindoro in
the Philippines. There, a small group of people known as the Hanunoo
achieve a 60 percent literacy rate on a rare Indic derived script imported
centuries ago and virtually unkno,,vn to surrounding groups. The
-Hanunoo receive ao formal .training in their reading and writing
activities and, in fact, ignore literacy until early puberty.-. At that time,
they appear to have the ultimate motivation for learning to read.
Literacy is used almost exclusively in courtship among the Hanunoo, and
the Children -work diligently on the ,L7s.i7t they can master writing
songs in order to support an active life. They achieve competen
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within rnouth Conklin. 1j4 , rerriarkahlt: adult learn-
ing achievonts art- on record for people havilw, ma r an ortho.4-.
raphv for sodal and religious purposes ;.Basso and Ar .,!rson. 1973:
Wall:er, 1972).

For other groups. the desire to read'appe.:2; to Lc founded w iin the
social organization of the communi:v. Anitipz. the Europeau Jews in
Israel, learning to read appears to function a, a kev milest,ne in a child's
life. -Most first graders did acquire r:!ading zindue difficulty and.
by April or Max of their first Year in school. chldren used to receive
their f;rst reader at a special ceremony attended by ti;eir proud pareEt>
(Feite: ...in. 1973). What is particularly interesting about this Israeli case Ls

the children were taught how to read using a visual, whole word
I. This method is particularly useless for teaching Hebrew which

minimal number of word shapes to work with and demands
att.,:ution to the finest detail. The children appeared to learn, in spite of
the method, wth m'assive doses of aid from their families ancnarger com-
munities. Although the &no:pies of this reinforcement of school activities
has not been made clear, a similar motivating device was apparently not
generated in the comnumities of the Oriental Jews of Israel who ac-
complished a high rate of reading failure even after a more phonetic
approach w as used in the schooLs.

These two examples emphasize the importance of the social relations
which motivate a child's attempts at learning to read: the Hanunoo root
their training in the demands of peer group rexuality and the European
Jews of Israel in the demands of family and .:ommunity groups. Groups
which show a high rate of functional illiteracy, despite elaborate edu-
eltional programs, apparently do ,not produce an equivalent relational
tabric for motivating its youth to read. There are two possible ex-
planations for this phenomenon: 1) there is something wrong with the
people and their culture, and 2) there is something wrong with the situ-
atir r. which they are asked to learn to read. In the first case, the
pro ,,n comes from within the culture in that the parents eithei place no
ihiport once on literacy or they ill equip their children for the kind of
thinking they have to do in order to play the reading game. In the second
case, the problem comes from the outside, from the group's contacts with
the people of another group who are helping (sometimes forcing) their
children to read under circumstances not congenial to the enhancement
of the children's identities. Each of the possibilities must be considered.

There is little Possibility that a large proportion of children would
main illiterate despite intensive educational attempts simply because their
parents place little importance cm literacy. People are willing to learn the
strangt.st and most complex schema.% if they are offerd relatibnally posi-
tive environments for learning whatever it is they are asked to learn.
Baseball, sex, and drug talk and rig latin and various other specialized
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codes or games are mastered quickly v.:len introduz:ed by the right
people. The same can be true of literacy. Witness the Hanunoo. A g(od
teacher may be able to teach children to read Chinese quicker than a bad
teacher can teach the same Eng!ish speaking children -to read English
(Rozin, Poritsky. and Sotsky. -1971). The subject matter and its potential
relevance to everyday life make m, difference. The peasants of :ural
Greece Clamor for the classics in their rehools and shun the technical edu-
cation which could be 11,1pful to them (Friedl. 1964). And the least in-
dustrialized people ( world. the Papuans of the New Guinea High-
lands, have taken ;ieracv with a great fervor (Meggit, 1967). The in.--
portant question to be asked is w hether the suLject matter is introduced in
the proper relational context. If it is. the children will learn. If not. the
children will either have to learn it elsewhere, or th,:y will shun it com-
pletely.

There is even less possibility that a culture cognitivel lisables its
young and cuts them off from possibly learning to read in terms of
formal psychological operations, reading is no different from any other
kind of human behavior. Even if they are illiterate, all people play the
saim: kind of psyolingaistic Lmessing games and do the same kind of
hypothesis testing in their everyday behavior as they would have to do if
'they were to learn to read. Culturally induced reading failures roust de-
velop from some place other than the formal logic embedded in the
culture's categories for action, for there are no data to indicate that any
orl;: of the world's thousands of cultures logically disables its mernh<ls
from mastering .readLg skills, once sufficient motivation and adequate
presentation of the task are present.

When we look for an explanati,n of the high rate -if school failure
among rome groups in the situations in which the chiidren are asked to

,learn, we are on much more interesting ground. Almost invariably, such
problems arise when a group in power educates the children of a minority
group. The pictuH is quite uniform. Indian children throughout North
and South American schools fail. Mexican children in American Anglo
school:, fail. African cLairen in Western colonial schools fail, Oriental
Jews in Eurooean Israeli schools fail, black children in American schools-
fail, and so on. One good explanation is-that people from divergent tradi-
tions do not communicate well with each other, they do not :.rstablish the
proper motivational fabric, the proper relational foundation for the chil-
dren to:throw themselves into learning to read. As much as the Hanunoo
and Enropean Israeli children are fired to read, that is the extent to
whiC :ninority children for the most part appear turned off by learning
to read and sometimes appear to learn not to read; i.e., they appear to
struggle to achie:.e school failure.

The negative relational messages which flow from a dominant to a
minority group often flow through the vocal chords, ways of speakiqg
used by teachers and apparently the source of their pupils feeling back
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about educational entcrpri\e. Three kinds of conflict have been de-
scribed between a teac'Jer's wav of talking and a student's wav of ta'.
language conflict, dialect conflict. and sequencing conflict. All thr,_ e de-
serve consideration.

Language conflict. perhaps. has the n:ost devastating effects on a
child's motivation to First alL it is much harder to decode
accordin to an unknow n laugua:, v hen a foreign tongue is in-
sisted upon in sch,od . it is usually sign inat members of one group are
opprEsing members of a sceon,1 groupMso. almost invariably. the
teachers are members of the oplu-esing oroup who, regardless of their
good intentions. generally try to mold minority children to their own
in.ages. In terms of the politics of the classroom. this is an explosi, e situa-
tion. Beading skills can often be found in the resulting debris.

Perhaps the finest and most detailed example comes from the
Chiapas highlands where Indian children often fail to acqui:e literacy in
Spanish speaking schools rein bv the NItican authorities tModiano.
1973): Superior results were achieved by Indian teachers '...erking in
Spanish. and thu best rt.-soft- were achieved by Indian teachers working
with a bilingual progann By Ainerican standards, this is a curious result
in that the Indian teachers had little training compared to the Spanish
speaking teachers, and few of them were better than h:irely literate. BV
Arnish standards, and by the standar(:_s developed in this paper. these
results are not at all surprising. Indiin n-,ichers in bilingual programs are
often able to .;olve two problems tnat monolingual Spanish speaking
teachers may find impossible: 1) they can teach the children to read in
their' native tongue and then transfer the skills to reading Spanish, and 2)
they stand a ffluch better chan&e of making common sense with the
children because of the relationat resources given them by their shared
tongue.

NItich concern has been spent tw whether dialect differences inter-
fere, with children learning to read. Most of the important work has
centered on whether the language printed on a page was suitable for a
child decoding according to a slightly different lanvage (Laffey and
Shuv, 1973). But there is another issue; whether dialects interfere with
teachers and children making common sense together. There is consider-
able inverse correlation between a child's dialect and school success. For
example, the child who speaks a heavy Black Vernacular is less likely to
be doing well in school than a black child who speaLs a more standardized
dialect. The range of school success and failure ,appears to be neatly
marked by language veriation in phonology. grammar, and para-
language (Ft-ender and Lambert, 1973; Labov and Bobin, 1969; Pies-
ttup, 1973). The question -Whyr Does dialect get directly in the way
of a child's decoding operations? 0: does dialect get the child involved in
the dirtv side of the politics of the classroom and thereby destroy the
motivation to read (McDermott, 197-1)?
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..idL-T the

Here a sli,tht dirferenue in to con..tria t Black

Ve:7nacular Englisli had a tem:-her mispercei:e what a child was
Thk, is a simple misconummication. and similar e% ents can often

between peonle. t- much difficulty. But such ruts,. oretn.:nica-
*ion can often lead to bad relations. In thi.s case. the difficult:. was re-
. 'red hefore seriom- relational damage was done: before the teacher

the child out the for heim,i, frsh. ri!t, t:,te 11()ti!e to the

p uts chasthtina the child's obscenity, assumed w as no w

while home to w rite HT oritf:htsed

'answ-er was incorrect that the -word starto-.J ivaei:er

handled but the alternative was ob. ioush
One interesti:,,, and important developmeht recent research is

beginning to show is that. among many blauk children, the use of dialect
increases as ehildren proceed throm,h school Hall arid Freedle. 1975:
Labov and Bobini), 1969..Piestrup. 1973). We are even getting some sense
of the social processes underlying these trends. Laboy and Robins 0969)
have shown, fir.ir example, that the use of dialect increases a.s peer group
participation increases and school performance decreases. This finding is
further illuminated by Piest7op's study 1973) of :Jade classrooms in
which dialect use either stayed the same or soared in direct proportion to
ho'w ich the chil,iren were hassled for their (Ise of dialect. The more
they ere 6:orrecred. more they usedit; an, it) Such classrooms. read-

ing scores vvere low. In classrooms in which they were allowed to express
themselves and read or:di/ in dialect. the use of dialect did not, increase
and their reading scores w ere higher, with many children above the
norms. There. indeed, appears to be a relational politics to dialect use

and the interpersonal relatons certainly appear to be important in de-
fining who learns to read and who does not.

discus,sed, pcople in different cultures employ different rules for
taking turns in conversations. If thu childa n's procedures for sequencing
talk are not taken into consideration. difficult relatitinal problems can
arise. IIawaiian childrien answer adults in chorus and are embarassed
terribly by .American 'teachers who single them out to answer in class
(Boggs, 1972). Nativc American children often lack the conversational
competitiveness to do anything lmt remain mute in their classrooms with
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Anglo teachers iDurnniit. 11,:
deeper than just differences in the fun.t.:1:. e

enough of a conversational position to at _itterni ne's e:'.orts
take a turn at talking. much n,nst
with various body part:L.. This is also quite diffe.ent
American znd Eskimo children hoth apttnir to 'tin-. e df1o. ln-o-
nizing their behaviors with their hite hers. atic: the t.-,iviters
difficult time synchronizing with the hildren diser, and Beers.
Collier, 1973).

All three kinds of uabi:u. cihdect.
sequencingcan cause rerational v.-or-if-bets, and these niav heitt
account for the high rate of school failure among some minority gri:tups.
Nov; s,e must ask why this is the case. The simplest explanation is that
p,:-.-ople from different gioups have different codes for generating talk, and
it is these codes which keep them constantly miscommunicating. This ex.-
planation is a little too simple. Certainly, when the communicatke re-
sourees of two groups are rhitferent, the people will gerieratc ft

communication. But the yiestlon is \eh; thi keeps them at one atn,ther's
throats. Why not simply re:pa r the miscornmunication'7' This le,:ds to an

enn more difficult question, h. ..;re there communicatise , If
Me data of Labov and Bobins 1boq and Pir-strup (1973 are a it
of what happens in our schools, then perhaps difierent conimarnu,n is c
codes represent political adaptations. Further, this means that in he
course of talking in one av rather than another we not only suffer fro:.
communicative conflicts, we help to make them and are son,ehow re
warded for onr efforts. Our communicative codes, as persuasive and en.
trapping as they are, do not turn us into communicatis e robots incapabln
of coming to grips with other people simply because they coti.municat
differently. The social se orld is snbject to nrach more negotiation If code
exist, it is because we all help c.eate them. If codes are os apart,
it is because we are allowing them to (:( so because \\ e lnrv t ..t iii
mainiaining the social order buried in the cod,s see
getting tr..mething from our behavior. no matt, = how p,,n,. 11 the cot:-
sequences. Remember the p<!rson walking throunh the -ss ron,4" neighh,o .
hood displaying passing behavior. Soch a pepow attempts to ac.ie%e
safety. But also, stich a person is helping to make the boundary ss loch is
making the painful passing behavior netessiir. We all 'o this svith our
speech behavior. Our ways of speaking a svstern hich
we all help to recreate with our esery utieratn -s. 1961. I!+7

Thus, it is no accident that there is a inark.d H.-, weer,
teachers talk in their classrooms and the succrss ninure of diin-lent
types of students in American classrooms. Our vocal C. [lords constitute
some of the materials on the basis of which falling self-fulfilling prophecies
svork tjanso. )9.14: fUst 1973, 197-1). In talking the way we do, see .

relate to different types oi children in different ways; create environments
unsuitable for encouraging the learning of reading by soine children:
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